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Simon Stevens
I have cerebral palsy and I have been canoeing
for 15 years in various clubs and settings within
mainstream and disabled clubs. What I have
noticed is there is a somewhat low expectation of
what disabled canoeists can achieve.
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TOURING
July
1 - 4 Rivers of l’Argentière
2 - 5 Coastal, OC [07818 091152]
21 - 23Sea Symposium, Hengistbury
Head
August
14 - 20Pont Blanc
[jmt.kayakdemer@gmail.com]
A/B/C - Proficiency/Proficiency +/Advanced. K/C - kayak/canoe. 1 - 6 grade.

SURFING
July
1 - 8 World Titles, W, Durban
W - wave skis (British Wave Ski Association. K - kayak (BCU). I international. HP - high performance. O - open. BCU Yearbook £2.00 + A5
SAE from 19 Widworthy Drive, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 9BD.

MARATHON
July
1
Pembroke R
8/9
Trencin, WC 2
9
Pencelli - Brecon
16
R Usk
29
Marsala
29
Porquerollaise, Toulon
August
12/13 National Championships, I,
Reading
20
Tay Descent
24 - 26Transmorbihannaise
H - Hasler final qualifier. K2 - no Div 1 K1. K1 - no Div 1/2 K2. L - long
course. S - short course. Yearbook £4.50 from Diane Bates, 11 Cranley Rd,
Burwood Park, Walton-on-Thames, Surrey KT12 5BX.

SLALOM
July
-2
European Championships,
l’Argentière la Bessée
1
Valstagna, C
1/2
Washburn, 2/O/Yorks
Championships
1/2
Shepperton, 3/4
6 - 9 World Championships, J,
Solkan
8/9
Valstagna, C, S
8/9
Ironbridge, 2/3
15/16 Orton Mere, 3/4
16
Marple, 3/4
22/23 Washburn, 1/Yorks Water
Championships
23
Stone, 3/4
29/30 Tryweryn, PC/1/2/Welsh
Championships
August
2 - 6 World Championships, S, Praha
5/6
Ceske Budjovice, C, S/J
5/6
Orava, C, J, Dolgy Kubin
12
Ceske Budejovice, C
12/13 Nene, 2 - 4
15/16 Ivrea, C, S
19/20 Fairnilee, 2 - 4, Scottish U14/U16
Championships
19/20 Llandysul, 2 - 4/Fun
24
Asian Championships, Zhang
Jiajie
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24 - 27European Championships,
U23/J, Nottingham
26/27 Young Danube, C, J, Cunovo
26/27 Grandtully, 1/2
A - restricted entry international. B - invitation international. C - unrestricted
entry international. P - Premier division. 1 - 4 divisions. Cl - club event.
Yearbook £4.00 from Jim Croft, 12 Holmscroft Rd, Luton, Beds LU3 2TJ.

WILD WATER RACING
July
1/2
Lofer, Cl/Sp, WC 5/6
15
Nene 2, Sp, B/O/Wh/U
20 - 23European Championships, J,
Bihac
W - world ranking. A - restricted entry international. B - invitation
international. C - unrestricted entry international. Cl - classic. Sp - sprint.
A/B/C - Divisions. OC - open canoes. U - under 14 and under 16. Yearbook
£3.50 + 57p A5 SAE from Sarah Wright, Church Lea, 26 Church St,
Hemswell, Lincs DN21 5UQ.

FREESTYLE
July
-2
European Championships,
Holme Pierrepont
1/2
Washburn, Yorks Championships
8/9
Canolfan Tryweryn, J
16
Teesside, Y
22/23 Boulter’s, Y
August
18 - 20Euro Cup, Thun
SPRINT
July
1/2
Holme Pierrepont
6 - 9 European Championships,
Racice
22/23 National Championships
August
3 - 6 European Championships,
U23/J, Athínai
12
Koper
12/13 European Masters Challenge,
Poznan
17 - 20World Championships, S,
Szeged
SAILING
July
2
Lord Birkett, IC, Medway
5/6
Scottish, OC, Balquidder
5 - 11 Lower L Erne, OC
8/9
Medway, IC
15/16 Ullswater, OC
21 - 26Europa Cup, IC, Travemunde
27
German Nationals, IC, Mardorf
30
Gananoque, IC
August
6 - 11 Federation Week, IC, Hayling
Island

11

Swedish Championship, IC,
Stockholm
12 - 19L Erne, OC
19 - 22Nationals, IC, Ullswater
26
Isle of Sheppy, IC
26/27 Balquidder, OC
28
Cock of the Harbour Pursuit, IC,
Hayling Island
P - Premier. 2 - Secondary. IC - International Canoe. OC - open canoe.

POLO
July
8
17th San Giorgio Nogaro
29/30 Dikkebus
August
5/6
5th Veurne
10 - 13World Championships,
Amsterdam
26/27 Ypres
N - national teams. C - club teams. 1 - 5 - divisions. ID - indoors. OD outdoors. Yearbook £3.00 + 50p P&P from Beverley Dancer.

LIFEGUARDING
August
20
Sherbourne Ironman
DRAGON BOAT RACING
July
1
Swiss Open Championships
9
Exeter, N
21 - 23ICF European Club Crew
Championships, Poznan
22
London, N
29
Long Beach Festival
30
Worcester, N
August
11 - 13World Club Crew
Championships, Toronto
26
13th Rapperswill-Jona
MISCELLANEOUS
July
1
Paddle Round the Pier, Brighton
4 - 6 Outdoor Preview Trade Show,
Harrogate
11 - 13Outdoor Sports & Events Show,
Harrogate
15/16 Thames Traditional Boat Rally,
Henley-on-Thames
August
25 - 3 Caravan Salon Düsseldorf
26 - 28Diamond Jubilee National Festival
& Boat Show, Beale Park
Italics - change, late addition or late notification. I - international. O - open.
WC - world cup. GP - grand prix. EC - European championships or Europa
cup. M/L/W/B/G - men/ladies/women/boys/girls. S/J/Y/V senior/junior/youth/veteran. U18 - under 18.
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Editorial
‘The Wild Water Racing World Championships in Wales in May
have been cancelled due to shortfalls in funding for the event. The event
will still take place but is likely to be held elsewhere in Europe.’
Those two sentences
were all the BCU
membership were told
about the cancellation of
Britain’s premier canoeing
event for 2006, a small square of carpet under which to hide a
depressing management tale. The event was not cancelled because of
any outside forces or anything which was not know before offering to
host the event, with the slight exception of the adventure company Red
Letter Day’s going bust with its adverse effect on WCA rafting income.
At the heart of it all is the fact that the WCA make up to £5,000 per
day out of white water rafting which is the major source of their
income, £130,000 in 2005, of which £85,000 went into reserves after
WCA operating costs had been funded. Over the ten days of world
championships and associated events they stood to lose a chunk of their
income, which they wanted the BCU to make up. Over the excellent
2005 practice events and the planned 2006 events there has been quite a
lot of support and sponsorship from other sources, water provided free
of charge by the EA, funding from the Sports Council for Wales, Dept
for Culture, Media & Sport and Welsh Assembly, loans offered by
Gwynedd and Bala Councils and a Wales Tourist Board bond. No
sponsorship came from the WCA, however, and there was an
opportunity charge by them for water.
The WCA have been accused of an inflexible management style.
Meetings were said to have got close to agreement, allegedly in the
order of £10,000 difference, although there was no guarantee of any
ceiling or protection against more unexpected bills from the WCA.
Many major events have been run over the years while organizers have
been held to ransom by facilities contractors.
The sums involved would have been small beer for the BCU, who
made £92,000 profit in 2005 to add to their seven figure reserves. It is
suggested that their Welsh arm are not that short of cash, either. The
main financial losers have been the town of Bala, major accommodation
providers receiving cancellations of £8,000 - 10,000 bookings from
national teams. The total loss to the town has been put at £500,000 and
the issue was discussed in the Welsh Assembly.
Another loser has been the British WWR team. With Jonnie
Schofield on form and with the benefit of a home course, British
prospects looked better than they had for many years. The event was
moved to the much flatter and easier Karlovy Vary course in the Czech
Republic. In fact, the cost to the British team would not increase as
much as might have been expected because a much smaller team would
be sent, partly financial and partly because some of the younger team
members would no longer be able to fit in races between school exams.
Organizer John Handyside survived the experience by being retained
as a BCU staff member.
Who is to blame? British canoeists in the know blame the WCA and
say that the BCU went as far as they could to reach agreement.
International canoeists blame the BCU without distinguishing which
arm is guilty. The people of Bala just blame canoeists, quite rightly.
May 2006 would have been exactly 25 years to the month from
Canoe 81 when the BCU ran both the wild water racing and slalom
world championships on the river, followed by the sprint world
championships at Holme Pierrepont. Instead, Bala must now be finished
as a major competition venue and the people of Bala will have a very
jaundiced view of us.
So, who benefits? The BCU would barely have noticed the dip in
their profits, even if the WCA had presented more unexpected bills.
The WCA could also have funded the event comfortably themselves. It
seems that profit levels are now more important than running a world
canoeing event. If this is in either of their constitutions, the odds are that
you have not seen it. This has to be the most depressing débâcle in the
history of canoeing in this country. British canoeing has been brought
into disrepute as officials bicker over whose profits should contribute
least. Do not be surprised if the longterm financial loss to British
canoeing is not far greater than the sums saved this year by ditching the
one world event with which we were entrusted.

Profits first

Publisher contact
Canoeist, 4 Sinodun Row, Appleford-on-Thames,
Oxon OX14 4PE
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references to hazards from notes on these waters.
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are to be found on the Classified pages.
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the Krishna River. Michael
Norman describes this long
open canoe journey,
starting on page20.
America’s most important
canoe voyage completes its
bicentenary this year and is
revisited on page 64.
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Slightly
overdone
A BW guide
explained to a group of
onlookers how the
Falkirk Wheel was
driven by the electrical
consumption of six
toasters. An American
tourist asked to see the
toasters.

Big air
Miles Daisher has
undertaken a 5,000m
freefall parachute drop
in his kayak into Lake
Tahoe. He capsized
but was able to
handroll back upright
rather than having to
bail out as he did on a
previous occasion.

Tottenham
commended
The Waterside
Centre with its
canoeing courses in
Tottenham was
commended in the
Community category
of this year’s
Waterways
Renaissance Awards.
The centre encourage
environmental
appreciation and
community
involvement and have
helped instil a sense of
community pride.

Navigation questioned
in court
A legal appeal in a case involving a collision between
two jet skis suggested that craft are not ‘used in
navigation’ if they are ‘simply used for having fun on
the water without the object of going anywhere’. If
they are not being used in navigation then the
Merchant Shipping Act does not apply, affecting their
rights and responsibilities. An appeal to the House of
Lords is being considered. The question of what
constitutes a journey has to be a gift for the legal
profession.

Cardboard is back
Those with fond memories of the cardboard canoe
championships at the Serpent’s Tail during Mike Jones
Weekends may wish to know that the concept has not
been forgotten completely. The Germans have been
running such events on the Eiskanal in Augsburg,
perhaps a touch overgenerous with the shrinkwrap so
that too many make it to the bottom of the course but
otherwise within the spirit of the original concept.

Kennet & Avon volunteers
wanted in Newbury
The Kennet & Avon Canal Trust members put up
with a lot of inconvenience from canoeists,
particularly with the marathon races in the spring

which cause traffic congestion, noise, mud,
uncomfortable washes and people rushing about at
speed. They are seeking volunteers willing to put in
even a couple of half days per year in their shop in
the stone wharf building at Newbury, an important
source of income to the society and necessary for
them to continue to use this historical building. Any
canoeists able to offer some help would be much
appreciated and would repay some of the debt we
owe to the society. Call Tracy Perryman on 01635
522609.

... and when they were
down they were down
Following 2004/5’s fantastic turnouts for the
London Boat Show, this year’s figures slumped by
over a third. The BMF have listened to criticism of
the 2006 show and have presented a range of changes
which will make 2007 very different, a boat show
rather than an exhibition in a big shed. There will be a
canoeing area but no East Hall, the building which
houses the pool and the canoe stands, pending
construction of phase 2 of ExCeL on this part of the
site. The polo national championships will not be at
the 2007 show. Larger exhibitors have agreed an 8%
reduction in stand space to accommodate other
exhibitors in the main building. There will also be an
extra 1,600 underground car parking spaces.
Admission will remain at £14 for adults but that will
include a free catalogue, charged at £5 this year, and
children under 16 will also get free entry.

Waterscape
escape
BW have taken the
Waterscape website
inhouse. It was
reported to have been
making a whopping
seven figure loss as a
stand alone
organization.

Waterways
archives go
online
The Waterways Trust
have spent 4 years
preparing to put their
archives online.
40,000 records from
the 16th century
onwards are now
available at
virtualwaterways.co.uk
.

Easy access
70% of the Scottish
population live within
10km of the sea and
nowhere is more than
60km inland. That is
another reason why
Scotland is good for
sea kayaks.
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Two more advertisements using canoeing are taken from the May issue of Civil Engineering. South
Australia’s Department for Transport, Energy & Infrastructure and EBA in western Canada both play the
quality of life card in their recruitment advertisements.
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Finding lost kit
A website,
lostkit.co.uk, has
been set up to try to
reunite the owners of
missing sports kit
with their belongings.
The service is free.

Extramural
studies
Colin Ross

Morag Brown of
Skyak Adventures,
who rely almost
completely on
English speaking
customers, is one of
the people trying to
retain dual language
teaching in her local
junior school on the
Sleat peninsula. A
proposal has been
put that English be
dropped.
A remarkably lifelike study of Derek Hutchinson at the NMMC.

Endurance exhibition

Dave Samuel

The Argus

Dave Samuel

Dave Samuel

The National Maritime Museum Cornwall are
running a year long Endurance & Survival Exhibition.

Derek Hutchinson and Peter Bray are being featured
along with the likes of Tony Bullamore, Sir Robin
Knox-Johnston, Sir Ernest Shackleton and Dame Ellen
MacArthur.

Paddle Round the Pier
Paddle Round the Pier is a charity competition begun in 1995 by Dave Samuel and other board surfers which is steadily gaining in its scope, if
not its seriousness, especially the race to paddle something unusual round the pier. New this year will be a Perception Sit-Upon Pier to Pier Race
with competitors using Perception Scooters, a 3km race against the current. The important part is that entrants have to raise money for the three
supported charities, the Rockinghorse Appeal for children’s hospitals, the RNLI and SurfAid which helps community health in Indonesia. For
each £20 raised, a competitor will receive a raffle ticket with canoes amongst the mountain of sports equipment being given away in the world’s
largest watersports raffle with over £12,000 of prizes. Head to Brighton on Jul 1st for what promises to be a great day on and around the water.
[01273 230310]
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Caravans and
canoes
As part of a wider
trend, the Caravan
Salon Düsseldorf
exhibition over Aug
28th - Sep 3rd will
include a
Caravanning &
Watersports section.
Show visitors will be
able to try canoeing
on the water.

New
Stonebridge
Lock centre
A new community
building and canoe
centre has been
opened at
Stonebridge Lock on
the River Lee
Navigation in
Tottenham. It is one
of the first
beneficiaries of a
support package by
the Dept of
Communities & Local
Government’s Growth
Areas Fund.

New Yorkshire
show
The Great Yorkshire
Show is to include an
Outdoor Sports &
Events Show. It takes
place on Jul 11 - 13th
at the Great Yorkshire
Showground in
Harrogate.

For whom
the toll tells

How many?
In November BW had a count of boats on their
waters and arrived at a figure of 26,031. That figure,
which includes powered craft, is not a long way from
the number of BCU members who pay for BW
licences without any choice. So, how many of those
boats were not canoes?
* Launching a promotion with anglers, BW claim that
5,000,000 anglers used their waters last year. This is
1,000,000 higher than the usual most optimistic claim
for the total number of anglers in Britain.

Mayor of San Francisco
The paddlers whose exploits are reported in the
Reflections on San Francisco Bay books tend to use
nicknames, something to do with avoiding the law,
perhaps. The Mayor is a new member whose real name
is Tim. He joined after they discovered that Tim Joiner
was Mayor of Westminster, just coincidence, of
course...
Another of their weekly reports described how they
escaped to Alcatraz, now just an interesting local island.

Lifeboat launches up 8%
RNLI launches were up 8% last year to 8,273, 68%
to pleasure craft. In particular, the figures were up 15%
in Wales and 16% in southwest England with Poole
launching more times than any other station. 47% of
launches in 2005 were in June - August, the time when
the weather should have been at its best. There are
reckoned to be 451,000 boats over 2.5m long in the
UK and 3,500,000 people over 16 taking part in
watersports.

Trade drop London
for Shepton Mallet
After the 2003 International Canoe Exhibition a
group of leading canoe trade members pulled out. The
ACT set up their Canoe Village, saying that the place

they needed to be seen was the London Boat Show.
The concept worked better than most dared hope and
the canoe area appeared and was promoted as a special
feature of the 2004 and 2005 shows, like a smaller
version of the Inland Waterways Village. However, at
the 2006 show there was a conspicuously empty space
with just a few non ACT traders exhibiting around the
hall. Where was the Canoe Village? It had gone back to
the NEC, not the ICE but the Boat Caravan &
Outdoor Leisure Show, and will be attending such
functions as the Royal Bath & West Show. Anyone
wanting to catch up with the leading canoe trade
members will have his work cut out trying to find out
where to go next.

BCU democracy at work
It seems a long time since a BCU AGM had a
motion from anyone except the board. There has been
a history of submitted motions not being included as
they were considered inappropriate, to the extent that
Manchester Canoe Club, for one, gave up trying to get
motions onto the agenda. When motions have come to
a vote, perhaps a third of the proxy votes have been
declared invalid on occasions. James Farquharson
threatened to call an EGM over an access issue. The
BCU management defused this by complying with the
required action. However, for the 2006 AGM they
proposed requiring 5% support for an EGM call. Given
the previous treatment of proxy votes, this would
require someone calling an EGM to have at least 2,000
signature to feel reasonably sure of securing a meeting,
something which could not be achieved by any
competition discipline, even with 100% support. James
launched a campaign to collect proxies to fight the
motion and have the requirement reduced to 1% of
BCU membership. In the light of the level of support
he was getting, the BCU management backed down
and accepted the amendment to 1%, which was duly
passed at this year’s BCU AGM. Anyone wanting to
call an EGM will now need to collect about 400
signatures to feel reasonably confident of having enough
acceptable names. While the EGM option remains open
theoretically, it is unlikely that it will even be taken up

Oxford Sailability
are to build a
pontoon for the
disabled at Farmoor
Reservoir. They raised
£1,800 on Jan 2nd by
manning Eynsham toll
bridge with buckets.
Even taxi and bus
drivers, who do not
have to pay,
contributed each time
past, as did hikers.

The big picture
The world’s largest
digital photograph,
with 230,000,000
pixels, has been taken
of Gas Street Basin,
the hub of the British
canal system in
Birmingham. 14
separate photographs
were merged with
Adobe Photoshop.
The completed image
will be on display at
Photokina in Köln
over Sep 26th - Oct
1st.
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The ACT’s Canoe Village and pool at the Boat Caravan & Outdoor Leisure Show at the NEC.

New Welsh clubs
New clubs are being formed in Brecon and Glasbury, the former including pool sessions and being pitched at
families. [steve.rayner@breconcanoeclub.org.uk and psmoutdoor.co.uk]
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Picasa 2.0 photographs

without very widespread concern over an issue and is
now a luxury not open to some disciplines. So, why did
the BCU propose the motion in the first place?

Rats are back
River Rats have been revived, meeting in a smart
former pumping station at the West Reservoir Centre,
Finsbury, on the first Wednesday of the month in the
winter. In fact, they are now called New River Rats,
not as in New Labour but as Rats based on the New
River. An audience of 50 seems typical although,
surprisingly, there has been an almost total turnover of
membership. Deb Pinniger was the first speaker of the
new series, followed by Alan Ellard with some very
smooth presentation technology. A bar with a limited
selection of food, Stella and wine is available.

Slime ballet dancing and on Llangollen
station as the Fat Controller during his
birthday party weekend. Left: Working out
how to use a Zimmer frame.

Support falls short
for Sean
Sean Morley has called off his solo attempt on Iceland
this summer after sponsorship fell well short of what
was needed, notwithstanding the money thrown at
professional sports and his success round Britain and
Ireland in 2004. He believes American Chris Duff is to
make an attempt and wishes him well. Instead, Sean is
returning to surf kayak competitions after a 16 year
break, entered the mixed class in the Devizes Westminster Race with wife Linda and wants to set a
new record for crossing the North Sea, go round the
Channel Islands nonstop and take part in the 141km
race round Madeira, all of which may go some way to
assuaging the disappointment.

Slime at 60
Pete Knowles threw a ceilidh in the Llangollen eisteddfod main pavilion to
celebrate his 60th birthday. 220 people enjoyed a pot luck supper and a good time
was had by all. Pete has his rail and bus passes but there is little other indication that
he intends to act his age.
like bad weather should be warned that Dave
Evans has been known to make participants suffer
in the past by booking the very best autumn
conditions. Camping, accommodation within the
centre and a range of victualling options are
available.

Cwm Pennant are running their 9th annual sea
kayak festival with lectures including Brittany and
Alaska, coaching, trial boats, day trips and an
exercise with Pwllheli lifeboat. Masochists who

You will surely know that spring tides have a
larger range than neap tides and may be aware that
springs are higher around the equinoxes than at
other times. Did you know they are higher at night

Ron Canning

Ron Canning must have been one of the oldest active paddlers in
the UK. In anything like normal weather he was out with friends from
the Worcester club twice a week, paddling a five mile trip at a steady
pace and maintaining a conversation on whatever topic his mates chose
to raise, motorbikes (there’s a picture of him astride an Ariel Red
Hunter, wrongly captioned, in the February edition of Classic Motor
Cycles), aircraft (he flew Blenheims and Ansons for Coastal Command)
or the doings of his three daughters and their progeny. He was a good
listener, too, and a reader with wide ranging interests.
He was introduced to canoeing by Dick Waterhouse and was well
known in coaching and marathon circles when living in Kent, sailed a
Klepper Aerius and set a record for circumnavigating the Isle of
Thanet; when he wasn’t paddling he earned a reasonable living as a
driving test examiner. On retirement he and his wife moved to a
cottage in the small hamlet of Brockhampton on the WorcesterHereford border.
Ron was out with his usual group on 18th January 2006. It was a
fine warm day and he took his slalom boat up to Bevere and back
without any problems. It was his first trip for several weeks; the cold
weather had been getting to his lungs and he hadn’t wanted to risk it.
He gave it a miss the next Wednesday for that reason. On the day
following, he brought his wife, Pam, in for a check up at the hospital
in Worcester and left his car at our house to avoid the parking
problems. He and Mick then walked across to the hospital reception
and, while he was on hospital premises, he suffered a severe heart
attack. This was on Thursday 26th at about three o’clock. He was
immediately taken to intensive care and died after about 24 hours’
unconsciousness. Pam was with him shortly after he collapsed and two
of his daughters joined her after long car journeys. His third daughter
came a day later from Australia.

Michael Powell

The ICF are to
move their
headquarters from
Madrid to Lausanne.
Antoine Goetschy of
France has been
appointed secretary
general. German Jens
Perlwitz has become
ICF WWR chairman.

Robin Powell

Suffer at Cwm Pennant

Putting a step
in your spring

ICF moves

Ron when the Severn
was in flood, February
2005. He had his 90th
birthday roundabout
midsummer, a few
months later.

Rosemary Preece adds:
Ron might not have been widely known but what an inspiration.
still paddling at 90 plus.
The funeral was a very upbeat affair at Worcester crematorium, Tina
Turner music et al. The casket was lovely, basket work and covered
with spring flowers and topped with his paddle (which caused much
fumbling for hankies amongst the canoeists present). Thankfully, they
didn’t burn it, though that would have been vaguely Viking and very
dramatic.
My personal memory of Ron was in a Div 9 race at Worcester
when he was well into his 80s. I caught him up at the turn where he
was slumped over his paddle and in some trouble. I stopped and
helped him round the turn and we started to drift gently back to
Worcester. After a few minutes Ron said ‘Who are those people
ahead? Are they the tail end of our race?’
I replied ‘Yes.’
‘I’m sure I can take them,’ he said and started to paddle, pausing to
look back at me. (Was he perhaps being ungallant? He obviously
thought so!)
‘Go,’ I shouted and he did, got placed and beat me by three
minutes.
He was a great guy!
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than during the day and greater after new moons
than after full moons? The length of time between
successive high tides also gradually increases and
decreases, as for low tides but not at the same time
or the same rate. Given a set of tide tables and time
to kill while you wait for a tide to turn, you can
compile all sorts of useless information.

Trips

Mike Hubbard

Karen Darke, who is paralysed
from the chest down, is taking a
break from sea kayak paddling. She
is currently one of the leaders of an
international team crossing the Greenland icecap.
The temperatures down to -30˚C are a particular
problem for Karen as people with this kind of
injury do not generate any body heat beyond the
break. Karen doesn’t deserve respect. She deserves
awe.

Strand changes
Westel Canoe Club have again taken the Strand Inter-Club Touring Award Shield.
Following them were the Midland and Thames & SE groups of the Canoe-Camping
Club. Mike Hubbard (centre) has been the administrator of the scheme for 18 years
and now hands over to Adrian Barclay (right) of Purley Canoe Club, who have
usually been amongst the runners up in recent years. Adrian has plans to reinvigorate
the scheme, make it more attractive to juniors and link it to the Star awards but not to
change the name or the rules at present. He would appreciate comments on his ideas,
which are to be contained on a handout.

Small boat register
to include canoes
The Maritime Museum have launched a National
Small Boat Register to complement the National
Register of Historical Vessels, run by the Advisory
Committee on National Historic Ships over 12.2m
long. Canoes will be included in the new register.
Almost any traditional boat still on the water after
50 years would be considered an obvious
candidate. There are already 600 boats on the new
list, which should go online later in the year. A
registration form is available from nmmc.co.uk.

Jet set on camera
Shaun Baker appeared on BBC2’s Top Gear in
May, racing his jet powered kayak against presenter
Richard Hammond in a TVR powered Tomcat
around the James Bond iceberg lake in Iceland. It
is estimated that the programme will be seen by
1,000,000,000 people in 90 countries. It was billed
as the first TV showing of the kayak, suggesting
there will be others to follow. The kayak engine
suffered two catastrophic failures in the programme
shoot but is undergoing a slight redesign and major
rebuild ahead of a world speed record attempt in
August. As someone with experience in off road
biking, this is not so far from Shaun’s interests as
might be thought.
* Jack Osbourne, 20 year old son of Ozzy
Osbourne, has been filming on a series of difficult
physical challenges around the world for Jack
Osbourne: Adrenaline Junkie II. After a day of
coaching at Hurley, he had three more days of
coaching in New Zealand with Shaun Baker before
running the 7m Tutea Falls. After a period as a
celebrity brat, drug addict and pro foxhunting
demonstrator in the House of Commons, he has
shed 20kg and moved on to adventure challenges.
His claim is that ‘You are who you hang out with.’

A third of British adults
will go on activity holidays

101 uses for a dead canoe: dugouts used as display shelving for ethnic products
at the London Boat Show.
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A survey for insurance company Axa has found that
2,400,000 Britons intend to take a canoeing holiday
within the next year. This compares with 9,200,000
walking and trekking and 5,400,000 cycling. For all
watersports added together the figure is 12,500,000.
33% of men, 26% of women, 44% of 18 - 24 year olds
and 19% of over 65s will choose activity holidays. It
was also noted that 16% did not intend to take out
adequate travel insurance.

Sport England to pull out
of Holme Pierrepont
Sport England are to abandon Holme Pierrepont
in 2009, leaving Nottinghamshire County Council
with an expensive facility, not much income and
users, including canoeists, unhappy about the level
of charges. One suggestion is to make half the site
into a marina, perhaps converting the Cotgrave
mineral railway into a canal to give a link to the
Grantham Canal, isolated from the rest of the canal
system by building at the Nottingham end. The
railway has a long viaduct and crosses over the A52.
Conversion of a railway to a canal would be the
reverse of what has happened on many canals.

EA to sue their designers
The EA are to sue Lewin, Fryer & Partners, now
part of Black & Veatch, over numerous alleged
faults in their design of the Jubilee River flood
defence scheme, which has a maximum capacity of
only two thirds that planned, has resulted in
flooding and has had £3,500,000 of remedial works
with more to follow. The requirements of people
boating along this legal navigation have been
ignored with appalling portage arrangements.
Professional bodies which made awards for the
design’s excellence have been rather quieter of late
on the subject.

Shrewsbury log canoe
project
Clinton Chaloner of the Landscape & Arts Network
has landed a £25,000 Heritage Lottery Fund grant to
make a working log dugout from an oak tree. Inspired by
locally found dugouts and tools in Shrewsbury’s Rowley’s
House Museum, the project in Quarry Park will last a
month from early June, during which time visitors will be
able to view the work and talk to archaeologists, historians
and woodcarvers about ancient skills and lifestyles. The
finished canoe will be paddled down the River Severn.

Another Cape Town
shark picture. If a
large shark appeared
behind you, would
you sit and watch it
or attempt to break
the Olympic sprint
record, however
fruitless? Would you
have someone sitting
close by to take
photographs at the
relevant moment?
Would the water
round you be calmer
than elsewhere? Are
you convinced that
this is not someone
with a computer
graphics program and
time to kill?

UP THE CREEK

Brownhills centre opened
After three years of planning, the £160,000
Brownhills Canoe & Outdoor Centre has been
opened on the Wyrley & Essington Canal in
Walsall. Built on vacant land, the centre has been
funded by Sport England, the Big Lottery Fund, the
European Regional Development Fund and BW.
Opening coincided with Brownhills Canal Festival
with dragon boat racing and come and try it at £1 a
time amongst the attractions.

Alpine news

After a lack of snow in the southern Alps in winter 2004/2005
followed by a hot summer there was a lack of water in the rivers after
mid July. Winter 2005/2006 has been abnormal. Cold weather and
strong north winds have continued from November till now, mid
March, across all the Alps, leaving ski resorts with deep snow in the
villages, 1.5m on the north side of my house, which usually only has a
few centimetres by this time of year!
Since the beginning of February there has been lots of snow but at
altitude the strong winds have blown the snow away into the combes
and valleys, causing avalanche problems, 53 deaths in France compared
with 20 in 2005 at the same time, including several inexperienced
and/or unequipped British.
After the abnormal conditions over the winter and assuming normal
spring weather, it looks like rivers should be higher than usual from
early April with more trees down than usual,
very good levels from mid May till early July,
then a gradual decline to low levels in August
on the non glacier fed rivers while the glacier
rivers should have good levels from a little
earlier than usual, probably early June, through
to September, depending on the sun’s strength.
For the adventurous I suggest buying GuideItineraires 700 Rivières de France from
www.canotier.com which gives where rivers
are, sections and gradings, then explore in May
and June the many small rivers plus the Isère,
Doron de Bozel and Dranse east of a line from
Geneva to Grenoble, which should have the
best levels in the French Alps.

Michael V Bruce

Mike didn’t understand the dialect but he was sure that the local
fisherman was trying to tell hime something...
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What they
didn’t know
Research work
carried out for the
Countryside Council
for Wales has opened
their eyes to a number
of things they didn’t
know about their own
environment. These
include the fact that
‘Welsh’ grey seals
travel around the Irish
Sea, mud in Tremadog
Bay can contain
25,000 animals per
square metre and there
are significant
numbers of lampreys
in the Usk and Wye.

Menai
recovering
Ongoing study by
the Bangor University
School of Ocean
Sciences has shown
that water in the
Menai Strait is getting
steadily cleaner. It is
now back to 1960s
levels.

Himalayan
flood risk
Melting of
Himalayan glaciers
with warmer weather
produces a risk in that
2,300 of them hold
back glacial lakes.
These will become
increasingly at risk of
bursting, allowing
walls of water to flood
down rivers in the
mountains and
downstream.

And I quote...
... the DKV’s
magazine Kanu Sport’s
feature on Oxford (the
main picture including
the prominent notice
‘St Hilda’s College.
Private. No landing.’),
‘Typisch England: Sehr
schöne Häuser, aber
Privatgrund - Bretreten
voerboten.’

Cotswold
funding
advances
The Cotswold
Canals have received a
large boost towards
restoration.
£11,900,000 has been
awarded by the
Heritage Lottery Fund
and the SW of England
Regional Development
Agency have offered
£6,000,000 of match
funding.
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DEFRA dialogue
In March Paddlers International was involved in dialogue
with DEFRA officials over whether ‘improvement’ in coastal
access would move us in the direction of the position on inland
waters, about which I made the following points:
The four areas remaining in the Brighton study are:
* Mersey - the banks mostly already in public
ownership and, until recently, the river too polluted to
be of interest to anglers.
* Teme - despite having been used full length from
Velindre by the Romans for carrying lead and having
navigation arches on bridges it is proposed to allow use
of just 1.6km. (The Environment Agency have recently
rebuilt weir chutes just too narrow to be used by
canoes, contrary to designs on weirs in France, for
example.)
* Waveney - despite currently having launch platforms
and a full length access agreement for everyone at all
times, it is proposed to attempt to negotiate an
agreement over a limited length for limited times.
* Wear - despite a statue in Durham celebrating
improvements to the navigation it is proposed to
negotiate access for a limited length for club members
only.
All proposals involving white water and rivers in
Wales were dropped at an early stage. Where they have
been told bluntly to go away by angling interests the
Brighton team have simply done so. The current study
is looking at a token 76.6km of our 65,000km in
England and Wales, 98% of which is not open at any
time and some of the remaining 2% might only be for
very limited groups for as little as a day a year.
Even if these very limited objectives are achieved
(with the help of the Government’s close scrutiny, years
of time and amounts of manpower and funding which
would be impossible for us) we could actually be worse
off than before this exercise started. It certainly falls well
short of promises made to us by Elliot Morley ahead of
the 1997 election or at the time of the Probing
Amendment to the CRoW Act.
Just as the ramblers had negligible success with access
agreements, a small army of canoeing access negotiators
have achieved very little in half a century and have no
prospect of improving the situation, the worst of any
country in the world for touring and white water
canoeists. Canoeists from this country regularly go to
countries like Chile, behind the Iron Curtain and to
African dictatorships which all have far more liberal
regimes than we have in this country.
The Environment Agency (and before them the
National Rivers Authority and before them the Water
Authorities) have achieved virtually nothing to relieve
this appalling situation in over 30 years. Not only have
they achieved nothing, they have shown no enthusiasm
for achieving any improvement. On the Jubilee River,
where the right of navigation was already enshrined in
law, it was only an administrative slip which stopped
them having the law changed to remove the right of
navigation; the portage routes past their new fixed
structures do not even pay lip service to that right of
navigation. On the Cut-off Channel in the Fens, where
they are the riparian owners of the whole channel, with
the exception of a single farmer owning 2km of one
bank, they have made no progress in permitting use.
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That is why I wanted the Brighton study to be under
the control of the Countryside Agency, not the
Environment Agency.
Fortunately, the new Scottish Parliament did not
consider ease of promoting legislation to be a factor in
establishing a fair society and the Land Reform
(Scotland) Act was one of the first issues they addressed.
The job of producing fair legislation may be difficult but
Ministers are not paid to do easy jobs.
The Brighton study is already a total failure, regardless
of its outcome. Access agreements have never worked
and will not do so in the future. Touring canoeists have
a quiet, clean, healthy, environmentally friendly, non
polluting, green sport, within the financial reach of
many young people, yet successive Governments say
that it must stay largely outside the law and they will not
support it. Are the Government proud that such an
activity is illegal throughout most of England and
Wales? Do they understand why there is distrust when a
new study looks at access to the coast, which is largely
legal at present? Successive Governments also say they
do not understand why young people have no stomach
for the democratic process.

Jim Knight, Rural Affairs, Landscape & Biodiversity
Minister (since appointed Minister of State for Education),
replied as follows:
I am keen to promote greater opportunities for
outdoor recreation, from canoeing and other water
based sports to horse riding and cycling, all of which are
enjoyed by large numbers of people and which generate
important health and other social benefits. I am
currently working with a number of different bodies,
including the British Canoe Union, to achieve that
objective.
In particular I want to ensure that everyone, no
matter where they live or what their background is, has
the opportunity to discover the joys and the challenges
of the outdoors.
I acknowledge the BCU’s aspiration for a statutory
right of access but believe that a voluntary approach is
best way to make progress.
I believe that developing best practice for access
agreements and strategic planning is the way forward.
That is why I am focusing on the completing of
agreements in the four pilot areas which were the
subject of a feasibility study by the Countryside Agency
and which are now being implemented by the
Environment Agency.
The Mersey will provide 29 km of access, a mix of
slow moving and faster, more natural river. In addition
to agreements with over 100 riparian owners, work is in
hand in dedicating access to some stretches under the
Countryside & Rights of Way Act. This means that
access to those stretches cannot be withdrawn in the
future.
The Waveney will provide at least 30km of access and
possibly more. Although some canoeing goes on at
present, the agreements will put access on to a much
firmer footing.
The Wear will provide around 18km of river with a
possible additional 3km by the middle of next year.
The Teme will provide a short section of 1.5km with
the potential to develop a canoe centre.
This work will hopefully provide a template for
others to use.

The human right
to ban canoeing

Talking of canoes
and dams

At the beginning of April Environment Minister
Elliot Morley attended a photocall to promote several
aspects of environmental travel. People travelling with
First Choice Holidays, Thomas Cook and Sunvil will
be invited to make donations to the work of the Travel
Foundation, who carry out various projects in the
Third World and who are setting up programmes to
reduce the carbon footprint of the destinations of
British holidaymakers.
In addition, Government Ministers are to record the
carbon creation of their own travels and are to make
donations, perhaps to people who can plant trees
somewhere for them to balance the score. This seems to
have overtones of buying indulgences and is something
whereby the rich can salve their consciences.
In 1997 the Shadow Minister, as he then was,
promised Canoeist that a ‘Labour Government will
certainly give active consideration to the needs of
canoeists and will seek to accommodate them wherever
possible’ although they have nothing to show for it in
the subsequent 9 years. The Minister agreed with me
that the most environmental form of travel is to stay at
home but was not prepared to change the law to allow
that to happen in England and Wales. Astonishingly, he
claimed that changing the law would affect the human
rights of landowners. Apparently, their right to prevent
canoeing takes precedence over our human right to
travel on water. Furthermore, human rights in England
and Wales are different from human rights in Scotland
and overseas. If you think human rights are fundamental
and unrelated to geographical location it seems the
Government suggest you are wrong. Human rights
depend where you are and who is in power, just like
any other rights.
* He was to be relieved of his post in the May Cabinet
reshuffle and declined to take on other posts offered.

Radio 4’s Excess Baggage on Feb 11th was particularly
interesting. Hosted by Sandi Toksvig, who has herself
canoed the Zambezi, it began with a discussion of
Robert Twigger’s open canoe descent of the Peace
River. Also in the studio was scientist Fred Pearce
while Peter Knowles stopped off in the Glasgow studio
on his way to the Andy Jackson weekend. Dams and
river pollution around the world were central to the
debate. Towards the end of the programme a change of
topic by Pete worthy of a politician allowed him to
make the point that Americans are now breaching their
dams as the income from canoeists, rafters, anglers and
tourists is higher than it is from those who want the
dams, this at a time when Britain is building more
dams. Following feedback from friends, Pete
commented that he did not know so many canoeists
listen to Radio 4.

Cleaning up
for 2012
It seems that sewage
spills into the Lea and
the Thames are not
considered desirable
for the 2012
Olympics. A working
party has been set up
to consider the
problem.

Wildlife code
generally
approved
The SCA have
responded to the
Scottish Marine
Wildlife Watching
Code, put out for
consultation (Jan,
p13). On the whole
they approve, only
taking issue with
points of detail.

Scotland
top venue

The EA stand at the London Boat Show announced
that our waterways are open to everyone. Well, 2%
of them are.

The International
Mountain Bike
Association have voted
Scotland the top venue
for their sport,
replacing Canada.
Scotland is already
starting to see positive
returns in the
aftermath of the Land
Reform Act.

New Gloucester
canal
A 300m section of
the Gloucester &
Sharpness Canal has
been realigned to
allow for completion
of Gloucester’s A40
southwest bypass. It
has been one of
Britain’s largest canal
works and the largest
on this canal since the
1870s.

New Montana
playspot
Brennan’s Wave,
named after local
paddler Brennan Guth
who died in Chile in
2003, is being built at
Missoula in the USA.
Based on a breached
dam, it will be a play
area with at least three
different channels.

$3 kayak
landing fee

Elliot Morley at Wimbledon.
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Angel Island in San
Fransisco Bay has
instituted a $3 landing
fee for kayaks. The
money is to change
hands when requested
by a ranger.
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Paddlers and
anglers kill bill
Paddlers and
anglers in Oregon
have killed a bill
being promoted by
the leaders of both
parties which would
have required a $20
registration fee for
every unpowered
craft including canoes
and would have
labelled many rivers
‘unnavigable’ and not
usable legally. The
anglers, many of
whom use boats, were
well organized and an
email campaign to
legislators by both
groups resulted in
almost total
opposition to rather
than support for the
bill when it was
presented.

Unexpected
delays
The Brighton
University project to
show us how to
conduct access
agreements was due
to have reported on
Jul 17th. However, it
seems to be taking
longer than they
thought and results
are now not expected
before the autumn.

Aberdeen beach
to stay
It was claimed that
Aberdeen’s main
beach would be lost
over the next century
or, at best, not be
available at high
water. The Scottish
Executive were
refusing to help fund
a coastal protection
scheme. However,
thousands of tonnes
of sand are to be
moved 67km as part
of a £15,000,000
scheme to restore the
beach.

Working
together
Writing in the
spring issue of
Countryside
Recreation, Jean
Perraton puts the case
for those wanting to
swim in rivers and
lakes. However, she
also adds in the needs
of canoeists. Only by
working together will
we make progress.
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Dams and protests
The Ugandan government are to dam the White
Nile, drowning Bujagali Falls. These are reckoned to be
one of the best white water kayak venues in Africa.
The White River, one of Ontario’s finest wilderness
rivers, is also to be dammed this year. This will include
drying the 30m Umbata Falls.
A festival is to be held on the Ötztaler Ache on Jul
8/9th. It will support local residents who are objecting
to the damming of this wild river to produce power.
Before this, on May 25th, a protest was to be held on
the Donau at Niederalteich.

Weil’s disease panic
Following the death of a canal artist from Weil’s
disease, a narrowboating newspaper has gone into panic
mode, including telling how an average of 3 canoeists a
year catch leptospirosis and implying that a rat invasion
is threatening boaters. In fact, this disease has been
around for a long time and poses no more risk now
than in the past unless you choose to do capsize drill in
stagnant waters. It is sufficiently rare not to be
considered immediately by some of the medical
profession. If you suffer symptoms like serious influenza
after paddling on slow moving water it is wise to
suggest to your doctor the possibility of your having
contracted the illness. It may be worth having some
advice to this effect on boat hire or BW literature but
the thought of warning notices all along canals is not a
welcoming one.

Third party insurance
still sought
After two further postponements, the EA have come
up with another draft of their Transport & Works
Order, not significantly different from their first one
(Mar 04, p10). In particular, it still has written in the
requirement for third party insurance for all boaters
including canoeists, something 99% of us do not have at
present and most do not think necessary. We are being
asked to trust that the EA will not use the power.
Another clause will allow them to impose their rules
and charges on anyone using waters adjacent to their
own.
The Broads Authority are also considering
compulsory third party insurance for all boats, partly in
the mistaken belief that BW require it. Like the EA,
they cannot come up with any examples when it might
have been called upon in the past for canoeists and talk
about the ability to exempt canoeists. All stakeholders
are being encouraged to comment. Speak up or pay up.
[01603 756073]
The annual conference of the Association of Inland
Navigation Authorities in Cardiff in July is entitled
Waterways Legislation - the urgent need for
modernization. Papers are to be presented by the EA,
their lawyers and the Broads Authority.

Still waiting for liberation
Sir Menzies Campbell has been elected to lead the
Liberal Democrats. In 1992 he put his party’s policy on
access to Canoeist as follows:

‘I am afraid that I cannot agree with you that all
rivers should simply be recognized as public rights of
way, attractive though that might appear. Many other
people have rights, including those concerned with
fishing, and in my native Scotland the value of fishing
has a significant part to play in the local economy,
particularly in remote areas.
As a member of the Scottish Sports Council I was
closely involved in setting up arrangements for access to
rivers. I am satisfied that these can be made to work
with commonsense and goodwill on both sides.’
That is the policy which has been followed by
successive Westminster governments during the
subsequent 14 years, with negligible results. Will other
Liberal Democrat policies progress at that speed?
Meanwhile, the Land Reform Act has resolved the
problem in his native Scotland.
* Under the Government’s reshuffle, Deputy Prime
Minister John Prescott loses his department, if not his
title, perhaps leaving him more spare time to go white
water rafting or get up to other mischief. Canal
enthusiasts, at least, have been grateful for his positive
support. Another of the issues Charles Clarke failed to
resolve was the legislation relating to miniflares. Perhaps
John Reid, as the new Home Secretary, will effectively
make them legal again. Margaret Beckett, as
Environment Secretary, left access in as bad a state as
she found it. Will David Miliband, as her replacement,
be any more positive?

Divide and rule
It is reported that slalomists are to pay Llangollen
Anglers in order to run the international on the Dee in
October. However, relationships between the anglers
and Richard Harvey, WCA chief executive, are at a
low point and he has been accused of an inflexible
negotiating stance. The slalom will help town businesses
to a certain extent and take pressure off the anglers,
meaning that wild water racers and tourers no longer
have their events and there is less need for them to be
reinstated from the town’s point of view.

EA charges to
go through roof
The EA licence fee is due to increase by 14.1% each
year for the next three years, a 48% increase in real
terms, although the EA have been very coy about
giving the figure, simply saying they have discussed it
‘with relevant organizations and through meetings with
committees and individuals.’ It has resulted in a very
strongly worded statement from the IWA and calls for
EA navigations to be taken over by BW. The EA say
that 60% of navigation spending benefits boaters and so
they really deserve a 400% increase. By the same logic,
we suggest touring canoeists should need to pay very
little at all as the rivers would improve without EA
involvement beyond what they need to do for the
general public amenity. It has also been suggested that
boaters will simply leave and go to other waterways,
something which may already have occurred to the EA
and might be seen by them as a further benefit. The EA
say they have delivered 17 projects worth £5,000,000
for boaters over last winter. None of these appear to
have any benefit to canoeists, even where they could

Countryside recreation survey
The Countryside Agency are carrying out a consultation until Sep 30th on how to encourage minority groups
including young people, the disabled, ethnic minorities and inner city residents to use the English countryside. It
seems perverse that they are trying to encourage into the countryside people on foot who are reluctant to go there,
yet millions of people in small unpowered craft, who wish to go into the countryside, continue to face their river
access legislation in England and Wales which is the most repressive of any country in the world. The form to
register your concerns can be obtained from defra.gov.uk/corporate/consult/outdoorsdiversity or by calling 08459
335577.
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Basingstoke
Canal under
increased threat

have done, such as the refurbishment at Culham lock
where the downstream end still has no easy place to
launch a canoe.

Meet the needs of
all communities
The EA have been looking for members of their
fisheries and recreation committees which ‘help direct
their work on maintaining, improving and developing
fisheries, while also advising on conservation, ecology,
recreation and navigation issues.’ The committees meet
4 - 5 times a year at venues around Wales and pay
travel expenses only.
Dr Helen Phillips, the director of EA Wales, said
‘This will help us ensure that our environmental
priorities meet the needs of all our communities in
Wales.’
* Speaking about the Natural Environment & Rural
Communities Bill, which has now received Royal
Assent, Margaret Beckett, at that time Secretary of State
for the Environment, Food & Rural Affairs, said ‘At its
heart is the principle of sustainable development:
meeting the needs of people today while laying the
foundations for future generations to enjoy and benefit
from a healthy natural environment and sustainable
communities.’ Policy which does not meet the needs of
people today is, by definition, not sustainable.

* Solway Firth
* Argyll islands and coast
* Ardnamurchan, Small Isles and south Skye coast
* North Skye coast and Wester Ross
* North Uist, Sound of Harris, Harris and south Lewis
They have a reserve list of:
* Shetland
* Orkney
* Barra
* Clyde Firth
* Moray Firth

Coastal areas named

Lorne Gill/SNH photographs

Natural England have selected the four sections of
coast they will review for access:
* Southern Cumbria and Morecambe Bay
* Suffolk
* North Devon, Exmoor and west Somerset
* Co Durham and Hartlepool
The intention is to study access for people on foot
and consider the effect on wildlife. Taken with the
clampdown on vehicles being taken off public roads, it
remains to be seen whether access to the coast improves
or is worse for those trying to reach it with kayaks. A
DEFRA consultation paper will be issued in the
autumn. In answer to questions by Canoeist, a DEFRA
official refused to say why the coast with its minor
access problems is being studied but not rivers with
their major access problems, how stakeholders would be
represented if they did not live locally to the coast,
whether those on or in the water would be represented
or how, whether ‘improved’ coastal access would be
like ‘improved’ river access or why we should have
confidence in this study in the light of what has gone
before.
* SNH have produced a shortlist of preferred venues
for what they are now calling a coastal and marine
national park (Jan, p15):

As a result of
underfunding from
Surrey County Council
the Basingstoke Canal
has been struggling to
keep itself operational.
The council have now
received a £50,000,000
cut in central
Government grant and
are talking of passing
on a £50,000 cut in
support to the canal
over each of the next
two years, threatening
its viability.

Fish use
the wheel
BW report a 14 fold
increase in the number
of fish in the basin at
the Falkirk Wheel, 3
spined sticklebacks,
perch, brown trout and
16,000 pike. Fish have
also been found
changing level in the
gondolas. The growth
in fish numbers is
thought to be due to
improved water quality

National park
funding increases

The Association of Inland Navigation Authorities,
comprising the EA, BW, Broads Authority and a
number of other navigation bodies, have come up
with dozens of standardized warning, prohibition
and information signs which, if used fully, could
make our rivers resemble our streets. It is not clear
what will happen if signs are contravened. Equally,
authorities sometimes prohibit small craft because
the presence of large ones could result in damage
to themselves or others but fail to consider that the
presence of small craft cause no such problems.
These signs do not seem to allow for the exclusion
of some craft but not others and the chances are
that the ‘ban everyone’ option will often be seen as
the easy way out.
* On the subject of closing navigations when
conditions are unsafe, the AINA’s paper on the
signs says ‘In each case the navigation authority will
have to give due consideration to existing
navigation rights and the requirements of Human
Rights Legislation balanced against the need to
operate a safety management system.’ Human
rights for boaters? Perhaps the Minister should have
read this.

Welsh watersports studies
A major survey has been commissioned into
upgrading watersports facilities on the Isle of Anglesey

Welsh access petition
An online access petition is being run at http://petitionthem.com/default.asp?sect=detail&pet=2856 to press the
Welsh Assembly for an equivalent to the Land Reform (Scotland) Act. The petition will run until Jul 2007 but
don’t delay. Sign it now to get maximum benefit for your efforts.
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Government funding
for national parks in
England is to see a 5%
rise in steps over the
next two years. The
Broads Authority, the
only one to permit
canoeing, will see their
grant rise to
£4,126,763 in 2007/8.
The national park
funding increase looks
suspiciously similar in
size to the cut of BW’s
grant.

Post Sea Empress
recovery
The Countryside
Council for Wales have
issued a report which
shows how quickly
Pembrokeshire
recovered from the Sea
Empress 72,000t oil
spill in 1996, affecting
200km of coastline. It
took seabirds 3 years to
recover their previous
numbers, since when
they have gone on
increasing. There was
no known impact on
marine mammals. The
shores returned to
normal in 2 to 5 years
although the occasional
tarry deposit might still
be found.
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Today access
debate
Radio 4’s Today
began the year by
including a debate
between arch angling
MP Martin Salter of
Reading West and
John Grogan, MP for
Selby, who tabled the
most recent Early
Day Motion on
access, on the pros
and cons of allowing
canoeists access on
private property. The
Reading MP seems
not to have done the
extremist anglers’
cause any favours.
Two opposing
amendments to the
EDM by Salter have
drawn only limited
support.

No reason to
crow

and along the Menai Strait. The study is a central part
of a strategy to establish north Wales as one of Europe’s
most attractive and best equipped watersports areas, at
the same time creating 400 new jobs, doubling the
region’s marine industry to £60,000,000 and providing
a massive boost for the local economy. The aim is to
identify what facilities watersports enthusiasts want and
turn that into an action plan for a multi million pound
investment programme. North Wales Watersports is
one of the commissioning partners of the survey,
together with the Isle of Anglesey County Council, the
Welsh Development Agency and the Wales Tourist
Board. The survey will cover the whole of the Isle of
Anglesey’s coastline and the mainland parts of the
Menai Strait from Bangor to Dinas Dinlle, west of
Caernarfon. It will examine in detail the existing
infrastructure, including harbours, berths, moorings,
slipways, parking, onshore services and access, then
propose ways to upgrade and improve them. The
report’s findings are expected by August. A similar
survey is under way in the northern part of Cardigan
Bay, including Pwllheli and Porthmadog. Plans are also
being considered for a further study of the coast of
Conwy County Borough and Denbighshire. North
Wales Watersports was launched in February 2005 as
part of a joint European Interreg programme to support
the development of the water sports industries and

Jonathan Ludford photographs

Expenditure on
implementing the
CRoW Act has cost
£69,000,000 so far,
compared with a
projected
£28,000,000,
preparing mapping
being a significant
part of this.
Permission did not
need to be negotiated
with landowners or
the cost would have
been very much
higher and the
process still in its
early stages. The
Scots, who brought in
their Land Reform
Act without all this
vast expenditure and
complexity, must be
smiling on the
sidelines.

A towpath tidy up at Kidderminster has resulted in 65 supermarket trolleys being removed from the
Staffordshire & Worcestershire Canal, the highest number ever for the section. Apart from the damage to
boats and wildlife, surely it can’t be helping supermarket profits.
* A towpath tidy with 679 external volunteers in April over some 10% of the BW network removed a total
of 337 shopping trolleys as part of an estimated 147t of rubbish from canals.
encourage participation in all types of watersports in
north Wales and southeast Ireland. Canoeist suggested
that the problems inland were much greater than on the
coast but there has been no action to address the major
problem.

Bure silt hosed out

A pilot scheme is taking place to remove 6,200m3 of
silt from the lower Bure, including the Bure Loop. Low
pressure water is being pumped into the silt to fluidize
it so that it can be carried out to sea by the strong
outgoing tide. The main concern is where the silt will
end up, the area off Yarmouth already being subject to
major bed movement and the holidaymakers unlikely to
be keen on a black coating to their beaches. On the
other hand, if the scheme works it will get round the
problem of disposing of dredged material, on which
there is now a significant tax.

Severn Barrage
proposed again
The suggestion of a 10km long Severn Barrage
between Lavernock Point and Brean Down, postulated
as long ago as the 1920s, is again being promoted, now
with Welsh Assembly support. It would include 8.6GW
of power generation but would have a severe effect on
tides upstream, including the world’s second largest tidal
range and the Severn Bore. The proposed barrage
would carry a road and railway and, no doubt, would
have a nature trail and sculptures.

Times reports on access

Water still flowing from the Llangollen breach.

Failing drains empty canals
2km of the Llangollen Branch of the Shropshire Union Canal drained off after a
section collapsed near New Marton at the beginning of June. BW had already had to
deal with a similar failure on the Grand Union Canal on the outskirts of London
several weeks earlier. A collapsing drain under the canals was thought to be the
problem on each occasion.
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A half page feature in the Times at the beginning of
May drew attention to the river access situation. It
rather gave the impression that it was Tamsin Phipps
and her 1,500,000 followers against 4,000,000 anglers
but contained some useful information, such as the fact
that John Grogan’s Early Day Motion is now two thirds
of the way to having the numbers required to be
referred to the Cabinet. On the other hand, it quoted
Martyn Salter’s usual anti canoeing arguments and gave
an uncritical presentation of the Brighton University
proposals, which it said would be implemented this
summer. A follow up discussion board recorded many
messages, almost all in favour of the right of access.
Many were from Canoeist readers, it is pleasing to note.

Byways closed

Fish diseases confirmed

New legislation took away the rights to use vehicles
over many long established rights of way from May 2nd,
important for canoeists wanting to use them to reach
water. Rights have been lost where they have not been
recorded properly. The Motoring Organizations’ Land
Access & Recreation Association cried foul (Jan, p12)
because of rules being changed to prevent proper
documentation of rights of way and backdated
cancellation of rights which had already been recorded.
Not only does it take away public rights but it exposes
tactics which officials are prepared to use to remove them.

Scientists have confirmed the presence of notifiable
viral haemorragic scepticemia at a trout farm on the
River Ouse in Yorkshire and its spread to wild
grayling on the River Nidd. Restrictions on
movement of fish have been placed along the length
of the river but boats are not affected. Koi herpesvirus
has been found at three fisheries in south and east
England. Trout farms at Holsworthy on the River
Deer, a tributary of the River Tamar, and at
Winterbourne Houghton near Blandford Forum have
been confirmed with bacterial kidney disease with
similar restrictions. As fish in the vicinity cannot be
used for stocking rivers for anglers they are likely to be
destroyed. MP John Greenway called for businesses
affected to be compensated. Following discussion on
Radio 4’s Farming Today on Jun 21st Paddlers
International pointed out that angling is not the only
business hit financially by the actions of angling
interests and drew comparison with the consequences
of the foot and mouth crisis.

Destruction of Chile
The Futaleufú is to lose all its significant white water to
three dams in the next decade and the Fuy will be lost in
the same time period. A selection of other dams will
effectively ruin Chile as a world white water destination.
The advice is to go while you still can. Your presence
might be noticed by those about to lose part of their
tourist industry.
* Environmentalists are also concerned at the planned
destruction of two glaciers to make way for a gold mine,
the owners of which will include George Bush Senior,
the precious metals being exported and the local farmers
left with the pollution in place of their present pure
water.

Use floodwater sparingly
Messages from authorities are, at best, confused as
restrictions are placed on use of water in the southeast of
England. The EA, DEFRA and Chartered Institution of
Water and Environmental Management suggest that what
might be seen as flooding is actually drought as aquifers
are drawn down. On the other hand, BW say their
reservoirs are low but this is usual for the time of year and
some were 37% lower at the same time in 2003. Only the
reservoirs of the Kennet & Avon Canal and southern end
of the Grand Union Canal are near to their minimum
recorded levels of 1995.

Canoeists portrayed
as selfish
In debate on the BBC’s Reporting Scotland over the
proposed Braan hydroelectric scheme (Apr 05, p13),
Npower Renewables have given the impression that
unreasonable canoeists would be the only people
concerned about the removal of water from the river and
its beauty spot, the Falls of Braan. They suggest the
problem could be resolved by allowing canoeists to have a
few hours of water each year, the rest of the time
providing enough energy to power a village of 2,000
houses. Perth & Kinross Council, who have a direct
interest in tourism numbers, have to make a decision but
the final say rests with the Scottish Executive.

Pollution depends
on rainfall
This year’s Good Beach Guide records over 500 UK
beaches out of 800 tested showing excellent water
quality, compared with a previous best record of 453.
This is as a result of low rainfall last year. However, last
year’s guide (Jun 05, p14) recorded poor results after high
rainfall the previous year had washed agricultural
chemicals off the land. The guide is available from
goodbeachguide.co.uk but a raingauge might be a more
relevant indicator of pollution levels on beaches. One
effect of the rain is that the public will be less inclined to
use beaches in bad weather, when pollution will be
highest.

Angler bins
provided
The Countryside
Council for Wales have
begun placing inverted
J shaped containers for
disused angling tackle
at prominent points in
Pembrokeshire, such as
the gateway between
the National Trust
carpark and the lookout
point above Skomer.
This may not be
enough. At Hobbs
Point near Pembroke
Dock CCW divers
recovered four large
sacks of angling
equipment including
130 weights.

INCIDENT FILE
Wye fatality
The section of the River Wye below Glasbury has various islands and oxbow lakes.
This winter it has changed more than at any time in memory. On Apr 12th a father
hired an open canoe for himself and his twin 9 year old son and daughter. Between
Glasbury and the Hollybush Inn they capsized. The father and son reached safety but
the daughter disappeared. She was found downstream an hour later, still wearing her
buoyancy aid.
The accident happened where an oxbow breakthrough had occurred during the
winter and the water is confused. It was reported to have been windy, the water was
up a little and the water temperature would have been cold, hypothermia being
suggested as the cause of death as it affected the other two.
It was the first week of business for the hirer, a local taxi operator.
The Daily Express, Daily Telegraph and Western Mail all carried photographs of the
Wye Valley Canoe Centre, hastily printing retractions the following day but not
before corporate customers had seen the pictures and cancelled bookings with the
centre. Jane Hughes, who owns the centre (Jan 03, p41), told Canoeist she would be
unhappy about hiring to inexperienced paddlers with youngsters at that time of year.
In fact, it was only a change of plan which prevented me from being part of a group
who hired canoes from Jane for use on that section of river two days later. The rest of
the group went ahead and included a youngster of similar age but also more than a
dozen adults, some with considerable experience. Amongst them was Chris Blakey,
with many years of getting children afloat in outdoor centres, and he said he also
would be very nervous about putting inexperienced groups with children on the river
at that time of year. A RoSPA spokesman, himself a canoeist, said that canoeing is a
safe sport with a very low drowning rate, despite this accident.

Four die on French river
A 14 year old girl was the only survivor from an accident on the Vienne near
Limoges on Apr 21st. Her parents and her 9 and 12 year old brothers were all lost
from two inflatable canoes. The river was in spate and they appear to have been
caught up in a papermill dam stopper. The 44 year old father had some experience
but not enough to be fully aware of the dangers. The lifejackets used by the party
were said to be inadequate. Guide - Itineraires 700 Rivières de France says that the
barrages from Limoges to the Loire are all very dangerous, draw in and cannot be shot
even in low water.

Canoeists raise alarm
The fact that a canoeist was ordered away from a stretch of navigation near Sawley
lock by the lock keeper because the Trent was above its usual level (Apr 03, p8) has
not stopped other paddlers using the adjacent weir. Two were doing so on May 23rd
because the river was about 1.2m above usual. A narrowboat on the navigation was
carried onto the barrier above the weir. The canoeists were able to raise the alarm but
the fire brigade thought it dangerous to carry out a rescue by boat and the owner was
lifted off by helicopter, his boat being pulled clear 8 days later once the water level
had dropped.
CANOEIST July 2006
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Full study of Poole Harbour incident.
In the May 2005 issue (p 13) we reported briefly on an incident where the
members of a management training course in Poole Harbour all ended up in the
water when their pair of canoes, lashed together as a catamaran, sank.
Unusually, the Marine Accident Investigation Branch, who normally
concentrate on commercial shipping and fishing vessels, studied this incident and
reported in their first Safety Digest of 2006. This is what they said:

Rafted canoe exercise ends in that sinking feeling
Narrative
A group of 8 middle managers were taking part in a corporate teambuilding course, part of which involved a harbour crossing of about 1.6
miles using two rafted canoes provided by an outdoor activities centre.
The canoes were accompanied by a small 4 man capacity safety boat.
None of the group had any waterborne experience. The course was
managed by a separate, third party specialist company but the outdoor
centre provided the training facilities and some specialist instructors. In
this case it included the safety instructor for the harbour crossing exercise.
The instructor had previously been involved in the crossing but he had
never led this exercise before. Safety had always received high priority
and the centre had a comprehensive safety policy. However, they had not
conducted a specific risk assessment covering the rafted canoeing exercise.
The evening before the exercise a team briefing was held, during
which an alternative exercise to the crossing was briefly discussed.
However, the young instructor interpreted that the managing company
wanted the crossing to be completed despite the forecasted southwesterly
wind force 4 - 5, increasing to force 5 - 6.
The next day got off to a bad start. A wheel fell off the trailer carrying
the safety boat and while towing the two canoes to the start point one of
them capsized. This caused further frustrating delays to the already tight
programme. To make matters worse, the weather had deteriorated and
there was the additional pressure from the course manager to recover the
programme. To make up lost up time, extra instructors were sent to help
the course members build the rafted arrangement using spars and ropes

and one extra instructor embarked in the safety boat with the safety
instructor (Figures 1 and 2).
Despite the worsening conditions and heavy chop to the surface of the
sea, the instructor did not consider cancelling the exercise although this
had been done on previous occasions. Lifejackets were issued and
paddling and steering instruction was given as the group started off across
the open water.
Following a review of earlier canoeing risk assessments, the centre had
decided that the exercise should be conducted within 250 metres of the
shore instead of the previous limitation of 400 metres. However, the
instructors were not made aware of this and the group continued with
the open water crossing. About 30 minutes later the group became very
tired and made little headway, having lost the lee of the land. It was
decided to take them in tow although no thought had been given to the
best towing method. The canoes yawed badly and became quickly
swamped (Figure 2).
Unperturbed, the instructors attempted to release the spars and empty
the canoes, as the course members clung on or floated near by. When the
crews attempted to climb back into the canoes, the canoes were
swamped again, plunging everyone back into the cold water. Using his
mobile phone, the instructor advised the outdoor centre of the situation
but, despite the worsening situation, the emergency services were not
alerted and the canoes and course members drifted towards a deep
channel.
The safety boat carried no flares nor was a VHF radio carried to raise
the alarm. Fortunately, soon after, an oilrig supply vessel appeared near by
and the instructors managed to catch the crew’s attention. The vessel
informed the coastguard of the situation.
In an effort to warm up the course members, the instructors decided to
put the entire group into the 4 man capacity safety boat (Figure 3). As the
last person was pulled on board, the safety boat became swamped and all
10 people were, once again, plunged back into the cold water. The boat
capsized.
Luckily, the supply vessel arrived quickly and recovered those in the
water. They were then transferred to a lifeboat and subsequently to
hospital for checkups; all were later released and the canoes and safety
boat recovered.

Figure 1 - Rafted canoe arrangement.
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Figure 2 - Towing arrangement.

The lessons
The course members were extremely fortunate that the oilrig
supply vessel was in the vicinity to make a speedy recovery, especially
as the group were drifting quickly towards deep water and the cold
was rapidly sapping their strength. The appropriate control measures
were not in place to minimize the risks because the risk of rafted
canoes becoming swamped had never been properly assessed. Had
they been, it is probable that an alternative exercise would have been
conducted.
This accident has highlighted the following lessons appropriate to
the outdoor activity industry:
Risk assessments need to be thorough and must consider every
element of the activity. Hybrid activities, such as the rafted canoe
exercise, warrant their own risk assessment.
Although rafted canoes provide a stable platform, they are less able
to ‘ride’ with the sea conditions than a single canoe and are therefore
more susceptible to swamping.
Changes to risk assessments should be promulgated to staff as soon
as possible.

It is always prudent to validate risk assessments by scenario based
training. By doing so, other risks and appropriate rescue actions are
often identified. In this case, the best method of towing would
probably have been identified.
Outdoor centres should ensure that they are fully involved in
exercise programming and planning when ‘third party’ managers are
conducting training.
Instructors should be fully conversant with any limitations (wind
force, sea state, visibility) imposed on an exercise and should never be
reluctant to cancel exercises if there is a risk to personal safety. The
importance of having an agreed alternative plan should be fully
realized.
It is essential for instructors to recognize when a ‘normal’ recovery
situation turns into an emergency situation.
Emergency services should be alerted early when people are getting
into serious difficulty.
An extended version of the report is available as Case 24 on the Marine
Accident Investigation Branch’s website, www.miab.gov.uk.

Figure 3 - Safety boat
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The Krishna River by open canoe
The disappearing river
Paddling on India’s major rivers is not for the faint hearted; a
combination of lack of water on which to paddle, lack of any reliable
information, problems with arranging transport, innumerable portages,
interfering officialdom and the general population that wants to know
every last detail of your private life makes for an interesting time. On
the plus side there is the knowledge that you are treading where few if
any have trodden before, even in a country of one billion population.
It was Richard’s and my plan to paddle the Krishna River by open
canoe. We had 4 weeks to accomplish this feat, a fairly impossible task
in view of the problems that I have mentioned above and the small
fact that the river is 1,400km long. The river, in fact, rises in the hill
station of Mahabaleshwar 100km south of Pune on India’s west
seaboard and flows through the states of Maharashtra, Karnataka and
Andhra Pradesh to enter the Bay of Bengal on India’s east coast.
The upper reaches of the river are not paddleable and so it was our
plan to start near the town of Wai about 30km from the source.
Therefore, late one afternoon, Richard and I set off in our open canoe
plus camping and cooking gear and a few days’ supply of food to see
what the river had in store for us. Darkness was soon upon us and our
first night was spent cooking by torchlight and trying to sort out where
we had put everything. The next day saw us up late, packing and
repacking to convert us from road to river travel. Everything was now
double wrapped in drybags except for items which we could allow to
get wet. Every item was clipped or secured to the canoe. Our primus,
purchased locally, was secured in a bucket, along with our numerous
water containers which comprised used mineral water bottles.
The early stages of the river were through farming land. Pumps
drew from the river to irrigate the sugar cane, maze, bananas and
ground nuts that the local farmers where growing. The river was
backed up by regulators every 10 - 15km, providing a combination of
flat water paddling and sections of white water up to grade 2 after each

control structure. The local population, though sparse, took a keen
interest in our passage down the river, calling out to enquire where we
were going and from where we had come. We would usually respond
with the name of some major town or other a few miles downstream.
To say the Bay of Bengal at this stage was, well, a bit presumptuous.
Offers of hospitality at the campsites at the side of the river were
numerous and invites back to their village for treats and festivities were
more that we could accept and still maintain any semblance of
progress. We regretted not having more that a few words of Hindi
between us but relied on our hosts elementary knowledge of English
to get by.
It wasn’t long before the warning signs of trouble ahead began to
show themselves. At each regulator the water passing through was less
and less, no doubt the result of all of those irrigation pumps.
Therefore, after three days of paddling we finally hit the buffers at a
regulator located at the small town of Khodashi. We peered over the
edge of the weir face. Nothing, not a drop of water was to be seen.
We moored up against the regulator and set off into town for
inspiration. We were given a lift by a Bollywood film producer, of all
people, who explained that there would be plenty of water in the
Koyna River of which the confluence with the Krishna was only a few
miles away. We eagerly drove over to have a look but it was empty,
too. My mind was racing through the options, jump a section of river
to find water but to where, move up north to join the Bhima River
but we had no way of knowing whether that had water or abandon
the Krishna and head off to paddle the Cauvery, a river much further
south that I had paddled from source to sea a few years earlier and
where I knew there would be water? Time was moving on and any
action would have to wait until the next day and so we camped
adjacent to the regulator.
The next day, bright and early, we crossed back to the village and
waited for the lift we had arranged to town which didn’t appear.

Breakfast on the Krishna.
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Eventually, the head man of the village intervened and commandeered
a tractor trailer to get us up to the main road where he then organized
a jeep for the journey to the main bus stand. At this stage we still
didn’t know where we intended to go. Maybe we knew something
would turn up! As we crossed the Koyna on our route to town our
eyes were drawn to the river. We were amazed; the river which the
previous day was a dry river bed was now full with water from bank to
bank. On our instruction the jeep screeched to a halt and we leapt out
to look in amazement. We knew that there was a hydroelectric plant
upstream and we can only imagine that they had heard of our plight!
Instructions were fired out to the driver in anglicized Hindi sign
language, ‘Head for the confluence’.
After stocking up with provisions and receiving a packed lunch of
dall and chapattis from a well wisher we set off again. Passage down

looking selection of boats. A steel skinned eight lay rusting and broken
like some dead snake in a ditch. A rack held a dusty and broken
selection of K1s, K2s, general purpose kayaks and even one high
kneeling C1. Some money had been expended here by some well
meaning organization but the plot had been well and truly lost in the
meantime. The only bright spot on the horizon was a well looked after
scull, obviously used regularly by some enthusiastic local. We were
taken to meet the manager of the club, who lived in a colonial looking
house adjacent to the boat store. A number of kayak paddles were
resting against a mango tree in his garden, indicating some activity, but
we failed to ascertain the extent of any kayaking. In fact, the manager
showed little interest in his international visitors and so we picked our
way along with Datta back to the river. We waved our goodbye and
set off toward the weir a few hundred metres downstream.

The Krishna Regulator.
the river fell into a pattern of backed up water regulator followed by
rapids of varying grade. A good grade 2 necessitated paddling the boat
unloaded. One lower went a bit wrong, filling the canoe with water
and bulging the sides alarmingly. I thought we had lost it. However,
generally we managed to negotiate most of irregularities fully loaded.
The boat was taking a heavy toll and the rear rubbing strips were
looking decidedly unwell. We wondered how the boat was holding
together.
Two and a half days later we paddled in the town of Sangli. We
moored up and headed off into town for lunch. Our arrival had not
gone unnoticed and during our wonderings we were approached by
Datta who declared in reasonable English that he was from the famous
Sangli Boat Club and invited us on a tour. We couldn’t wait to see the
clubhouse and ferried him across the river, perched on top of all our
gear. We moored up alongside two ageing and very beamy sculls. We
picked our way around the piles of excrement which populated the
river bank on our route up to the boathouse. We saw a pretty sorry

We pulled over to river left and parked the canoe amongst a group
of women washing clothes at the river bank. There was an unsavoury
smell in the air as we got out of the boat to peer over the weir edge.
There was water downstream, oh, good, so Richard was keen to
portage and establish ourselves on the lower level. ‘Look again,
Richard,’ I said. Realization dawned that the only flow downstream
was the untreated outfall from Sangli township. Our river was now an
open sewer!

The 400km portage
After six days on the river we had once again come up against an
impasse. Our river could now only be described as an open sewer and
we had decisions to make. We though we would start by revisiting
Datta of the famous boat club. He had failed to point out this minor
detail of water quality but at least he had more local knowledge than
we did. We clearly had to leap forward if we were to avoid a dose of
amoebic dysentery but how far? We commandeered a motorized
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rickshaw and, with Datta, set off to view the river at a number of
downstream locations. Even a few kilometres downstream the river
condition was remarkably better but there was no knowing whether
there was any flow. During our machinations we got to hear of a local
called Ajit (Papa) Patil who, at some time in the distant past, had
boated and walked the length of the Krishna; he could be a source of
the information we lacked.
That evening we stayed at the lodge next to the bus station. The
boat was moored up at the boat club jetty and Datta had kindly agreed
to get it to the lodge in the morning. Once again we mulled over our
options. We decided that we would commit ourselves to the Krishna,
therefore no more talk of the Cauvery or Bhima Rivers. The decision
now rested on how far to move on before rejoining the river. Another
factor had to be taken into consideration. We, or primarily I, had only
four weeks to devote to this project. Paddling a 1,400km Indian river
in the dry season in four weeks was always going to be a tall order. We
therefore had to chop out a big chunk of river if we were ever to
make the Bay of Bengal within the time frame. Sensibly, this was the
time to do it but how far? We decided to sleep on the decision but
also to try to make contact with Papa the following day to see if he
could remove some of the fog from the decision making process.
Early the next day Richard set off to telephone Papa whilst Datta
arrived with the canoe loaded onto a microscopic three wheeler. In
order to fit, the canoe was stood almost vertically behind the driver’s
cab like a rocket about to be launched into space and was now parked
conspicuously opposite our lodge. By now the local press had heard of
our presence and of the imminent arrival of Papa whom Richard had
been able to raise. They took down all of our details and snapped
away. We could only imagine the story that they ran the following day
in the Sangli Bugle.
Papa was a well known local personality and keen environmentalist;
he was very helpful. Together with him plus information from various
sources, including a local bus inspector, we ascertained that there
wasn’t much water in Karnataka therefore one option was to move
forward to the town of Raichur and rejoin the river near by at a place
appropriately called Krishna. This was missing out the whole of
Karnataka state, about 400km, a fair chunk of river. However, this
would still leave us with about 1,000km of river. The decision, right
or wrong, was made to move on to Raichur and, so, one hour later
we were waving our goodbyes to Papa and Datta plus all the other
helpers and hangers on as we set off on the bus to Raichur.
After a bone jarring ride the bus deposited us at 3.30am at Raichur
bus station. As it got light we loaded up into a jeep and set off for the
river. My heart was in my mouth; what if the river was dry. What on
earth would we do then? We didn’t have long to wait and we were
remarkably surprised to see a healthy flow in the river.
After our usual breakfast of porridge we set off but upstream. We
were keen to find the source of all this flow and we knew from our
map that we were only about 10km downstream of the confluence of
the Krishna and the Bhima. We battled against the current only to find
that flow was emanating from both rivers. From where this flow was
derived we couldn’t know as there were no major upstream tributaries
likely to have any substantial flow and as a general rule upstream
irrigation reservoirs, of which I believed there were two, don’t release
to the river course at this time of year. My theory, and one borne out
on my previous experience of paddling on Indian rivers, is that water
taken from reservoirs in canals for irrigation eventually finds its way
back into the watercourse from ground water.
We rapidly retraced out steps back to Krishna and continued our
descent. The river was now in its natural state, not affected by the
influence of any downstream regulator. Birdlife was prolific, stork and
ibis of every variety, brown and white ducks (never identified) and
even the occasional group of flamingo, on the banks rollers,
kingfishers, drongos, bee eaters and kites. It was on this section of river
that we spotted our first and, unfortunately, our only crocodile, about
2.5m long, sliding menacingly but harmlessly into the water as we
paddled by.
The banks were rocky and arid and our only human company was
occasional fisherman in their coracles and goatherds tending to their
flocks as they grazed along the banks. The locals were more reserved
than their counterparts we had met upstream of Sangli and eyed us
with suspicion but without menace as we passed by. Even in Marashtra
state our acquaintance with the locals had revealed that they had never
seen a European in the flesh even though many had a reasonable
command of the English language. In this remote part of Andra
Pradesh state, where we found ourselves, few spoke any English and
clearly few had ever seen a European before. In fact, such is the
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diversity of skin colouring in India we were asked on a number of
occasions which state we came from. Failing that, we were
automatically thought to be Americans. I ask you.
Water quality which had concentrated our mind at Sangli was no
issue now. With no other source of water available to us, river water
which, to our eye, appeared much better than the average UK river
was used for tea/porridge, cooking etc and after passing through a
ceramic filter for drinking water with no other treatment.
River conditions were superb; we had continual sections of white
water, all of which we were able to negotiate. After one set of rapids,
overconfidence had taken hold to the extent that we failed to exit a
line of standing waves quickly enough. One greeny came over the
gunwales, the next one came in more easily, then the next; well, we
were paddling a submarine at this point. We just about managed to
keep it upright and made the bank. We were really enjoying our time
on the river but the boat was continuing to get a battering and we
were wondering how long it would continue to remain in one piece.
The outer surface was riddled with splits and holes yet, remarkably, the
inner layer of Diolen appeared pristine and was holding everything
together. However, we could no longer accept the that back end of
the boat would remain in one piece as it got a good whacking after
negotiating another rapid. The front of the boat was, by comparison,
in good nick, therefore we took the decision to turn the boat around
by relocating the seats. This didn’t stop the continual leakage but gave
the most damaged areas a bit of a rest.
Our good fortune was again to be disturbed. After about a day of
paddling we entered a region backed up behind a substantial barrage.
We learnt that there was a hydro plant there but as we reached the
barrage we realized that the plant was still being constructed. As a
consequence no water was being released downstream; an empty river
bed greeted us again. This time our investigations revealed that two
irrigation canals emanated from the barrage. We choose the right bank
canal and set off at a crazy pace, not knowing what to expect around
the next corner. Now, irrigation canals, as their name implies, are not
for boating on. Therefore, some care was necessary if we were not
going to get decapitated on low bridges, trailing cables or, worse still,
sucked into some culvert and spat out at the other end. Also, if we
overstayed our welcome we were likely to end up in some paddyfield.
In fact, we nearly did. We paddled for two days on this, thinking only
to get off when it was 3m wide and only 10cm deep. Thank goodness,
we crossed a road just in time. We dragged everything up onto the
road in order to ponder our next move. We didn’t really know what
our two days’ progress had achieved when we finally got a lift and
ended up back tracking virtually all of the gain we had achieved on
our canal. The river where we rejoined had regained its flow and we
set off.

Sorting things out in Sangli.
That evening we stayed at the lodge next to the bus station. The
boat was moored up at the boat club ‘jetty’ and Datta had kindly
agreed to get it to the lodge in the morning. Once again we mulled
over our options. We decided that we would commit ourselves to the
Krishna, therefore no more talk of the Cauvery or Bhima rivers. The
decision now rested on how far to move on before rejoining the river.
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Another factor had to
be
taken
into
consideration. We or,
primarily, I had only
four weeks to devote
to
this
project.
Paddling a 1,400km
Indian river in the dry
season in four weeks
was always going to be
a tall order. We
therefore had to chop
out a big chunk of
river if we were ever
to make the Bay of
Bengal within the time
frame. Sensibly this
was the time to do it
but how far? We
decided to sleep on the
decision but also to try
to make contact with
Papa the following day
to see if he could
remove some of the
fog from the decision
making process.
Early the next day
Richard set off to
telephone Papa whilst
Datta arrived with the
canoe loaded onto a

Downstream of Krishna.

Sangli bus station.

Traditional fishing methods work.

Assorted craft, Sri Saleem.
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Coracle sailing on Nagar Juna
Sagar
microscopic three wheeler. In
order to fit, the canoe was stood
almost vertically behind the
driver’s cab like a rocket about
to be launched into space and
was now parked conspicuously
opposite our lodge. By now the
local press had heard of our
presence and of the imminent
arrival of Papa whom Richard
had been able to raise. They
took down all of our details and
snapped away. We could only
imagine the story that they ran
the following day in the Sangli
Bugle.
Papa was a well known local
personality
and
keen
environmentalist; he was very
helpful. Together with him plus information from various sources
including a local bus inspector we ascertained that there wasn’t much
water in Karnataka, therefore one option was to move forward to the
town of Raichur and rejoin the river near by at a place appropriately
called Krishna. This was missing out the whole of Karnataka State,

By Nagar Juna Sagar.
about 400km, a fair chunk of river. However, this would still leave us
with about 1,000km of river. The decision, right or wrong, was made
to move on to Raichur and so, one hour later, we were waving our
goodbyes to Papa and Datta plus all the other helpers and hangers on as
we set off on the bus to Raichur.

Looking down on Nagar Juna Sagar.
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Coracle paddler stops to look.
Meeting some of the locals.
After a bone jarring ride the bus deposited us at 3.30am at Raichur
bus station. As it got light we loaded up into a jeep and set off for the
river. My heart was in my mouth. What if the river was dry? What on
Earth would we do then? We didn’t have long to wait and we were
remarkably surprised to see a healthy flow in the river.
After our usual breakfast of porridge we set off but upstream. We
were keen to find the source of all this flow and we knew from our
map that we were only about 10km downstream of the confluence of
the Krishna and the Bhima. We battled against the current only to find
that flow was emanating from both rivers. From where this flow was
derived we couldn’t know as there were no major upstream tributaries
likely to have any substantial flow and as a general rule upstream
irrigation reservoirs, of which I believed there were two, don’t release
to the river course at this time of year. My theory, one borne out by
my previous experience of paddling on Indian rivers, is that water
taken from reservoirs in canals for irrigation eventually finds its way
back into the water course from groundwater.

Sand getters of Krishna.

The Nagar Juna Sagar portage.
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At Vajayawada.

We rapidly retraced out steps back to Krishna and continued
our descent. The river was now in its natural state, not affect by
the influence of any downstream regulator. Bird life was prolific,
stork and ibis of every variety, brown and white ducks (never
identified) and even the occasional group of flamingo, on the
banks rollers, kingfishers, drongos, bee eaters and kites. It was on
this section of river that we spotted our first and unfortunately
our only crocodile, about 2.5m long sliding menacingly but
harmlessly into the water as we paddled by.
The banks were rocky and arid and our only human company
were occasional fisherman in their coracles and goatherds
tending to their flocks as they grazed along the banks. The locals
were more reserved than their counterparts we had met
upstream of Sangli and eyed us with suspicion but without
menace as we passed by. Even in Marashtra State our
acquaintance with the locals had revealed that they had never
seen a European in the flesh even though many had a reasonable
command of the English language. In this remote part of Andra
Pradesh State where we found ourselves few spoke any English
and clearly few had ever seen a European before. In fact such is
the diversity of skin colouring in India we were asked on a

In the reedbeds.
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number of occasions from which state we came. Failing that we were
automatically thought to be Americans, I ask you.
Water quality which had concentrated our mind at Sangli was no
issue now. With no other source of water available to us river water,
which to our eye appeared much better than the average UK river,
was used for tea/porridge, cooking etc and after passing through a
ceramic filter for drinking water with no other treatment.
River conditions were superb; we had continual sections of white
water, all of which we were able to negotiate. After one set of rapids
over confidence had taken hold to the extent that we failed to exit a
line of standing waves quickly enough. One greeny came over the
gunwales, the next one came in more easily, then the next; well, we
were paddling a submarine at this point. We just about managed to
keep it upright and made the bank. We were really enjoying our time
on the river but the boat was continuing to get a battering and we
were wondering how long it would continue to remain in one piece.
The outer surface was riddled with splits and holes yet, remarkably, the
inner layer of Diolin appeared pristine and was holding everything
together. However, we could no longer accept that the back end of
the boat would remain in one piece as it got a good whacking after
negotiating another rapid. The front of the boat was, by comparison,

in good nick, therefore we took the decision to turn the boat around
by relocating the seats. This didn’t stop the continual leakage but gave
the most damaged areas a bit of a rest.
Our good fortune was again to be disturbed. After about a day of
paddling we entered a region backed up behind a substantial barrage.
We learnt that there was a hydro plant there but as we reached the
barrage we realized that the plant was still being constructed. As a
consequence no water was being released downstream; an empty river
bed greeted us again. This time our investigations revealed that two
irrigation canals emanated from the barrage. We choose the right bank
canal and set off at a crazy pace, not knowing what to expect around
the next corner. Now, irrigation canals, as their name implies, are not
for boating on. Therefore some care was necessary if we were not
going to get decapitated on low bridges, trailing cables or, worse still
sucked into some culvert and spat out at the other end. Also, if we
overstayed our welcome we were likely to end up in some paddy field.
In fact, we nearly did. We paddled for two days on this thing only to
get off when it was 3m wide and only 10cm deep. Thank goodness we
crossed a road just in time. We dragged everything up onto the road in
order to ponder our next move. We didn’t really know what our two
days’ progress had achieved when we finally got a lift and ended up
back tracking virtually all of the gain we had achieved on our canal.
The river where we rejoined had regained its flow and we set off.
The river was again in its original state but it wasn’t long before we
paddled on to backed up reaches of the Sri Salam Project reservoir.
This amazing area was, however, occupied by the remains of ancient
forts. Our history of the area wasn’t so good and nothing we had read
had prepared for these structures that covered the banks of our river,
ramparts virtually intact, towns of ruined buildings. In any other area
tourists would have been crawling over them but we had these little
gems all to ourselves.
The mountainous banks of the reservoir were dry and arid and
inhabited by fisherman who laid out lines demarcated by polystyrene
floats that stretched out into the distance. Occasional motorboats
would ply the waters of the lake, collecting catches from the
fishermen, but apart from that we had the place to ourselves.
Campsites were not easy to find on the steep rocky shoreline but at
least they were peaceful. We pressed on mile after mile, thinking it
would never end, and then, turning a bend, there it was, the dam wall
and our next initiative test. We moored away from the prying eyes of
officialdom and scaled the steep slopes to see what the river had in
store for us on the other side of the dam. It didn’t look too good.

Into a tiger sanctuary
Looking over the dam at Sri Salem, we could see that any hope of
continuing progress was dependent on portaging the boat and all our
gear about 3km downstream. We also had to surmount the dam wall
which, at the time, didn’t seem straightforward plus we had to evade
the barrage police. We managed to secure transportation in the near by
town and arrived back at the dam wall in our jeep. Things looked
promising; all we had to do now was lift all the gear up to the
transport. Then officialdom stepped in. ‘Where are your papers; let me
see your permission.’ Time for a swift exit, methinks, in order to
reassess the situation.
Fear not, this was only a delaying tactic as the production of a Rs50
note worked wonders. We were through the gate before you could say
‘Bye bye, Sri Salem,’ and, with the help of an army of fisherman,
hauled everything up from the water’s edge. We were off again and,
within an hour, back on our river, negotiating a series of narrow
defiles and rapids that led after a further 10km to our next reservoir
complex, this time the massive Nagar Juna Sagar Reservoir, one of the
largest in India. The arid banks reared up from the water’s edge. Again
we were accompanied by goatherds and the occasional fisherman but,
whether through circumstance or intent, the fishing floats and lines
that had hampered our progress on Sri Salem were generally absent.
This body of water was massive and open water crossings of 2 and 3km
were the order of the day. The banks of this reservoir are the home to
one of the only tiger sanctuaries in southern India. Needless to say, we
saw none; in fact, save for a few monkeys, we saw very little wildlife,
not even birds. Whatever anyone says about reservoirs, in this area
these man made seas had turned virgin rivers teeming with wildlife
into deserts bereft of living creatures. Lack of wildlife aside, we were in
land of sawing hills and wide water expanses which, in their way, were
haunting and unique and we had this landscape to ourselves.
Navigation needed careful attention, particularly when fingers of
water spread like the tentacles of some massive octopus. An error here
could be expensive in time and effort. A small island with an
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impressive conical hill and temple provided a diversion from paddling
and a vantage point to view our route to the dam wall. As we climbed
to the summit the extent of our sea was revealed, stretching out as far
as the eye could see in all directions yet at the time letting us plan our
final approaches. A campsite was needed for the night and our vantage
point allowed us to identify an islet which would offer us a
comfortable spot for the night and a place to cook our fish bought
from a fisherman earlier that day.
Our desert island was home to us for one of the wildest storms we
had experienced. We seriously wondered whether we would be able
to leave in the morning but, as the sun rose, the wind, as if on cue, fell
away, just leaving us to contend with an ocean swell as we paddled
across open water toward the barrage wall.
By comparison with our other experiences, portaging from the
barrage to the lower river was a piece of cake. A long track led down
to the water’s edge and allowed our portage vehicle easy access. Our
vehicle was a three wheel motor rickshaw. I had only once used one
to portage a canoe some years earlier when I had a nightmare journey
transporting this same canoe through the streets of Chennai at 4 in the
morning. Anyway, learning the lesson of how and how not to secure a
canoe to a three wheeler made all the difference. We certainly turned
some heads but we succeeded in effecting the portage to the lower
river in style and we were soon underway but not before stuffing
ourselves with breakfast goodies at a local restaurant.
Our next objective was the town of Vajayawada, about three days’
paddling away; this was the portal to the tidal section of the river and
would be the biggest town through which we were to pass. Again the
river had returned to its natural state and we were treated to wildlife
and to moving water. Most of the rapids we could run; one we made a
mess of lining and lost the boat all together, necessitating Richard to
swim after it in an attempt to stop it.
The banks were still arid, not much agriculture. We were concerned
from time to time to see dead fish floating on the surface of the water.
The local fisherman eyed us up suspiciously from their coracles. Then
the penny dropped; we reckoned that they were using dynamite to
stun the fish. Signs of civilization now began to encroach, brickworks,
sand getters loaded their boats almost to the point of sinking with sand
from the river bed and waved and called out cheekily as we passed by.
The river had widened out by this time to over a kilometre in

A poled dugout.
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width. We swung to follow an easterly track that let us know that we
were on the final stretch to Vijayawada. One morning a heavy mist
hung over the river; at the time we could not see any features at all
and paddled using the flowlines to provide a clue as to which way to
paddle. Fishermen in their canoes and sailing boats emerged and
disappeared in and out of the gloom until eventually the sun burned
off the murk to enable us to view our surroundings. The river had
now ceased to flow and we sensed that we were in the backed up river
behind the barrage at Vijayawada. Within a few hours we were
paddling past the public steps in this major town and up to the face of
the massive barrage. We peered over the barrage edge and realize again
that there was no flow; however, there was sufficient standing water
for us to imagine that we could make progress downstream. We
paddled across the face of the barrage and moored up before heading
off into town to explore and do shopping. The Lonely Planet guide
describes Vijayawada as lying ‘at the head of the delta of the mighty Krishna
river. It has established itself as a major port and important junction on the east
coast train line. Surrounded by hills and intersected by canals, it’s an appealing
place. Claims that it’s like Venice are a bit stretched.’ We agreed
wholeheartedly with the latter statement; also, the reference to it’s
being a port was misplaced. This place had never seen any ships.
Vijayawada has a population of about one million and was by far the
biggest town we had passed.
We portaged the barrage with little help from the locals and set off
downstream. The scenery was attractive with reedy banks and an
abundance of coconut and date palms. The locals brought their buffalo
to the water and washed them lovingly in the shallows just like a
proud owner would wash and wax his prized new car. Invariably, the
buffs would take one look at us before deciding to make a swift exit
from the water, dragging their unfortunate owners behind them. The
river was shallow, now; flow had re-established and led us from one
bank to other bank. At times we were lost in forests of reed; the only
clue as to which way to go were flow lines. Progress was extremely
slow with many groundings which necessitated walking the boat.
On our second day out of Vijayawada we were still struggling along
with minimal flow and depth, swinging from one side of the river to
the other along our reedy channels. All of as sudden we realized that
we were paddling against the flow; it had changed direction. We had
at last reached the tidal section of the river. However, any thoughts
that we only had a few miles further to paddle were
dispelled by a glance at our map. We pressed on until
eventually we reached the town of Avinagadda. A
cycle rickshaw ride into the town revealed that buses
left frequently from here to Vijayawada. This was to
be our exit strategy. We were befriended by the locals
at a beachfront restaurant and reckoned we could rely
on their assistance in getting the boat to the town on
our return from the sea. We caught the tide and
pressed on with the 30 - 40 kilometres we needed to
travel to reach the coastline, eventually camping
within about three hours’ paddling time of our final
objective. We rose early the next day and set off. The
tide wasn’t in our favour and so we had to inch our
way toward our objective. Eventually, after many false
dawns, we saw what looked like boats floating out at
sea. They would appear and disappear mysteriously
until we realized that these were not boats at all but
surf. At last we had made it. We paddled out from the
shelter of the channel around the headland and into
the ocean swell. We could see enormous breakers
dissipating their full force on a reef or a sandbar way
out at sea, giving us the protection we needed to
survive in our present location. The banks were
covered in mangrove except for a small beach which
provided us with the landfall we required. We surfed
in on a wave and hit the beach, jumping out quickly
and pulling the boat up as another wave threatened to
swamp us. Richard and I looked at each other and
realized that this was it, the end of the line, we shook
hands and, as we do in these circumstance, made
breakfast, a very large billy full of porridge.
Our beach was deserted; in fact, we hadn’t seen a
soul for some hours. There was no habitation as far as
we could see anywhere except for a lighthouse which
lay about a kilometre inland of where we stood.
Mangrove encroached onto our little beach. It was
strangely flattened for about 100m inland and debris
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The end of the road.

Fact File
In the course of 26 days we had travelled over 1,400km along the
Krishna River, 1,000km of which we had paddled in an open canoe. We
had started our journey a few km to the east of the town of Wai and
paddled to Sangli. The road section took us from Sangli to Krisha. From
Krisha we paddled almost continuously to the Bay of Bengal. The river
was a mixture of virgin river, including sections of white water up to grade
2/3, and controlled sections where irrigation was very much in evidence.
The river included two very large reservoirs, the Sri Salem and Nagar
Juna Saga reservoirs. The majority of the country we passed through was
rural and sparsely populated. For most part drinking water was drawn
from the river and filtered; food was picked up from small towns and
villages en route.

Finished at last.
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Michael Norman photographs

had been forced into its branches at a level which appeared to be above
the high water mark. We realized that we were looking at the effects
of the recent tsunami which had devastated the region. The effect here
was clearly minimal compared with what we saw subsequently on TV
and we doubted whether there had been any loss of life or damage to
property in the area.
Our trip was over; we had a further one day’s paddle back up the
estuary to reach the road head but, to all intents and purposes, we had
achieved our objective. In the course of 26 days we had travelled over
1,400km along the Krishna River, 1,000km of which we had paddled.
Here’s looking forward to a cold beer and a soft bed!
Michael Norman paddled with Richard Stagg. His Cauvery River trip
was included in our Feb - Apr 2005 issues.

Jurassic tours
Second Wind
Watersports are offering
guided sit on top kayak
tours on the Dorset
coast. This is a chance
for the public to see the
most spectacular parts
of this cliff scenery
which they cannot see
from onshore. [01305
835301]

Fast moving

32 youth hostels to close

Keen, who claim to be officially the world’s fastest
growing footwear brand, have three models on offer.
The Venice at £64.99 in polyester or £69.99 in
washable leather is a sandal with a protection toe. At
£74.99 the Selway is a well vented running shoe while
the Humboldt at £79.99 is a running shoe with
amphibious sandal construction aspects.

As we suggested previously, the YHA are to close 32
of their hostels. As a sign of the times, the YHA told
Canoeist those in city centres are managing OK but
those on long distance footpaths have seen a downturn.
Unfortunately, it is the rural ones which are likely to be
of more interest to canoeists. Some are being moved to
new locations and there will be some joint ventures,
such as with the YMCA at Lakeside.
Hostels for closure are as follows:
NE England: Acomb, Bellingham, Greenhead and
Wooler.
NW England: Alston, Kirkby Stephen and Earby.
Yorkshire: Keld, Stainforth and Langsett.
East Midlands: Bakewell and Matlock.
West Midlands: Meerbrook.
Wales: Capel-y-Ffin, Dolgoch, Tyncornel, Llangollen
and Trefin.
East of England: Castle Hedingham.
SE England: Blackboys, Brighton, Hastings, Sandown,
Dover and Ivinghoe.
SW England: Steps Bridge, Lynton, Dartington,
Elmscott and Quantock.
In the cases of Bakewell, Brighton, Hastings, Dover,
Lynton, Matlock and Sandown, better sites are being
sought in the same areas. Most locations selected for
closure have recorded poor usage figures or require
substantial investment or both.
In Liverpool and London (the relatively new flagship
hostel in Rotherhithe) the YHA are reviewing their
options with a longterm view of moving to better
located and more cost effective sites. Hostels will
remain open until at least 31st October 2006.
Meanwhile, two youth hostels have been the first
premises to receive the DEFRA European Ecolabel
which requires everything from efficient use of energy
and water through to staff training in green issues.
Langdon Beck has two solar water heaters, a 2.5kW
wind turbine and rainwater collection for flushing
toilets, cutting energy consumption by 50% and carbon
dioxide emissions by 75% while recycling 50% of waste.
Lockton has a roof which is insulated with sheep’s wool
on the inside and plant growth on the outside, collects
rainwater and has solar panels to heat showers, reducing
water consumption by 30% and carbon dioxide
emissions by 40%.

Battery lightsticks

Bright LEDs
Petzl’s Tikka and
Zipka headlights are
now 80% brighter than
last year, effective
ranges having been
increased from 17m to
30m. This is 3 times the
power when introduced
in 2000. Costs are
around £25 - 30.

Dragon boat deck
Rostock dragon boat
crew Los Banditos have
fitted their boat with a
spraydeck for winter
use, 20 body tubes plus
a waist high one for the
steersman, doing
without the drummer.
Capsize in deep water
could prove interesting.

Waterproofing iPods
Marine AV Ltd have H20 Audio waterproof casings
for the iPod series, ranging from £24.99 for the Shuffle
through to £89.99 for the Mini and 3rd and 4th
Generation models. Interestingly, the first picture in
their catalogue is of paddle surfing, board surfing with
the assistance of a single bladed paddle. This looks like
trying to get the benefits of wave skis without admitting
it. [0870 609 1446]

Lattice handle tool
Gerber’s Suspension multitool has open mesh
handles, allowing the 13 tools, including screwdrivers,
blades, scissors, bottle opener, saw and file, to be seen.
The titanium grey finish handles fold back to operate
spring loaded pliers. Cost is £35.
Unfolding from 64mm long, the Gerber Clutch
consist of mini pliers, 3 screwdrivers, bottle opener, file,
tweezers and knife for £19.99. [01489 606600]
* Nauticalia have a miniature pair of pliers with 4
blades and a torch on a keyring for £12.95, half price if
you are placing a significant order for other items. [0870
905 5090]
Rachel Charney

Fat Face’s spring
catalogue uses the
theme of lost tribes,
including a dugout
canoe as one of the
props.

Nite International are making Krill Lamps, effectively
lightsticks but battery powered with no chemicals and
the ability to switch them off when not wanted. In
white, blue, green, red or infrared, they are waterproof
to 50m and cost £19.99. The Original model runs for
120 hours on 2 AA batteries and the Extreme lasts 50
hours. Also on offer are Ledwave torches, powerful
units in aluminium casings, range 40 - 60m. The X-33
costs £49.95 and the X55 £74.95, each powered by
lithium batteries. [01202 487757]

Kayak Africa plus
Kayak Africa, who
are based on Lake
Malawi, have expanded
their portfolio. They are
now offering multi
activity trips, also
including mountain
biking and hiking.
[letsgo@kayakafrica.co.
za]

Former businesses
Sea kayak coaching company ASSC, originally the
Anglesey School of Sea Canoeing, has ceased trading in

Direct meat
Jerky Direct are
suppliers of jerky
straight to the customer.
They are now supplying
without involving any
middlemen.
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Scott Brothers Ltd’s Pack-Mate CooLock is a
different drybag, sealed by sliding a rod into a
sealing clip. It costs £7.99. [01606 837787]
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Dell computers and
Hewlett Packard have
joined those using
canoeing to promote
their products.

Looking normal
The Ergolife Stol is a
boating chair from
Sweden at £29.99.
Weighing 980g and
rolling to fit a 100mm
diameter case, the water
resistant design includes
birch slats. [020 7381
4400]

This month’s picture
most likely to increase
your pulse has to be
from a heart rate
monitor catalogue. If
she loses her footing
and goes under, there is
a significant chance of
not being able to undo
the waist buckle. If the
rucksack could not be
sent across on a line I
would only want it over
one shoulder for quick
disposal.
Pains Wessex are recalling all 53,000 White Collision
Warning (Mk 7) Hand Flares, item 52651, sold
individually or as parts of kits, following an accident
in which a demonstrator had one explode
prematurely and fire the aluminium tube through
his body. They should be returned to the supplier or
any other participating chandler for a refund or
replacement. [023 9262 3962]

Old Man River
behind the scenes
The Quapaw Canoe Co offer wilderness trips to the
lower Mississippi to view the backwaters, bayous,
oxbows and flood plain between the levées in an area
which still contains America’s largest bottomland
hardwood forest and America’s largest floodplain. Not
least, however, the area contains the sometimes
grumpy Old Man River. [david@davidnicholson.com]

Amongst their other local activities they are running
night trips which begin about an hour before dark.
When the phosphorescence begins to sparkle it really is
a special time. [info@atlanticseakayaking.com]

Introducing Himalayan
white water
Adventure-Whitewater are running a tour over Oct
19th - Nov 4th to introduce paddlers to white water,
take them up to grade 3 - 4 and let them change to
rafts when it gets too much. The Seti, Trisuli, Sun
Kosi, Balephi and Bhote Kosi are all visited and time is
devoted to cultural activities off the water. The cost is
£850 excluding travel to Nepal and there is an
optional 4 day extension to the Chitwan Wildlife
Resort at £250. [01768 780888]

Icom claim their IC-M71
VHF transceiver is
waterproof to 1.5m for
30 minutes and gives
16 hours of operating
time from the 2Ah
lithium ion battery.
Output is 600mW for
clear sound. [01227
741741]
Nathan Eades

Eloise Jakeman

Jon Goldsmith

Nikwax suggest that
when the
waterproofing on
your canoeing
clothing starts to
deteriorate you
should wash it in
their Tech Wash to
remove dirt, sweat
and contaminants
and then treat it with
TX.Direct Wash-In or
TX.Direct Spray-On.
They are offering big
value prizes at
nikwax.com.

Some buoyancy aid
manufacturers have
made efforts to design
their products to look
like normal clothing
you might see around
town. Perhaps they
have been wasting their
time as some
bodywarmers now
seem to be designed to
look like buoyancy
aids.
Annabel Clarke

Trearddur Bay. The centre has been taken over by a sail
manufacturing company.
David and Valerie Reed of Reed Canoes & Camping
have been declared bankrupt. This follows on from a
bankruptcy order made in 1994 after they failed to
comply with the terms of a voluntary arrangement.

Fairtrade adventures
Wilderness Scotland run a series of outdoor holidays
in several locations for families. The latest is a 6 night
trip from Perthshire Multi-Activity Adventure, based
in Aberfeldy. Trips are tailor made for participants with
a variety of activities such as guided wildlife walks,
mountain biking and rock climbing. The highlight is a
2 day open canoe trip, camping overnight on a
wooded island in a loch. An aspect of the holidays is
that Aberfeldy is Scotland’s first fairtrade village, based
on the availability of fairtrade products in local shops
and cafés. Environmentally conscious families can
travel by train and be collected from Dunkeld. Typical
costs are £639 per adult and £375 per child plus local
accommodation. [0131 625 6635]

Sea holidays
Atlantic Sea Kayaking in Cork are offering a summer
camp programme for kids and teens. For adults they
have some sea kayak opportunities in Croatia and you
might like to book up for their Baja trip next January.

Fed up with cutting surf sessions short owing to the discomfort common with
existing surf kayaks, Nathan Eades has teamed up with polo kayak
manufacturer Dave Brown and designed the Fusion. Nathan wanted the
comfort and manœuvrability of a freestyle kayak combined with the speed and
performance of a wave ski. The result is claimed to be comfortable and capable
of all the high performance manœuvres although Nathan has not yet had it on
large surf. It is fast down the line and, with it’s short tail, able to return back up
the face of a wave vertically to punch the lip powerfully, he says. Prices start at
£800.
CANOEIST July 2006
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Club Pavilion
Beachclubs are
offering holidays at
Losinj in Croatia and
Poros in Greece. Prices
have been reduced
and sailing,
windsurfing,
snorkelling and use of
kayaks is free.
[conceptholidays.co.uk]

A peculiar bird
Pelican have bought
Coleman but have
dropped the Coleman
canoe range.
Avoncraft, who
previously retailed
Coleman canoes, have,
instead, taken the
Pelican range from the
Family Boat Shop.
Meanwhile, Coleman
now have an
inflatable.

Stephen George photographs

Kayak free in the
Mediterranean

For persistent talkers
The Body Glove XT Bluetooth headset is the
first all terrain hands free headset for those who
need to communicate, available at £49.99. Made
from durable rubberized material, the headset is
designed to withstand rain and sand without
getting damaged. There are two loop wearing
options which fit around the ear and enable you
to stay active whilst having a conversation. There
is also a standard ear hook option. It has an
operating range of 10m, weighs 15g and supports
Bluetooth version 1.2. It has 14 hours’ talk time
and a standby time of up to 500 hours and is
compatible with most mobile devices.

GPS detailed mapping
from Garmin
Garmin are offering the Topo Great
Britain digital mapping as a DVDROM containing OS and Navteq
information to street level. It also
includes vertical profiling and contour
shading. Garmin suggest it is loaded
on GPS units with at least 20MB of
memory.

Pacific Marketing International are
offering the Stanley Outdoor Series.
Shown are a 570g leakproof food
jar with steel fork and spoon, a 1l
bottle with double cup and
unusually thick walls and a drink
bottle, all in steel with double walls.
Also shown are a nesting bowl and
mug in polycarbonate. If the colours
are not bright enough for you they
have three colour schemes of 300ml
mug with double insulated wall and
leakproof lid.

Practical camper vans

Angus Peel photographs

Campervans tend to have Velour seat covers and patterns to suit the average retired couple. Action Van is rather different, being aimed at the
active outdoor enthusiast. The emphasis in on hard wearing surfaces, places to keep sports kit and room to prepare food and live.Seating converts
to a large double bed with storage space beneath. Different kit requires different space so custom layouts are available, extras including awnings,
heating, roofracks, insulated window covers and sunroofs. [023 8070 8003]

Above left: Stowaway table for dining or as workspace. Above centre: Kitchen
area. Below right: Storage space is all important.
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Free skis
British Airways have
a policy of carrying golf
clubs and skis free of
charge. They don’t say
that excludes wave skis.

Ralph White photographs

The one featured
adventurer in Helly
Hansen’s summer
catalogue is Renata
Chlumska, working
her way around the
USA by sea kayak,
foot and bike (Jan,
p7). After earlier
misfortune it is good
to see that things are
now going well for
her.

Bottled tops

Chrissie Williams photographs

Helly Hansen are offering the loose fitting Lifa Versa for women or Lifa Versa
Transporter for men with polyester outside and Lifa inside. Available in a range of
colours, each costs £25 and comes in a clear water bottle which can be retained for
future use. Helly Hansen’s new buoyancy aid range includes the Rider+ at £50.
Made with soft Corex foam and low bulk for active use, it includes a side zip and an
inner Lifa tech lining to move moisture away from the body.
They have further diversified into the surfing market with their Airlaunch range of
tops, shorts and flipflops. [0115 960 8797]

The Primus Eta Power is
claimed to boil water faster than
any other stove, be 100% more
fuel efficient than any other
stove, weigh just 1.3kg including
pot, frying pan, windshield and
burner and supply the cooking
requirements for two people for
a week from a 220g LPG
cartridge, all for £70. Following in
December will be the Primus Micron Ti 2.5, at 69g the lightest backpacking LPG stove
in the world, able to fit into a shirt pocket and to be sold at £42.50. [023 2952 8711]
There are now 70 Sea Dog
designs from which to
choose, mostly diving related
but some of more interest to
paddlers. The T shirt are of
top quality, mostly £22 each
although XXL cost £26. MarKat
have the range. [01935 815424]

Nauticalia are retailing Seveylor’s Colorado. 3.4m long x 1.1m beam, it
has adjustable raised seats with backrests, twin tubes (airtight bladders
inside tough Nylon skins) and carrying handles for £349. [0870 905 5090]
More holiday brochures using canoeing as selling points for their
distinations, this time French speaking.
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The Little Book of Hope
emanates from Harvies of
Cardigan. [01239
615988] Primarily the
catalogue of their
attractive casual clothing,
it also contains some
words of wisdom, such as
the following by Jon
Matthews:
If we’re going to ban
items of clothing,
shouldn’t we start
with the business suit?
While we don’t condone
shoplifting, terrorizing old
ladies or generally making
other people’s lives a
misery, the tabloids seem
to be picking on the
wrong people. Casual
research suggests serious
fraud, insider trading or
acts of corporate
manslaughter are unlikely
to be carried out by
people wearing hooded
sweatshirts. Photographs
of senior executives of
British manufacturers of
land mines, anti
personnel grenades and
cluster bombs have
shown no evidence of
hoodie wearers.
Businessmen offering
large amounts of cash in
return for peerages, and
the politicians who accept
the cash, tend towards
less casual items of
clothing. When the
decision was made to
invade Iraq, no-one wore
a hoodie. And the men
who think Guantanamo
Bay is still a good idea do
not wear hoods
themselves, though they
have been known to
offer them to guests.
Sure, there’s the odd
villain who wants to
conceal his face. But
there’s bigger villains
around who have no
such shame.
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Test 1
Nauticalia Combination Padlock

Self illuminating combination padlock
I travelled the length of Skye to pick
up the car. With a change of
circumstances I was able to collect the
kayak that night. I arrived back at
11pm, unable to shine the car lights
on the hidden kayak. This time I
didn’t even need the torch. I had used
a Nauticalia Combination Padlock. A
press on the button on the front and
the combination LEDs lit up in blue
for 15 seconds, allowing me to set the
right code.
The Nauticalia Combination
Padlock also allowed me to use a
much heavier duty cable which would
take more than wire snippers to cut. It
has a 6mm diameter shackle and could
be used with a chain up to 14mm in
diameter, the shackle being 29mm in
internal diameter. The lock is water
resistant but not submersible and is a
solid piece of kit. At a push it could be
used to put some light onto something
next to it. Generally, for the length of
time it will be in use, the battery
should last for ever.

I had finished the day’s
paddle at Flamborough
Head’s North Landing
and secured the sea kayak
with a combination lock
to the timbers at the foot
of the cliff. The walk to
the station had taken an
hour, the wait for the
train another hour and the
journey to Scarborough
and return with the car a
further hour, by which
time there had not been
enough daylight left to
read the combination. I
had no working torch, of
course, and I had gone up
and down that cliff too
many times before I had
managed to park the car
at a sufficiently steep
angle to shine the
headlights vaguely down
the slope so that I could
see
the
set
the
combination.
This time was different.
I hid the kayak behind
some yacht cradles and
locked it up, planning to
collect it in the morning.

Illumination
Heavy duty
Water
resistance
Emergency
torch
Battery life

Non
submersible

Size (open) - 84 x 54 x 27mm
Weight - 140g
Price (inc VAT) - £12.95 + £4.95 P&P (2 for £19.90)
Available from Nauticalia, Ferry Pt, Ferry Lane, Shepperton-onThames TW17 9LQ, tel 0870 905 5090

Test 2
Paramo Mountain Pull-On

Fleece as soft as it comes
While the principle of wicking
perspiration away from the skin to the
outside of a garment is well
established, this one is reversible,
offering the option of wicking water
from the outsides towards the skin on a
day when the weather is hot. The
point of perspiration is that it
evaporates, cooling you down. Being
hot and moist does not work unless
the moisture can evaporate, taking the
latent heat with it. In addition, the zip
are less intrusive when worn fleece
side inwards.
Parameta S is not water or wind
proof so it needs to be worn in dry
conditions or have a waterproof
garment over the top, when
breathability would also be required.
Use in an open canoe would be better
than in a kayak where arms are more
likely to get splashed. My preference is
fleece side inwards on a cool day with
a waterproof over the top if the
weather is wet.
The Páramo Mountain Pull-On is a
long sleeved top manufactured in
Parameta S, a two sided fabric,
relatively smooth on one side and with
a superb fleece on the other, as soft as
they come. The material is directional,
wicking water from the fleecy side to
the smooth side.
The body length is generous, slightly
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longer at the back to suit a seated
paddling position but not long enough
to look odd when standing up. A high
collar has a zip which runs from the top
of the collar to the middle of the chest,
to give maximum temperature control.
Sleeves have simple press stud closures.
On the left breast is a zipped pocket just
large enough to take a closed fist.

Fleece
softness
Wicking
Body length
Sleeve
closures
Ethical
manufacturing

Reversability

Sizes - S, M, L, XL, XXL
Colours - Wine, black, brown, lilac, navy, sky blue, taupe
Manufacturing is undertaken in Bogotá and Páramo pride
themselves on their ethical manufacturing principles which support
women at risk, contrasting with a lot of Third World manufacture.
Price (inc VAT) - £55
Available from Kent Canoe Services Superstore, New House
Farm, Kemsing Rd, Wrotham, Kent TN15 7BU, tel 01732
886688
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Test 3
Helly Hansen Lifa

The next generation of Hellys

In canoeing, Hellys have become a
generic name for thermal clothing
base layers so any developments by
Helly Hansen need to be taken
seriously. Until Helly Hansen came

along, thermal clothes were made in
white and sold as thermal
underwear with pretty tops for
pensioners in cold weather.
The Prowool garments
contain
55%
polypropylene, 36%
Merino wool and 9%
Nylon in a two layer
format which is
warm
and
fast
drying, wicking
moisture away from
the body, in use
with other layers as
required.
The
outside is closely
woven while the
inner surface has a
texture of slots in the
material. The Lifa
weave is claimed to
retain 40 times less
moisture than pure
polyester, a common base
layer fabric.
The Stripe Zip Turtle top
has the signature stripes down
the arms and a collar with zipped
neck. The Pant has a simple
elasticated waist. It also has a fly
on the front, a feature I do not like
as it requires overtrousers in
company, also requiring a closing fly.
It is much easier to do without the
fly.
As you would expect, the garments
are eminently practical with great
freedom of movement.
The Lifa Sport Dynamic Half Zip,
on the other hand, is 100%
polypropylene and is intended to be a
cooler garment for warmer
conditions. This time the slotted
texture is on the outside with a
smooth finish inside. Again there is a
zipped collar. A gold stripe runs across
the chest and down the arms, which
also have the gold flashes printed onto
Sizes
Colours

the lower sleeves. I do appreciate the
cooler garment although it is easier to
catch the material on bushes, snagging
the surface.
Pushing it to the limit, I used the
Dynamic Half Zip with a cagoule
over the top straight into a northerly
headwind for eight hours, returning
in a further three. Memo: use the
Prowool Stripe Zip Turtle next time
in such conditions and save the
Dynamic Half Zip for a warmer day
with less heat loss. The point is that it
is now possible to select the suitable
weight and weave for the conditions,
taking Hellys a step forward.

Stripe Zip Turtle
XS - XXL
Black, navy

Price (inc VAT)
£40
Manufactured in Portugal by Helly Hansen

Warm
Fast drying
Zipped neck
Movement
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Pant
XS - XXL
Black, navy

£30

Dynamic Half Zip
Xs - XXL
Black, apple, navy,
orange, pewter,
raspberry, red,
tobacco
£30

Warm
Fast drying
Movement

Cool
Fast drying
Zipped neck
Movement

Fly

Snagging
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Reviews of new books
and publications

Wedding of the Waters

Waterways Past & Present

Peter L Bernstein
W W Norton & Co Ltd, Castle House, 75 76 Wells St, London W1T 3QT
0 393 32795 7
11th April 2006
210 x 140mm
448 pages, paperback
£9.99
The Eire Canal connected the Hudson
River to Lake Eire. At the time of
construction it was the largest and longest
canal in the world, built by a country without
a single civil engineer in a remarkably short
time after a long gestation period. It did not have national funding and
was immediately profitable. In the process it pushed New York to
become the largest city in America and it prevented the USA from
becoming two separate countries, east and west of the Appalachians.
History could have been very different without this canal.
There is a tremendous amount of detail here, thoroughly researched
and covering the highest echelons of American politics and economics
from an unusual angle, heavily annotated with very few illustrations
but an intriguing read. The net is cast wide and British canals are the
benchmark, especially the Bridgewater, and British politics are
followed through to the repeal of the Corn Laws and their affect on
the canal. Use of canoes in New York state before the canal receive
few mentions by comparison.
What was actually built and what remains today is described only
briefly in what is, essentially, an industrial archaeological thriller.

Derek Pratt
Adlard Coles Nautical
0 7136 7634 5
2006
260mm sq
160 pages, hardback
£19.99
Derek Pratt is one of our
foremost
canal
photographers and in over
forty years he has built up a
picture library as good as
they come. This book
contains the pick of his
photographs, atmospheric
black and white shots and
views beautifully presented in vibrant colour.
It is, effectively, a picture book, one large illustration per page and
often some smaller ones but little text except for the detailed picture
captions which give the precise location in each case, occasionally
getting a touch tourist boardy in tone but otherwise informative.
A wintry picture of Little Bedwyn in the snow mentions the
Devizes to Westminster Race.
The books covers the canals and deep water river navigations of
Britain in all their guises. Anyone who cannot see the attraction in
canals should take a look through this book and it should be a
compulsory bookshelf reference for funding bodies. Those already
converted will find it irresistible.

Through the French Canals

Cruising Cork & Kerry

David Jefferson
Adlard Coles Nautical, 38 Soho Sq,
London W1D 3HB
0 7136 7467 9
1970. 11th edition 2006
A5
310 pages, paperback
£15.99
For its 11th edition this book has changed
to a full colour format. It also has 57% more
pages yet the price has only increased by 7%.
Many of the pictures are new while the
others are former black and white ones now

Graham Swanson
Imray Laurie Norie & Wilson Ltd,
Wych House, The Broadway, St
Ives, Cambs PE27 5BT
0 85288 758 2
Aug 2005
167 pages, paperback
£27.50
Cork and Kerry offer the best
part of the Irish coastline for the sea
paddler. The particularly attractive
aspect of this yachtsman’s guide is
the inclusion of Patrick Roach’s
aerial photographs, up to double
page spread size and with notes on
the pictures so that everything from
a reef to a grocery store or bar is
easily identified. It forms a useful
companion to Oileán (Sep 04, p36), included in the list of
recommended books. The book is heavily illustrated and includes
many chartlets. A few recipes are thrown in for those who wish to try
cooking some traditional Irish dishes for themselves.
Kayaks are shown on the surf at Clonakilty but not on the tidal rapid
at the mouth of Lough Hyne, seemingly worth further investigation. A
point of concern is that access to private land is starting to become
more restricted as affluent city dwellers build more houses in the
countryside. This seems to reflect the feeling in Oileán that the time to
visit these coasts is now, while they are still off the beaten track.

shown in colour.
The much increased size means that it is now less of a route planner
and is much more readable with more detail and more narrative. In
particular, the lower Seine has tidal curves, details of restrictions and
one way systems and times allowed on the water. It also implies a no
go section of coast for kayaks at the mouth of the Seine if the offshore
restriction is born in mind, repeated in The Shell Channel Pilot.
(Pleasure craft are required to cross the fairway beyond marks which
are further offshore than kayaks are allowed to go.)
One change is that the Canal de l’Est, the longest canal in Europe, is
now being referred to as the Canal de la Meuse for its former northern
arm and Canal des Vosges for its former southern arm.
The original author, Philip Bristow, no longer has his name on the
book, which sees its biggest change for a number of years, probably
since it was first published in 1970.
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Inland Waterways of Belgium
Jacqueline Jones
Imray Laurie Norie & Wilson Ltd
0 85288 760 4
2005
A4
170 pages, paperback
Map 450 x 640mm folding to
220 x 160mm
The Belgian canals have a
reputation of being large and
industrial but as industry drops
away, especially coal, the Belgians
are being left with some large
waterways which are becoming
cleaner and more pleasant to use.
Speed limits are higher than at
home and there are some high
speed sections, indicated in the
book, so being overtaken by very large and very fast boats is still an
occasional issue. However, there are increasing numbers of canals
closed to large craft.
Many regulations relate only to those large craft but the books states
specifically that a kayak or canoe requires a 10+m mooring rope, an
inflatable lifebuoy or cushion, a small foghorn or 2 tone whistle,
grappling irons, spare paddle and booklet of shipping regulations.
Watersports are mentioned frequently, however, such as the Sobeka
Canoe Club at Zwevegem, whose achievements are recorded.
Regarding the River Lesse, the book says ‘The most popular way of
exploring this area of natural beauty is by kayak’, giving hire contact
details. Equally, the River Yser’s canoeists are mentioned and a hire
contact given.
The author, who lives in Namur with her Welsh boat, is writing
primarily for the powered craft fraternity but includes the history of
each waterway, the local sights of interest and much more although
the photographs are limited. One is of the pristine 125m San Remo,
apparently on delivery, ‘the largest, the most beautiful barge we had
ever come across.’ At a time when it only seems acceptable to knock
anything large, fast or noisy, such an approach or the discussion of the
aesthetics of a rusting steelworks completely enclosing a stretch of canal
comes as a breath of fresh air.
Books on these canals on our doorstep are in short supply and it is
novel to have the language divide in Belgium clearly explained with
the language change indicated whenever it applies.
Accompanying the book is a loose map at 1:370,000, very clear to
read and giving the vital statistics including distances and number of
locks, not that there are many in this flat country.
South Biscay
John Lawson
Imray Laurie Norie & Wilson Ltd
0 85288 842 2
1971. 6th edition 2006
A4
205 pages, hardback
£35.00
Covering from the Gironde to La
Coruña, this yachtsman’s pilot is
primarily about harbours and
moorings and how to get to them
without hitting anything hard. To
that end there are chartlets and,
particularly valuable, aerial
photographs with features of interest
marked. The aerial photos go out of
their way to show where waves
break on bars at the mouths of
estuaries. Mundaca shows the unexpected angle of wavetrains without
mentioning surfing while Bakio has the opposite.
It is interesting to note how, at port after port, the Spanish fishing fleet
is expanding at a time when the British fleet is being destroyed by EU
legislation. Although the nautical information is of limited value to small
craft, the onshore information is most useful, not least the dates of fiestas.

Repeatedly, there are comments such as ‘The best diversion is
probably a dinghy trip up the river which runs for many miles through
pleasant country’, said about Navia and various other places. It does
not take much lateral thinking to appreciate that there are many
estuaries which are crying out to be explored by canoe. Beyond, the
Picos de Europa are pointed out as a popular venue for canoeists while
a section on Operation Frankton and its memorial draws attention to a
rather different kayak trip.
If you are considering this coast, get this book for its aerial
photographs, if nothing else.
Waterway Routes Through France
Jane Cumberlidge
Imray Laurie Norie & Wilson Ltd
0 85288 891 0
980 x 700mm folding to 250 x
180mm
In effect, this is a route planning map
for those wanting to take large craft to
the Mediterranean by the inland route
as far as possible. Thus, it largely
confines itself to canals which offer
options for the journey.
The presentation is not convenient,
an enormous double sided sheet with a
series of relatively small maps and a lot
of text, laid out in a not particularly
logical order and not allowing for the positioning of the folds. The
same information could be put in a 16 page A4 booklet with only one
map section needing to be cut in two.
There are a few photographs and suggestions of things not to miss
but it is all rather brief. It is not in the same league as the author’s
British and Irish canal books.
The Shell Channel Pilot
Tom Cunliffe
Imray Laurie Norie & Wilson
0 85288 894 5
1995. 5th edition 2006
A4
356 pages, hardback
In one form or another this
book has been around since 1937,
a fair indication of its popularity.
Its scope is from North Foreland
to Scilly, the Channel Islands and
Dunkerque to the Île d’Ouessant.
First come an introduction to the
major headlands and their
attendant nasties, wildlife to
distract you and tidal flow charts
for each coast.
Intended for yachtsmen, the
main attention is on harbours and estuaries with many fine aerial
photographs, shots from sea level and chartlets. The author uncovers
all relevant facilities onshore, good and bad, including examples of the
new phenomenon of the sailors’ public house with a laundrette in the
basement.
What makes this pilot different is current author Tom Cunliffe’s
wonderful turn of phrase and gentle put down, particularly relating to
facilities he finds ashore. It is not usual for me to read a pilot and want
to quote gems to anyone who will listen. Take the chandlery in
Dover, of which he says ‘Here, time has stood still and the world is a
better place. In an atmosphere scented with the perfume of Stockholm
Tar, staff who fully understand their business purvey proper gear for
real vessels actually going to sea. A recent internet search reassured the
compiler that while this, his favourite chandlery, was still very much in
business, it was still holding out against email, websites and the forces
of darkness in general. Almost next door, on the same side of the road
and equally free of electronic interference, is another jewel... the
Happy Chef. Here, grown-up ladies who know what a man needs
after a rough night at sea serve up the old-fashioned goods at popular
prices.’ This is the most readable pilot of them all.
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Inshore Britain

Reflection on San Fransisco Bay Vol 6

Stuart Fisher
Imray Laurie Norie & Wilson
0 85288 906 0
2006
A4
357 pages, paperback
£29.50
This is the book which has been
repeatedly requested by Canoeist
readers over the years. Based on
our coastal guides, it is the most
detailed single book ever covering
all aspects of the British coastline
from the sea. The research was all
undertaken by sea kayak yet the
book is also intended to appeal to
users of other small craft. Hence, it
is being published by one of the
longest established and most respected of our marine book publishers
and will be available through marine chandlers as well as through
canoe shops. It is also the first book to carry the ISKA imprint and a
foreword has been provided by Sean Morley.
Imrays gave me a freer hand with cartography and layout than I had
dared hope so the book also breaks new ground for them, not just in
terms of the size of the boats.
Thank you to all who encouraged the publishing of this book.

John Boeschen, 25 Valley View Ave, San
Rafael, CA 94901, USA
1 4196 2334 6
2006
200 x 130mm
200 pages, paperback
From amazon.com
Every Thursday evening, regardless of the
weather, a group mostly of dads and grandads
paddle on the northern part of San Fransisco
Bay. The trip usually involves a break midway
for a gourmet picnic with a beach bonfire
which is not always appreciated by the
authorities. Ahead of the trips the launch details are emailed to 68
people, about four of whom join the author on a typical evening.
Afterwards, a trip report is emailed to those who want it, the reports
subsequently being gathered together as a book, this one covering
2005’s trips.
A growing trend is for each report to begin by dealing with
correspondence from the previous week’s report. It is clear that a
proportion of regular readers are those not likely to be in the vicinity
of the bay. Indeed, we have some input this year with the pre
Christmas ducklings on the Coventry Canal to add to the local geese
migrating in the wrong direction. (I hasten to add that I did not write
the complimentary introduction.)
A further development this year is the addition to the data at the end
of each report of web addresses for satellite images, one of which tells
how to use the information. For those unable to find the frequently
quoted Danny’s Secret Launch or Buck’s on any map this could be
helpful. Colour versions of the book’s black and white pictures are also
available on the author’s website.
Other than a brief foray to Hawaii, the trips are always in the bay
although this does not stop the imagination travelling, such as to the
waves of Titan, a moon of Saturn, seven times as high as on our plant
but with only a third of the speed, the liquid methane being a touch
on the cold side. For our world, meet sitting waves, the couch potato
equivalents of standing waves.
Then there is the buoyant diet. Finding his sea kayak sitting
progressively lower in the water, the author takes up a diet where he
may eat anything which floats but not if it sinks. The outcome is
awaited.
My favourite of this year’s offbeat ideas is the equal opportunities
celebrant, the PC person who celebrates every religious festival
regardless of which faith it reflects. If you are running out of ways to
write up trips for your club newsletter then enjoy how John Boeschen
produces new and unexpected ways of doing so week after week.

Please note this is
not available from Canoeist.
Purchase from
Imray Laurie Norie & Wilson
or from canoe shops or chandlers.

Canoe & Kayak Games
Loel Collins & Dave Ruse
Rivers Publishing UK, Gower, Blencathra
St, Keswick CA12 4HW
0 9550614 0 7
1986. 4th edition 2005
A5
175 pages, paperback
Although this is the fourth edition of
Canoe Games (May 00, p38) it is the first
which is significantly different from the
original. Some of the games and sketches
have been retained from the earlier editions
but there is much new material, all
photographs are now in full colour and there are many more pages
(even if a lot of the extra carry advertising or leave space for you to add
your own). The games are grouped into categories, as before but now
including surf and white water. There are quick ways of finding the
kinds of boats which can be used, the skills developed, the skill levels
required, how wet the participants get and how much fun each game
introduces, the traditional game of hunt the car keys scoring low.
The book’s invisible apostrophes and 360j turns are idiosyncracies
which can be learned and having the author’s web address on picture
after picture can be tolerated. Although put together by Loel Collins,
the foreword is contributed by original author Dave Ruse, who is now
living in Cornwall and playing on lifeboats.
If you need to keep coming up with new ideas for groups this is
now the time to buy yourself a new edition of this long established
teaching aid.
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Northern Saskatchewan Canoe Trips
Laurel Archer
Boston Mills Press
1 55046 369 1
2003
230 x 150mm
240 pages, paperback
$19.95. From Chris Lloyd Sales &
Marketing, Stanley House, 3 Fleets Lane,
Poole, Dorset BH15 3AJ
Detailed guides to 15 multi day open
canoe trips are offered in this book. Length
options, 1:50,000 maps with their errors
noted, logistics, time to go, level of
difficulty, character of the area, local history,
level of solitude, wildlife met and equipment needed are each give in
some detail. The author is a keen angler and she suggests all the best
places to fish, including the unusual concept (to us) of only keeping
the meal sized fish and putting the larger ones back.
Each river has a detailed listing with grid references of all rapids,
campsites and fishing holes. Previously burnt areas are also delineated,
difficult for camping and portaging.
There is a sketch map for each river but only eight pages of colour
pictures for the whole book. The written information is extensive and
in depth, however, for this important wilderness area of Canada.
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also notes that some of the claimed distances
might be in error by 50%. Conversions are
marginally better in the later three books.
The Ontario volume also refers to a legal
dispute over whether any one interest could
monopolize a navigable river, one large
enough to float logs, the case being referred
to the then final arbiters, the British Privy
Council, who passed the Rivers & Streams
Bill in 1884. Would they have intended one
concept for Ontario and a different one for
Britain?
While the best place to see bears is where
anglers have gutted their catches and left the
remains, frequently at portages, the best
place to see moose is at road salt storage
caches. An ongoing concern is anglers who
fly in or arrive by motorboat and, like those
who can reach lakes in off road vehicles,
party, leaving piles of beer cans, toilet paper
and other nasties to ruin the wilderness
ethos and attract bears, canoeists also being
to blame on the odd occasion. The best
story, though, relates to two American off
duty policemen on an angling trip, who
decided to kill a large fish by shooting it. At
the time it was in the bottom of their boat,
which then sank.
Those of us who have trouble getting
British trains to stop at stations can only
envy Canadians who can request stops
anywhere along the line to unload their
boats and other kit at an adjacent piece of
water.
A playboating kayak trip on the upper
Gatineau is an uncharacteristic end to the
Ontario book. The southern Ontario book
also ends uncharacteristically with recipes
and checklists of kit to take.
One of the best anecdotes, from a writer
who makes no claims to being an all star
canoeist, opens the Algonquin volume.
Hearing the call of a lone wolf one evening,
he calls back and gets a dialogue going.
Jumping in his canoe, he paddles closer,
rounding a headland to find the howler is
the leader of a group of a couple of hundred
campers, demonstrating the skills. The
retreat is somewhat quieter and faster.

A Paddler’s Guide to Ontario’s Cottage Country
1 55046 383 7
1993, 2003 edition
144 pages
A Paddler’s Guide to Ontario
1 55046 385 3
1996, 2003 edition
136 pages
A Paddler’s Guide to the Rivers of Ontario & Quebec
1 55046 387 X
1999, 2003 edition
168 pages
A Paddler’s Guide to Weekend Wilderness Adventures in
Southern Ontario
1 55046 415 9
2001, 2004 edition
168 pages
A Paddler’s Guide to Algonquin Park
1 55046 417 5
1997, 2004 edition
142 pages
A Paddler’s Guide to Ontario’s Lost Canoe Routes
Kevin Callan
Boston Mills Press
1 55046 458 2
2002, 2004 edition
230 x 150mm
174 pages, paperback
$19.95. From Chris Lloyd Sales &
Marketing
All previously published under other
titles, these are reissues of Cottage Country
Canoe Routes, Up the Creek, Further up the
Creek, Gone Canoeing, Brook Trout &
Blackflies: a Paddler’s Guide to Algonquin Park
and Ontario’s Lost Canoe Routes, respectively.
All relate to trips in Ontario or close by,
often circuits, able to be paddled in anything
from a few hours to a long week. The
cottages in the first issue are weekend
getaway cabins in the backwoods and the
books are all for those wanting to get away
from the cities of Ontario for short paddling
breaks. Other than the Algonquin volume,
the books roam freely across the area so that
lakes and rivers may be visited more than
once. Indeed, the fourth and fifth books
each contain some complete chapters from
the first.
The style is anecdotal, the author having
paddled all the routes, and there are regular colour photographs and
maps, the latter suggesting alternative routes which might be tried. An
ardent angling enthusiast, there is plenty on where to fish and what to
catch. Aimed at open canoe users, notes also suggest whether each
route is kayak friendly, based on the number and lengths of the
portages, and gives the skill levels required, time to undertake, fees,
hire centres, information sources and maps. Log jams and beaver dams
may or may not still be there by the time you go but they set the tone.
Metric to imperial conversions for the American market produce
such horrors as the 871/2 yard portage in the Ontario volume, which

Canada’s Best Canoe Routes
1 55046 391.8
288 pages
More of Canada’s Best Canoe Routes
Alister Thomas
Boston Mills Press
1 55046 390 X
2003
230 x 150mm
296 pages, paperback
$19.95. From Chris Lloyd Sales & Marketing
The first of these two books was originally published as Paddle Quest.
The greater part of it consists of short articles by a range of contributors
covering favourite paddling trips across the whole of Canada, mostly
open canoe wilderness trips but including kayaks, sea kayaks and white
water river trips. There are a number of black and white pictures, all
uncaptioned. My favourite article in this volume is Ric Driediger’s
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Drinking River, six instructors having a trip
away without any kids, for a change, and
making a series of lamentable errors better not
seen by their charges.
The second book is similar, often with the
same writers, but rather more trips seems to
feature miserably cold and wet conditions,
voracious insects and horrible portages. Bert
Horwood was trapped by the weather in Five
Northern Rivers ‘long enough to start bedsores.’
I would have described many of the routes as
‘memorable’ rather than ‘best’. Several of the
writers are college lecturers, including Kevin
Callan, whose Wabakimi Provincial Park is the
opening chapter from his A Paddler’s Guide to
Ontario’s Lost Canoe Routes. Amongst the
writers is Lynn E Noel, now over 40 but
writing as a 15 year old on a summer camp.
Her Margaree River is as near as prose gets to
being poetry, reminding me of Chris Pease’s
Uprights Rap (Sep 04, p33), wonderful.
Included in the pages are references to a
number of important Canadian books on
canoeing trips published over the years, a large
proportion of which we have reviewed on
these pages.
The second section of each book is a series
of profiles, a Who’s Who of Canadian paddlers,
from the likes of Bill Mason and Pierre Trudeau through coaches,
explorers, outdoor company heads and media owners to competitors like
freestyler Tiffany Manchester.
The final section in each book relates to such general issues as river
heritage and protection in the face of timber and hydroelectric company
pressures. Sometimes the tone gets a bit erudite but there are some gems,
such as Pierre Elliott Trudeau quoting friend Guy Viau. ‘We got along
very well with God, who is a damn good sport. Only once did we
threaten to break off diplomatic relations if he continued to rain on us.
But we were joking. We would never have done so, and well he knew
it. So he continued to rain on us.’
Each book ends with full lists of the 1:250,000 and 1:50,000 maps
needed for each river trip described.
Between them the two books give a flavour of the kinds of trip
available in Canada and introduce the top names of those involved in
canoeing there.
The Happy Camper
Kevin Callan
Boston Mills Press
1 55046 450 7
2005
230 x 150mm
320 pages, paperback
$24.95. From Chris Lloyd Sales &
Marketing
Previously published as Ways of the Wild,
this book has been revised so that there is
now greater emphasis on inspiration and less
on the latest equipment. Although presented
for hikers and canoeists, it is predominantly
for open canoe users in the Canadian
backwoods. The scope is extensive, planning, comparisons of kit to
take, best cooking methods, tents, toolkits, children, dogs,
photography, mapping, first aid, fires and weather amongst others,
with quite a few coloured pictures and some checklists.
The dangerous wildlife section reveals that numbers of attacks by
cougars are climbing significantly, possibly because of territorial
reduction, although nothing like the number of deaths caused by dogs,
over 800,000 North Americans being bitten annually, some fatally.
Selected recipes are presented for those who like to head into the
unknown to cook up gourmet meals. One product they are missing in
North America is the BDH container, having to settle for bulk
delivery olive barrels. Go to a trade user and ‘Either ask for them or
wait until garbage day and pick them out of the recycle bin!’
56 pages of Canoe Camping seems to be about getting started in
canoeing, including coaching on how to do a range of strokes for
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kayaks as well as for canoes, probably not in enough detail for the
novice, who will need proper coaching advice. I am alarmed by ‘when
approaching a sweeper at a bend in the river you must do the
unthinkable: head directly for it. Then, just as you reach the outside
bend you back ferry the canoe to the inside bend’ as part of the back
ferry section, advice likely to be misjudged by some readers with
potentially drastic consequences.
Some of the anecdotes, the poisoned oysters, the stolen John Denver
tapes and others, come from previous books but the essentials of this
one are all from experience and the author has the bruises to prove it.
Mystery of the Nile
Richard Bangs & Pasquale Scaturro
Summersdale Publishers Ltd, 46 West St,
Chichester, W Sussex PO19 1RP
1 84024 484 4
2005. 2006 edition.
200 x 130mm
271 pages, paperback
£7.99
The last book by Richard Bangs we reviewed
was Rivergods (Jun 89, p41). Lavishly illustrated, it
presented rivers around the world rafted by his
company, Sobek, which started on the Blue Nile
in Ethiopia. There is a degree of overlap in this book, the story of the first
source to sea descent of the Blue Nile and Nile, but it is a very different
book. For a start, there are no illustrations.
The book is written by Bangs, getting off to a discouraging start as he
goes on an ego trip of his achievements and the great and good whom he
has known. Then, after the first chapter, it all changes. Not on the trip
himself, he writes the story of Pasquale Scaturro and the tiny group who
did the descent with two small rafts and a kayak initially, the latter being
dropped once they went over to using outboards in the lower stretches.
It is thoroughly researched with details of historical expeditions on a
river for which the map was not joined up until the 1960s. There is also
comment on the damming of rivers, not least the switching off of
Ethiopia’s Tissisat Falls, previously one of Africa’s most dramatic natural
wonders.
The story is one of almost nonstop adrenalin, falls in inescapable
gorges, attacks by crocodiles, hippos and armed men, escalating civil war,
bureaucratic flat refusal to issue passes (the heaviest threats about
proceeding coming from the US administration), dangerous illnesses and
conflict between the participants. In interludes between the action there
are flashbacks to earlier expeditions for Scaturro, climbing, rafting and
hiking, in which he had fatalities and near misses. The tension never
relaxes for long. Then 15 pages from the end of the story, Scaturro
receives a stunning piece of information which turns everything on its
head. There is a strong urge to stop right there and reread the story again
from the beginning right away with the benefit of hindsight. However
much you plan for all eventualities on an expedition (and there are plenty
of examples here) there will always be the unknown for which plans
cannot be made. This book has drama even where you wouldn’t expect
it.
The Ribble Way
Dennis & Jan Kelsall
1 85284 456 6
2005
137 pages
The Teesdale Way
Martin Collins & Paddy Dillon
Cicerone Press Ltd, 2 Police Sq, Milnthorpe, Cumbria LA7 7PY
1 85284 461 2
1995. 2nd edition 2005
170 x 120mm
153 pages, paperback
£10.00
These are both established titles for Cicerone but both are enlarged
with colour pictures throughout and supported with sections of OS
1:50,000 maps.
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The Ribble Way (May 93, p59) has new authors
and is a completely new book except for most of
the chapter headings, the most significant loss
being the sketches from the original. As a book
written for walkers, it is interesting to note that
over half of the riverbank footpaths on the Ribble
may not be used as they are the private preserve of
anglers. Even a section of the official long distance
footpath has been closed down after court action
by a landowner. Satisfaction is taken from the fact
that the Darwen Tower celebrates the
achievement of access to the moors by ramblers in
1896. The Vikings did not have to face this kind
of thing and took their boats up to Ribchester.
These days angling interests are more intransigent.
The Teesdale Way (Mar 97, p49) has been
updated by Paddy Dillon but with very few
changes to the next, not even altering the NRA to
the EA. On the other hand, all the photographs
are new, some of the originals retaken in colour.
Amongst them is the Wickhams’ country
residence at Woden Croft. The Stockton picture is
a bit mundane, rather less exciting than the options that would have
been found at the barrage. On the other hand ‘A view along a placid
stretch of the River Tees to the ruins of Barnard Castle’ includes in the
middle distance a weir with a stopper which could kill and, I believe,
has done so, not as innocent as the caption implies.
Each book includes distance charts, contact addresses and
accommodation lists.
Walking in the Isles of Scilly
Paddy Dillon
Cicerone
1 85284 475 2
2000. 2nd edition 2006
170 x 120mm
95 pages, paperback
£9.00
A Scilly walking guide was never going to be a
large book, emphasized by the use of 1:25,000 OS
maps rather than the usual 1:50,000 and by the
full page picture of Penzance, the port from which
the ferry sails to get there. The advantage for us is that everything
relates to places that are close to the shore. Indeed, amongst the 11
walks there are details of 4 boat trips which are recommended, even if
there is nowhere much to walk on arrival. Accommodation and tourist
facilities, which are rather limited, are identified or their complete
absence noted. Dates are given for islands when landing is not allowed,
most of the summer in several cases.
The first third of the book is an introduction to the archipelago and
some of its unusual features, including the absence of private cars and
the limited public transport. Altogether, it provides a useful
introduction to a group of islands where the sea kayak user is able to
see much more than the holidaymaker on foot.
Along the Canal du Midi
Béziers Office de Tourisme & des Congrès
A5
12 pages, paperback
This tourism booklet is a very brief
introduction to the Canal du Midi with
some of its history and where to find its
highlights, including its structures and its
wildlife. It ends with a list of tourist office
contacts. Begun in 1667, this is one of the
most interesting of the French canals and
was declared a world heritage site a decade
ago.

How to Guide
Green Blue, RYA House, Ensign Way, Hamble,
Southampton SO31 4YA
2006
210 x 100mm
16 pages
Presented by the BMF and RYA, this booklet is
primarily aimed at the users of powered craft, to tell
them of their environmental responsibilities. Some
can apply to us, such as the disposal of rubbish and
the transference of alien species from one area of
water to another, the level of risk increasing with the
length of time the boat spends in the water with the
alien species. There is a wildlife spotting guide for
eight common inland species.
Canoes, personal watercraft and RIBs are listed as craft able to get
into shallow and more sensitive waters and so needing to pay particular
attention to not disturbing wildlife.
Go Canoeing
Association of Canoe Trades, Marine
House, Thorpe Lea Rd, Egham, Surrey
TW20 8BF
A5
18 pages, paperback
Other than updating the contacts, virtually
the only changes to the text of this booklet
(Dec 00, p41) are the addition of sit on tops
and inflatables plus mention of the Athens
Olympic results. However, it is a
significantly larger book because the layout is
much improved and the pictures are all new
and generally larger. The American ‘personal
flotation devices’ annoys me but the rest of the booklet is a very useful
introduction for the confused newcomer.
Caledonian Canal Skipper’s Guide
British Waterways Scotland, Canal
House, Applecross St, Glasgow G4
9SP
500x 700mm folding to 250 x
180mm
Dec 2004
Another of BW’s canal guides, this
one covers what is probably Scotland’s
most popular long distance tour. It
features a full length map with
enlargements of various places of
particular interest.
It is aimed at powered craft users.
Thus, the instruction that all users must
have third party insurance does not
apply to canoeists. On the other hand, the final safety rule ‘Do not
cruise near weirs, or attempt to shoot them in canoes’ does and is not
what notices say on the spot.
Annual Review 2005/06
Port of London Authority, Bakers’ Hall, 7 Harp Lane, London EC3R
6LB
A4
21 pages, paperback
Free
I cannot remember when I last agreed with so many points in a
chairman’s message in such a potentially turgid document as this.
The review talks of the ‘welcome increase in recreation’ and
looks back to the Great River Race and ahead to the 2012
Olympic Games, for which the PLA received their first hotel ship
mooring booking on the day after the event was awarded, a day
when they were busy getting Londoners home as terrorists closed
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down much of the rest of
London’s transport.
Their work includes assisting
Thames 21 who have taken 396t of
debris out of the river, including
153 shopping trolleys.
They are to introduce new low
wash fast patrol boats in September.
Each will have a central
wheelhouse, an open deck and a
platform at the rear to make it
easier to talk to canoeists and other
recreational boat users.
Finally, note that Brian
Chapman, their chief financial
officer, is not the one known in the
canoeing world.
Beach guide online
The Marine Conservation Society’s Good Beach Guide, in its 19th
year, is now available only online. [goodbeachguide.co.uk]
Spaced out
The online magazine WaveLength, published for 15 years, is to drop
its frequency from bimonthly to quarterly. Diana Mumford takes over
from Alan Wilson as editor.
Pesda move
Franco Ferrero has moved Pesda Press again. He is now at Unit 22
Galeri, Doc Victoria, Caernarfon, Gwynedd LL55 1SQ, tel 01286
685233.

The UK Hydrographic Office have added two more leisure folios
to their range of charts. SC5609 North West Wales including
Menai Strait covers from Aberystwyth to Colwyn Bay. SC5611
West Coast of Scotland, Mull of Kintyre to Point of Ardnamurchan
includes as far inland as Loch Eil, 28 charts in all for £37.50.
Wiley acquire Fernhurst
John Wiley, who are about to celebrate their bicentenary next year,
have acquired Fernhurst Books, including over a hundred nautical
titles. Although they are not quite sure how they are going to manage
the range, they told Canoeist, they intend to grow the watersports list.

Longridge volunteers wanted

Talent ID or not
From Tim Joiner.
Thank you for this latest edition which I find is as good as ever!
A minor point of correction in relation to Champion 2012, the
Westminster City Council minor sports initiative. We offer all children
in year 5 the chance to take part in one of five minor Olympic sports
and receive free coaching for a year. The primary aim is to encourage
children to take part in competitive sport and have the chance to
experience sport outside the very restrained options currently offered
in the national curriculum for that age group. Some have shown
promise and the agreement with all the national governing bodies of
sport is that they should offer any interested child the opportunity to
continue training through the club network.
There is no question of any ‘talent ID’ or similar scheme. Of the
25,000 hours of tuition which has now been delivered, we have about
12 children who have gone on to much higher levels in their chosen
sport and just over 1,000 who have had a wonderful year being
introduced to a sport which hopefully will encourage them to
continue their education with a positive attitude to competitive sport.
Editor’s comment: Apologies for the poor positioning of this item in the
January issue. It was not my intention to suggest that the Champion 2012
scheme and those of other councils would disadvantage those who failed to be
selected, the central concern over the BCU’s scheme.

Floating, within reason
From Alan Byde.
I finished the Canadian canoe which I may have mentioned. Well,
more or less. It was in my workshop for months and really dry. When
we launched it, sinking seemed imminent. I bailed vigorously for a
quarter of an hour, when it slowed down a bit. The water ingress, that
is. Son John and grandkids went paddle about in the marina and spent
most time exploring the shallow beach for sea shells. Now the canoe is
out in the open in our yard and Joan waters it to keep it tight. The
only way forward is to make a set of sailing gear but others things
come first.
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From Graham Bucknell, Manager, Longridge, Quarry Wood Rd,
Marlow, Bucks.
Since I last wrote in January 2005 a tremendous amount has
happened. Within the past few weeks things have finally crystallized
into a firm pattern for the future.
To give a little of the background but without going into the painful
detail of nine months of negotiation, the original plan to extend the
lease from the Scout Association evolved into the setting up of new
group of Longridge Trustees to purchase the freehold. The trustees are:
Ross Faragher - a member of the Longridge Team, BCU Level 5
Coach
Julian Fulbrook - GSL 8th Holborn, BCU Level 3 Coach
Ian Goldswain - Chairman, Slough District Scout Council
Paul Sutton - a member of the Longridge Team, Explorer Scout
Leader, BCU Level 3 Coach
Although the trustees seem to be heavily biased towards the BCU all
are totally committed to the long term future and success of Longridge.
The agreed price for the purchase of the freehold is £1.5m payable
over 5 years. This is a challenging sum but in addition to the new
trustees there are a group of other supporters who have come on
board and formed the Fundraising & Development Group. The
group includes two of our river neighbours, Chris Taylor and
Howard Mann, as well as interested parties from the area. A Friends
of Longridge group has also been set up and has as its base the new
mobile office behind the shop. Amanda Foister has been employed to
coordinate the plans and raise the money. Amanda has a fundraising
and marketing background but, importantly, was a member of the
Service Team some years ago and is currently a CSL with the 1st
Maidenhead so knows what we are all about. Already a number of
members of the team have donated and Big Ash from Crew 2 has
taken advantage of a company scheme to
obtain a donation of £470. Amanda is
talking with a number of key people and
we hope to have some very encouraging
news shortly. You can keep abreast of the
fundraising campaign via our website,
www.friendsoflongridge.org.uk, or of
course by popping in to visit Amanda in her
office.
The Friends of Longridge leaflet shows
how people can donate. We have lots of
these so next time you are down please take
some and ask any former members of the
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team or parents or friends or anybody to donate. Encourage people to
sign up for Gift Aid so we can claim tax back from the Government.
Many large companies have a donations programme into which
employees can tap (as Ash did). Can you check if your employer runs
such a scheme and let Amanda know?
The firework evening was the best yet with a profit of £10,833
going into the funds. A fantastic effort and a big thanks to all who
helped. Put 4th November 2006 in your diaries for this year’s
extravaganza. Another date for your diary is June 2007 when we will
be celebrating 50 years of Longridge. Suggestions how this important
event can be marked are needed. Also, would you like to be part of an
organizing group?
If organizing our 50th celebration doesn’t interest you, how about
organizing a regatta. Amanda is hoping to launch Longridge’s
fundraising campaign to a national audience in September and, if a
suitable group can be found to organize it, would ideally like to launch
this from a young persons’ regatta.
We are still trying to establish an e-mail circulation but many
addresses are out of date; please send admin@longridge.org.uk an email so we have your current address. Also, don’t forget to let us know
when you change your address. If we can get the majority of team
members on e-mail it will dramatically improve communication as
well as reduce costs. For those of you who are not on e-mail we will
still send out a hard copy by post.
Please help our planning by putting some 2006 dates in your diary
and letting us know when you can help. Everybody says how good the
Longridge Team is so please help keep up the good name. Thanks for
all your help in the past and we all look forward to seeing you during
2006.

In my Liverpool home
From Gerry McCusker, Friends of Allonby Liverpool Canoe Club.
The January 2006 copy of Canoeist was most unexpected. Hopefully
it will represent the watery equivalent of the Phoenix arising out of the
ashes and we can look forward to seeing the return of regular issues in
future.
Unfortunately, due to all the current building activity on the new
King’s Waterfront development, we won’t be able to use Duke’s Dock
for our 15th Merseyside International on 24th/25th June 2006.
Instead, we will be using our permanent pitches in Queen’s Dock
where we hosted the European Club Championships which you
covered in 2004. By then we will have a third permanent pitch instead
of the temporary arrangement we had for the Europeans.
We are still hoping that our proposed Liverpool Canoeing Centre
will come to fruition in due course. If this project comes off it will
incorporate four permanent full size polo pitches in Salthouse Dock
(just around the corner from the end of Duke’s Dock) and an artificial
white water course the full length of Duke’s Dock, together with a
purpose built centre building which will become the home of Friends
of Allonby. Arguably, it will be the best canoeing centre in the UK.
After the final feasibility study report some major decisions will need to
be made one way or another. Interesting times!
Other bits of news about Friends of Allonby include:We started the Universities Open and Ladies canoe polo leagues last
autumn.
At the National Championships held at the London Boat Show,
Friends of Allonby X won the Open competition and our ladies were
runners up.
We are currently canvassing whether there is any interest in the
introduction of new polo leagues (Open, Ladies and Youth) which
would be played at Queens Dock throughout the warmer months,
probably on Sundays. Our original idea was to resurrect the name
North West Leagues but, in view of only modest interest so far from
teams in the BCU North West Region, we will probably call them the
Friends of Allonby Polo Leagues which will be open to any teams
regardless of their geographical base. So far around ten teams/clubs
have expressed interest.
Editor’s comment: Congratulations to Friends of Allonby Liverpool
Canoe Club who have been named as Liverpool’s Club of the Year.

Welcome back
From Pam Bell, Mountain & Water.
Welcome back!
From Jim Kennedy, Atlantic Sea Kayaking.
Well done.
Thanks.

From Stephen Masters.
Hurrah! A new year and a new issue of Canoeist!
It’s great to see you back after 6 months of only Canoe Focus for
information.
I’m sorry I didn’t write to express my regrets back in June and
I’m glad that so many people did.
Best wishes for 2006 and onwards.
From Simon Westgarth, Gene 17 Kayaking.
Good luck.
From John Chamberlin, John Sea.
Many thanks, excellent news.
From Dave Gray.
Great to receive Canoeist 2006. It fills a big gap in the canoeing
publications market in the UK and I was quite saddened when I
was given notice that it was to end in June 2005. I do hope this
will not be the last edition! I think that Canoeist as well as
presenting some superb articles and general news also gets to grips
with the real nitty gritty of what is going on in the canoeing scene
in the UK.
Happy New Year and happy paddling.
From Keith Wickham, Gate 7.
I am thrilled to see an edition of Canoeist! Well done... I have
been wondering how you were getting on... I hope this effort gets
you on the way to where you need to be. Good luck; keep it
going
From Alan Meikle.
Does this mean you are back in existence again? If so, great.
From Frank Bown.
It was good to read Canoeist again. I still prefer the hard copy as
one can read it on the train, in the doctor’s waiting room or even
on the loo but the electronic is better than nothing.
It is interesting to read honest opinion given without fear and
the articles represent a broad spectrum of paddling.
From Andy Biden.
Are you going to continue producing in this format as I will be
more than happy to keep sending you information?
From Andrew, Solarsky.
At the present moment in time there exists no serious
publication which covers this topic, so it might be worthwhile
publishing again; this time I will order a subscription. All the best.
From Phil Quill, Director, Calshot Activities Centre, Calshot Spit,
Fawley, Southampton.
Thanks for Jan issue... as ever, some useful info. Do the math’s
stack up for a quarterly issue or similar? For what it’s worth, count
me in if so.
From Peter Jones.
What a welcome surprise to receive your excellent Jan 2006
edition of Canoeist.
I continue to be amazed at how much work you manage to do
as one man.
Please try to keep up the good work.
From Kamala Sen.
I was very pleased to see you have produced another issue of
Canoeist after all. I’ve always enjoyed reading your magazine and
believe that it fills an otherwise unoccupied and useful niche in the
market.
From James Wingfield.
Many thanks for the last e-edition of Canoeist; it’s amazing how
you miss something when it isn’t there.
Since Canoeist ceased publication there seems to be nowhere for
ordinary paddlers to make their feelings known apart from going
to the national press.
From Slime, Keswick, Cumbria.
Congratulations and delighted to see January’s Canoeist.
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So you want to enter a surf kayak contest?

Three years ago I went to a surf contest in Bude. I entered in my
Ina Zone 232 and had a fantastic time. I met lots of other surfers; I
capsized a lot and was exhausted by the end of the day. Because of the
format of these contests I also helped judge, during which time I learnt
a great deal about surfing and what was possible and some things that
were not!
I came away inspired and my head was buzzing with all sorts of new
techniques and manœuvres to try. I entered a couple more contests
and decided it was time to make the switch so I sold my Ina Zone and
bought a specialist surf kayak. I have never looked back since!
Several boats and many contests later I now take part in as many
contests as I can. When I am free surfing I often see other paddlers out
enjoying the surf and think that they would also love to take part in a
contest.
I felt really nervous entering my first ever contest. My head flooded
with thoughts of ‘What if they are all ripping and I look like a Wally?
What if I take a swim and the whole beach has to be closed while the
air/sea rescue helicopter is mobilized and a naval ship is taken off an
important mission to rescue me from the beach? What if I don’t know
what to do and everyone laughs at me?’
Well with all this in mind I have put together some advice about
entering your first contest. I have attempted to keep it to the absolute
minimum so you can read it while having only one cup of tea but
apart from that you really do not need to know much to go along and
enter a contest!

Why compete in the first place?
Meet likeminded surf kayakers, some with lots of experience and
some with very little.
Competing makes you surf in locations and conditions in which you
might not otherwise go out.
Competing makes you focus and surf as well as you can for short
periods of time (15 or 20 minuet heats). You are very unlikely to focus
as hard in your free surfing or even while being coached.
You see how other people surf. (Some of the best surf kayakers in
the country attend most contests.) This means you can learn what
works and what does not work with particular techniques and
manœuvres. You also get an impression of different styles as even at
the top some of the paddlers surf a given wave in very different styles
and manners.
Watching all these other people gives you ideas of manœuvres/ways
of surfing you might not have thought about before.
You can pick up tips from the some of the experienced surfers.
Gives you the opportunity to compete in contests all over the UK
and abroad. In 2005 alone there were contests in Brittney, in Mundaka
(Spain), an American contest in California and the world
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championships took place in Costa Rica, not to mention all the
contests in Cornwall, Wales, Ireland etc.
It can make you push both your technical skills and physical capacity
in the sport much more than you ever would on a normal surf session.

What is the format for the contests?
1. Check out the BCU surf website for dates and contact info about
contests, www.bcusurf.org.uk.
2. Send your completed entry form to the competition organizer
with a cheque. (Don’t send cash.) You must then phone on the
Thursday evening before the event to check the conditions are
suitable for the location at which it is planned to run. (Sometimes a
competition may be held further along the coast if the surf is due to
be better there.)
3. Waiting for others to arrive is a good time to have a look at the
conditions and get a feel for what is going on in the surf, chat to
other competitors and ensure you know where and when the
briefing is.
4. Make sure you make the competitors’ briefing. This is where a
brief outline of the competition format, judging and safety
procedures are explained. There will be a noticeboard with the heats
drawn up; check to see that your name is listed in one or more heats.
Heats are drawn by a process where the seeded paddlers are spread
out among all the heats and the unseeded paddlers then make up the
remaining places; this means that you can expect to be in a heat with
one seeded paddler and at least one other unseeded paddler.
Remember or write down which heat you are in and what colour
bib to wear. If heat times are not posted take a few minutes to work
out when your heat should start. (Heats last 15 or 20 minutes.)
5. Check the board as the day goes on to make sure the heats are
running on schedule. When the competition starts, watch some heats
to see what the waves and the other competitors are doing.
6. Observe some judging and, after a heat or two, offer to scribe.
This is a great way to see what scores well and to get a better
understanding of the rules. A few heats before yours is a good time to
get changed and, if possible, catch a few waves, well away from the
competition zone. Remember to get your boat checked out by the
competition marshal in time to make any necessary arrangements, eg
borrow some airbags etc.
7. When the heat before yours starts, get your coloured bib, bring
your boat to the beach and check in with the competition marshal.
(Make sure you are in the right heat.) Now you can take a few
minutes to relax, stretch and prepare yourself mentally. You will also
be the safety cover for the heat which is competing so make sure you
are able to lend a helping hand if necessary.
8. When the ‘five minutes remaining’ hooter sounds (two blasts,
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yellow flag) you can paddle out and wait outside the competition
zone. Find the other competitors in your heat and stick together. Do
not surf in the competition zone before or after your heat.
9. When the end of heat hooter goes (three blasts, red flag), you can
paddle into the surf zone and start positioning yourself for a wave.
Watch out for the green flag (one horn blast) that indicates the start
of your heat. Try to catch three waves in the first few minutes; you
should take it easy with your first few waves. Try to get some long
easy rides in to start with (this gives you confidence and helps you
get some marks on the scorecards); as the heat progresses, start to be
more aggressive in your surfing but don’t try to do moves which you
have never pulled off before! You are scored on your best three
waves out of ten.

10. Don’t waste time worrying about the other competitors; just surf
the best you can and have some fun. When the end of heat hooter (red
flag) sounds paddle straight in, check in with the competition marshal,
hand in your bib and wait for your results to be posted. A black flag
and repeated horn blasts indicates danger; paddle in or, if capable, give
assistance.

What do I need?
To start competing you need a kayak (this needs to have airbags, a
length of tape or rope at each end and full plate footrests), a paddle, a
buoyancy aid, a helmet or a friend who is willing to lend you these
things! You do not need a specialized surf kayak; a plastic GP or
freestyle boat will be fine. (Most contests have a separate class for
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plastic boats and this class is also nationally ranked so, if you enter,
your name will appear on the website and in the yearbook!
Don’t worry if you are missing the odd bit like tape or rope as you
can normally borrow this from other competitors.

Steve Bowens &
Paul Hurrel

FI
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Dividirimini
Provincia di Rimini
2003
18 mins
Gregorio arrives in Rimini for the summer
on a Vespa towing a pair of wheels carrying a
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polyethylene polo kayak, much as he has been doing for 25 years. He
is intent on becoming a lifeguard, captain of a rowed catamaran, but he
does not have the money to acquire the qualifications.
Agata spends the nights entertaining and the days catching up on her
sleep. Her beach hut is about the size of the Tardis from outside but an
extensive luxury pad inside.
One of life’s losers, Gregorio leaves a trail of destruction behind,
including a brief career as a public photographer, and walks away,
to collide with the opening door of Agata’s hut, where he is
taken for some remedial first aid. After a night paddling
session they meet on the beach and a plot is hatched. Agata
keeps the regular lifeguard occupied while Gregorio is the
only person able to undertake the vital lifeguard role in his
absence.
Michele Ferrari’s surreal La Scattino ranges from a double
sit on top to the pure fantasy of flying lifeguard boats in a
race and typical dreamers and visitors to Rimini are
introduced in what is a promotional DVD for the resort.
Further sections of the disk relate mainly to visitors telling
what they like about the place. Subtitles are available where
applicable.
CANOEIST July 2006

Jason Birt photographs

How good do I need to be?
If you are confident
catching waves in the surf
and can roll you are good
enough to compete. There is
a core of people who attend
nearly all the events
throughout the year but at
nearly every event there are
newcomers who come along
to see what it’s all about.
So, there you have it; there
is no excuse not to come
along and have a bash. Just
check out the website,
www.bcusurf.org.uk, decide
which contest to enter and
get out practising.

River Ayr
East Ayrshire End
Peat brown
water and
fresh green

Access and passage are not necessarily permitted and safe under all conditions.

NASA

grazing

Railway viaduct piers upstream of Muirkirk.

T

he River Ayr flows westwards across East and
South Ayrshire to Ayr Bay in the Firth of
Clyde, passing through gentle agricultural
country which has a freshness more reminiscent of
Ireland. It rises on Sclanor Hill and passes through
Glenbuck Loch, which is only 200m from Douglas
Water, the latter reaching the River Clyde in a
northeasterly direction.
Generally, it runs to grade 2, almost continuously
broken water when running well. It needs to be wet
to avoid scraping over the many shingle shallows but
holds its water for several days. Outside spate
conditions it has clear peat coloured water.
This guide begins on the east side of Muirkirk and
there is very limited parking where the lane divides to
Crossflatt and Auldhouseburn. Muirkirk was formerly
a coal mining village although the opencast workings
are now grown over. Former railways have been
abandoned although piers of a viaduct march across
the valley upstream.
Launching needs to be at the southwest side of the
bridge to avoid the heavy sheep fence beneath it.
There are hawthorns along the bank at first, rabbits
scamper about and flying wildlife includes swallows,
wagtails, kingfishers and midges.
For much of its length the river has cut itself a deep
valley, initially through red soils which could be
glacial, as implied by Kames. The undercutting of the
banks is continuing actively with many lengths of grass
topped soil freshly fallen into the river. Hills which are
visible at times include the 593m conglomerate Cairn
Table and 466m Middlefield Law.
There is a caravan park above the river at Kames.
Higher again are a golf course and Scotland’s only
purpose built motor racing sprint circuit, which has
noisy meetings on alternate Sundays. Occasional fallen
trees need to be treated with care. At Smallburn part
of a sheep fence obstructs the inside of a bend under a
bridge but is clear of the main flow. There is
broken glass in the water, dangerous if
punting off the bottom in low flows. On
the other hand, high flows should be
treated with care as the overhanging bushes
close in until they meet in the centre of the
river down to the confluence with Garpel
Water.
To the north of the village is a tract of fir forest
containing the Long Stone of Convention.
Attempts to prevent erosion have involved various

materials placed along the sides of the river, including
planks fixed out into the flow. A heavy sheep fence
passes right across at one point, able to be pushed apart
in the centre at low flows but better portaged if there
is significant flow against the fence. The local sheep
have horns.
Alders are accompanied by the occasional rowan.
Birdlife includes buzzards while dippers and herons are
met frequently.

Stepping stones across the river at Nether Wellwood.
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Guide

River Ayr - East Ayrshire End

Small rapids above Upper Heilar.
An enclosure site is to be found up from the river
on the other side of the former railway in the direction
of 497m Wardlaw Hill.
The A70, which has been following the river, now

passes over and heads southwest down Bellow Water.
Instead, the B743 now follows the Ayr. A blue roped
swing to the left of the river marks a line of stepping
stones across.

The rapids pick up near Upper Heilar.
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River Ayr - East Ayrshire End

Guide

The first of the rock steps.
Between the two rivers is Airds Moss with the
Cameron Stone, recalling the 1680 battle, after which
Government troops undertook the bloody slaughter of
Covenanter leader Richard Cameron.
Another monument is sited on a meander of the Ayr
at Townhead of Greenock, the river winding
extensively along its course, not infrequently with red
sandstone wall outcrops. Greenock Water and
Whitehaugh Water are successive tributaries from the
north, increasing the width of the river and making it
increasingly attractive for salmon angling.
Much of the valley is wooded, a large wood on the
south side of the river having such deciduous varieties as

ash, beech, birch, oak and sycamore. The interest in the
river is also building up, the grade sometimes getting
above 2. At the end of the wood are a series of vertical
steps, each less than 1m high. The highest is on the left
side at the far end of an island, avoided by going right of
the island. The reach ends at a motte and bailey site as
the land rises towards Blackside.
A half metre step under a girder bridge begins a long
grade 2 rapid down to Sorn, a village laid out in 1770
and more recently acknowledged as Scotland’s Best
Kept Village. A red sandstone arched bridge takes the
B713 over and then there is an air rifle target on the left
bank in a position which could only be used by firing

Sorn Castle stands above its long weir.
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Guide

River Ayr - East Ayrshire End

The upper weirs and fish pass at Catrine.
across the river. The river passes a 1650 church with an
outside staircase before reaching the magnificent Sorn
Castle with its 15th century tower. The castle is high
above the river and looks down on a long curved weir.
The weir is some 2m high with a sloping face. It is less
steep at the left end, the route taken by the greatest part
of the water, but this leads under overhanging
rhododendron bushes. Also near the left end are two
vertical steel pins at the toe. The right end of the weir
gives a clearer run out past the quaint mill building as
water is returned from the mill leat.

Catrine begins with a weir of similar proportions
but ending with a rough 1m step. This is followed
by a 2m vertical drop with a slot in the centre, an
artificial weir with a long eddy back on each side
between concrete walls which extend beyond the
footbridge, topped by a mesh fence for good
measure. Prudence suggests portaging the whole lot
on the riverside path on the left in front of
Daldorch House, a school for autistic children. On
the far side of the lattice footbridge there is
parking.

FACT FILE
Distance
From Muirkirk to Catrine is 28km.
Transport
Muirkirk, Sorn and Catrine can be reached by
buses which connect at Cumnock.
Campsites
There are campsites 13km away at Douglas and
5km away at Cumnock.
Youth Hostels
Wanlockhead youth hostel is 23km away.
Gauge
Mainholm
OS 1:50,000 Sheets
70 Ayr, Kilmarnock & Troon
71 Lanark & Upper Nithsdale
Forecasts
Weathercall: Central Scotland & Strathclyde,
09014 722 071
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The full weir sequence at Catrine including the dangerous lower weir.
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Why French canoeing
is much better
The development of canoeing in France and efforts to promote sport in general at high level.

French canoeing is booming, the Fédération Française de CanoëKayak (French equivalent of the BCU) has 250,000 members,
220,000 occasional day/weekend temporary members and 715 clubs
and there are about 1,500,000 non members.
The FFCK returns 20% of membership money to the regional and
departmental committees who use the money to develop canoeing
in the clubs. My department, Isère, subsidize spring and autumn
school holiday courses for 5 days plus instructor training, safety
courses etc. This spring the general course is based centrally for
grade 2 - 4 on the Verdon, Var, Coulomp and small tributaries
while the competition course is on the Durance, both courses for
age 10 upwards including adults.
At 10 years old in the Alpine regions, most kids are strong
downhill and/or cross country skiers, snowboarders, mountain
bikers and road bike riders. Many having started skiing as young as 2
or 3 years old, their level of fitness and strength is very high for their
age and they can usually paddle as well as any 12 to 14 year old city
kid.
Local and area authorities plus some businesses are keen to give
financial aid to their local sports clubs. School children are
encouraged to take part in sport by receiving vouchers to subsidize
membership fees, try sports and take part in cultural activities.
France likes to offer sport sections in its secondary education
system; for example, 15 year olds can go as boarders to the lycée in
Embrun on the Durance for education plus plenty of white water,
flat water and high level athletic training with skiing, mountain
biking and running as other options there to produce the next
generation of international paddlers. To do this the Baccalauréat
exam is normally taken after 3 years instead of 2 years.
Access is not a problem on the over 700 rivers nationwide and
fishermen are usually friendly but the cold and ice stop canoeing in
mountain areas from November to early April.

With sea on 3 sides of France, sea paddling is very popular,
particularly in Brittany, helped by most canoe manufacturers offering
ranges of sea kayaks, wave skis and sit ons. The warm May to October
weather helps bring out the paddlers with rivers like the Ardèche,
Tarn, Dordogne and Drome having about 40% female paddlers,
enjoying the sunshine and warm water paddling in just swimsuits with
buoyancy aids and sun hats.
Unlike the UK, canoe hire is big business, relatively cheap with or
without instructors and with collection of paddlers and boats at the end
of each trip. It is widely available in southern France with boats
designed for Joe Public, stable, strong and very easy to rescue!
Most of the thousands of canoes on the Ardèche are rented.
From a British viewpoint for white water kayaking, the Durance is
probably paddled by more British paddlers than any UK white water
river and for white water open canoeing the Ardèche is also more
popular than its UK rivals owing to school trips with PGL, Acorn
Adventure etc. It’s a pity there isn’t a large tour operator for adult and
family holidays.
Canoeing has been recognized as a growing sport by Decathlon
sport supermarkets (www.decathlon.com) who now have 140 of their
supermarkets selling canoes, kayaks and equipment. There are also a
few branches in the UK. Much of the business is by ordering from
their catalogue in the supermarkets with stock held in regional
warehouses. Their own brand accessories are much cheaper than the
canoe manufacturers’, EN393 buoyancy aids from £12.40, adult cags
£24, adult canoeing longjohns £24 and kayak paddles from £17,
Seveylor inflatable canoes from £68 for a flat water version to £370
for a 2 person white water hot dog version and they use 5 large canoe
manufacturers for plastic kayaks, open canoes, sit ons and sea kayaks
from £261 to £1,069. It’s only time before Decathlon has its own
brand boats at even cheaper prices, like it offers for other sports.

Michael V Bruce
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Michael V Bruce

Rest time on the Ardèche.

Touring
100 Mile Canoe Test
Over one hundred young people from across the country gave a
new meaning to their bank holiday as they paddled past a hundred
miles of riverbank.
The 100 Mile Canoe Test, organized by Clubs for Young People
and the BCU, saw 120 young people and their canoe leaders battling
through wind, rain, sun and even hail in a bid to finish at Holme
Pierrepont, the National Water Sports Centre, in Nottingham.
Over 90 per cent of entrants passed the post to be awarded medals
by HRH the Duke of Gloucester, who is also the president of the
CYP, with only a handful failing to finish the four day challenge
owing to injury or illness.
The stream of paddlers started in Staffordshire on Saturday May
27th, paddling along the River Penk, the River Sow and the Trent
and Mersey Canal to finish for the day in Stone in Staffordshire before
going back to their camp at Beaudesert Park, the Staffordshire Scout
and Guide campsite.
Sunday saw them cross the county border to Catton Hall in
Derbyshire and on Monday the paddlers left Catton Hall for Beeston
Lock in Nottinghamshire.
Finally, the crowd of canoeists left Beeston Lock to arrive at Holme
Pierrepont to be greeted by dignitaries including the Mayor and
Mayoress of Rushcliffe.
David Springett, event organizer and head of young people’s
services, central area, at CYP said ‘It was great to work with the BCU
on this event and to offer young people something different to get
involved in. It was a pretty tough challenge and we saw four seasons in
one weekend.
‘We had youngsters that were sunburnt, windswept, freezing cold
and tired but they all pulled together and gave it their best. There was
a great atmosphere and the whole group bonded. It’s a great
experience and we’re already planning next year’s 100 Mile
Challenge.’
The weekend’s challenge was the 44th 100 Mile Challenge and next
year’s will be held on the River Wye.
Other young people were also given the chance to try their hands at
paddling at the Come and Try session run by the BCU and the CYP
with the National Water Sports Centre.
Twenty five youngsters gave it a go with many expressing an
interest in taking part in next year’s challenge.
Sue Hornby, head of the young people’s programme at the BCU,
said ‘It’s great to get so many young people involved in canoeing and
to show them that there are fun and interesting ways to get active.
‘Because canoeing is about skill, strength, common sense and the
great outdoors it really challenges young people and gives them a great
feeling of achievement when they take part in events. We’d encourage
anyone to give it a go.’

Rick Barrow

Canoe Day
It is custom in the diary of events that take place during our boating
season to have a cruise that may be for a day or even a fortnight. All
types of boat are invited to join but there is quite a difference between

Organizer David Houghton with son in law Andy and grandson.
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a double skiff and a canoe and therefore the distance it can comfortably
cover in a given time. So, one of the Thames Traditional Boat Society
members, David Houghton, who owns more than one beautiful
Canadian canoe, decided to organize a Canoe Day to which he invited
not only TTBS members but those in the British Canoe Union and
others by virtue of advertising in magazines such as the Thames
Guardian and canoe magazines.
The response he had was amazing and we ended up with 18 canoes
wishing to participate. The plan was to launch outside the French
Horn at Sonning and paddle down to St Patrick’s stream which
branches off the Thames about a mile downstream of Sonning lock.
The chosen Saturday was perfect with little wind and few clouds in
the sky and the sight of all those beautiful canoes beside the road
almost stopped the traffic. There were examples of Maine, Old Town,
Lakefield, Peterborough, Rob Roy and even own design craft.
Everyone was interested in each other’s canoe and where it had come
from, how old it was etc. One formality had to take place before we
took to the water and each boatowner signed an indemnity form. As
affiliated members of the Amateur Rowing Association, the TTBS
now requires this for each event.
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Finally we got underway, having transported as many cars to the
finish as possible. The entrance to St Patrick’s Stream is quite narrow
and a sharp turn to the right between some houses going downstream
but there is a good size pile in front of the willow tree under which
one paddles. It opens out into some water meadows which makes one
feel as if one is miles away from anywhere. Coots, mallards, herons and
many other birds were to be seen and heard. We paddled along for
about half a mile before the stream branched and we took the right
fork, looking into the back gardens of some delightful houses.
Apparently the sewage works was also in the vicinity but its presence
was not obvious, thank goodness!
Eventually we emerged just below Shiplake lock and turned
downstream amongst the larger boats that make up the river traffic.
We passed under the railway bridge and Wargrave Skiff Club, where
boats were getting ready to go out and finally pulled up outside the
George and Dragon for a very necessary water stop. Sitting on the
bank, we were treated to a wonderful display of swooping and gliding
by a pair of red kites. The sun on their wings showed up their brilliant
markings. Participants chatted and swapped boat histories and the
children joined in.

Then it was stretch those aching arms, back into the canoes and off
again, this time to explore the Hennerton Backwater. This also
branches off to the right going downstream just south of the pub.
There is a boatyard more or less at the entrance then a very low bridge
to pass under before one is away enjoying the peace and quiet of the
marsh on one side and the odd house or three on the bank with
gardens rolling down to the stream. There was nobody to be seen and
all one heard was the voices of people in canoes behind and in front.
June is a very pretty month for Mother Nature with dog roses and
honeysuckle round and about.
On rejoining the Thames we caught a bit of breeze as we headed for
Marsh lock. The lock keeper was amazed to have so many craft in his
lock and so were all the onlookers. I think they were waiting for one
of us to have a mishap but fortunately this did not take place! Once
through the lock we paddled down to the narrow entrance to a piece
of land owned by Messrs Hobbs where the cars had been parked,
beached the canoes and helped one another to pack up.
Finally, many of us ended up at David’ house for a drink and a very
pleasant evening BBQ produced by him and Sue Milton.

Susan Greenford
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Sue Milton photographs

The canoes gathered on the grass bank at Sonning.

Travels of the
UK Kayak Rapid
Response Unit
54
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We travelled to Rampur on the banks of the mighty Sutlej River
which flows from Mt Kailas in Tibet. Upstream of Rampur has only
been paddled by some of the world’s best expedition kayakers in
winter when levels are lower. Being September and 3 months after an
enormous flood came down the valley when a lake burst in Tibet we
thought we would perhaps give the lower river a pop from below
Rampur instead. However, our plans were to be delayed.

Rapid response unit rapidly formed

kayakers. He explained in his best English that a bridge had collapsed
upstream and they requested our assistance in looking for some of the
34 army men who were on the bridge at the time. A Jeep was
summoned and the UK Kayak Rapid Response Unit was formed there
and then and jumped into life after a leisurely breakfast and a cup of
tea, Tom Saffell, Ben Bedingham, Andy Milton and myself. Before
long we were being whisked up the stunning Sutlej valley to Danger
Zone blaring out of the iPod.

We awoke in the morning to a phonecall from a local important
person who had seen our kayaks in reception the night before and had
mistaken us for a highly trained search and rescue team of expert

Where the Sutlej used to flow.

The site of the collapsed Sutlej bridge.

The start bridge with spectators at Rampur.
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river to Recong Peo to meet the Deputy
Commissioner of the region... the big cheese with
free biscuits. We discussed the situation at hand
over fine whisky and Cuban cigars (just biscuits).
The bridge collapsed the day before and was
already in the papers on his desk. One body was
washed up on rocks and the army couldn’t really
do anything about it apart from watching. It was
decided they would put us up in a government
guesthouse to relax for the evening and we would
burst into life in the morning… a true Indian
sense of emergency.

Handling the media

Graham does the necessary at Luri.
The scour marks from the flood in June were quite prominent. In
true Indian fashion none of us knew where we were going or what we
were expected to do but we just happy for a free Jeep ride up the
incredible valley. We arrived at India’s biggest hydro project, which was
very impressive. We thought that we would just be waiting for dead
bodies to appear here and to go to fish them out. However, the Indian
administration had higher plans for us. We were whisked another 2
hours up the valley, heads hanging out of the windows like dogs trying
to catch a glimpse of the mighty river below. We climbed up above the

Breakfast took us by surprise when we were
met by the journalist. It was very hard to take her
seriously and I think we failed. Anyway, it was
action stations for the UK Kayak Rapid Response
Unit right after Andy had a shave when he knew
the media were about.
We went down to where the body was sited
and it was still there, just about visible from the
road if it was pointed out. We had a recky of the
river and thought we stood a good chance of
helping. As the crowds mounted on the banks we
got all our rescue gear together. Running the
rapid before only seemed fair for the crowd’s sake. We all crossed the
river to meet the army, still scratching their heads, on the other side.
The plan was simple, send Andy and Tom to the rock behind the body
and leave Ben and me to boss the army about. The body was stiff as a
board and they did a very good job attaching a harness to it, not an easy
job considering it was the first dead body any of us had seen. After three
attempts (no rush with dead bodies) I got a throwline across to them,
which they attached to the harness, and then let the army do a very
good job of pulling on the rope. I then helped pull the body out but I

The decisive end to the trip. Have nightmares about those unguarded intakes.
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Andy on the Chandra.
could not help but look at a big hole in his forehead which was very
unpleasant. Anyway, a job done and we were pleased that we had
helped.
We had our photo in the Hindu Times and mentions in 2 or 3 other
papers including a front page which may have gone national. The BBC
had something on the website about the initial bridge collapse but don’t
think they picked up on us.
The next day was spent chilling out and waiting for the army to spot
any more bodies, which was pretty unlikely as whole buses have been
know to disappear in the Sutlej, along with all passengers.

Another body to recover
Tom and Ben had to head down south together to Delhi the next
morning, leaving Andy and me to decide if we wanted to paddle from
Rampur down, which we did! We were seen off from Rampur by huge
crowds on the bridge and rooftops, which we duly entertained with a bit
of surfing.
The first day was an excellent day, a mixture of boat and bank
scouting with everything going comfortably. We arrived for our first
night at Luri to people shouting from the banks but with a bit more
meaning than the usual whistles to which we had become accustomed.
We soon saw a car in the river, across to which we paddled; it quickly
became apparent that it was too critical when we could smell the body
in the car. The car was about 3 meters from the bank and had fallen
from the road about 30 feet up. We couldn’t really refuse the local pleas
for help in trying to get another dead body out of the river only this
time it had been there for 10 days. I decided it was my turn to do the
dirty work this time so, with the help of Andy from the bank, I traversed
across a cable which had been attached to the car. Perched on the car,
the body smelt repulsive. He was floating upside down in the drivers
seat. I attached a rope to the door so people on the bank could wrench it
open. Then it was a case of tying a strap around this bloated stinking
body, the worst bit being putting my hand underwater around his body
to get the strap. Once attached to a rope, Andy walked downstream

while I pulled the body out by this collar and belt. When on the bank I
made the mistake of looking at his face again, in worse condition than
the other guy.
It was quite an entry to the town at which we were planning on
staying. The locals put us up in a nice guesthouse overlooking the river.
The deceased man’s brother was actually on the bank watching it all,
was remarkably composed and thanked us.

Two large pipes
Another great day’s kayaking followed with a very
exciting/disorientating (5+?) rapid. We found a great riverside lodge
with hot springs to stay that night. The next day the river was very
tropical and beautiful but a bit flat for the adrenalin buds until, of course,
to our surprise, the whole lot disappeared... Well, they were actually 2
very big pipes and we got out in time, a bit of an abrupt end to quite an
eventful trip! We then got escorted of the huge industrial site at the end
to find the river again and it was mirrorlike so we jumped on a bus to
Simla.

Another rescue
Don’t think we had just been pulling dead bodies out of rivers. Andy
and Tom saved a little boy who had got swept down rapids we would
not dare kayak, what heroes!
There was another bridge collapse on
the Chandra and it was down for days with
queues of thousands of trucks and people
either side. We, of course, just kayaked
across smugly to the envy of hundreds
watching and got on with the journey...
Four weeks in India rounded off an
incredible 6 months kayaking in Nepal,
New Zealand and Chile and I would like
Another collapsed
to thank everyone with whom I paddled.
bridge, this time at
Koskar on the Chandra.
Graham Milton
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Children of the Sea
A project to build a sailing double canoe for Tikopia.

Tikopia is a tiny
remote Polynesian
island in the western
Pacific which has
maintained self
sufficiency for 3,000
years. The island
has a canoe building
Tikopia at sunrise.
culture but is now
unable to make seagoing canoes large enough to make longer passages. This is a
proposal for a project to give the people of the tiny Pacific island of Tikopia back
independent sea transport in the form of a seagoing sailing double canoe.

Outrigger canoes meet the only transport vessel.
At present the only transport to and from the island of Tikopia is by an old
Solomon Islands government controlled ship which calls at the island about
every 3 months. Islanders who leave the island on the ship have to wait for its
return before being able to go home. Tikopians living on other islands have to
take long leave to visit their home island and families. The ship is also the only
means of bringing in outside supplies. Occasionally passing yachts visit the
island, via which messages and letters can been sent.
The only craft on the island are small outrigger canoes, used for fishing and
too small for longer sea voyages. There are no other watercraft, no outboard
motors and no fuel. There is no airstrip and it is too far for a helicopter to reach.
A new seagoing canoe will give back Tikopia the independence it had in its
long past as a totally self sufficient, self sustaining island with its own canoes fit
for ocean travel. The Polynesian island of Tikopia has been unique in this way
for 3,000 years and needs to be able to continue be so.

for the last 3,000 years using stone age technology. The nearest island
(85 miles distant) is the even tinier sister island of Anuta (population
170). Other slightly larger islands in Vanuatu and the Solomons are
between 100 and 140 miles distant.
In the words of anthropologist Raymond Firth, who lived on
Tikopia for a year in 1928/9 and returned for subsequent visits ‘It’s
hard for anyone who has not actually lived on the island to realize its
isolation from the rest of the world. It is so small that one is rarely out
of sight or sound of the sea. (The maximum distance from the centre
of the island to the coast is three quarters of a mile.) The native
concept of space bears a distinct relation to this. They find it almost
impossible to conceive of any really large land mass... I was once asked
seriously by a group of them “Friend, is there any land where the
sound of the sea is not heard?”’
Due to the impossibility of importing foodstuffs in sufficient
quantity by the only transport available to the people, ie their outrigger
canoes, the question has always been how could a food supply
sufficient for 1,200 people be produced reliably and how could the
population be prevented from increasing to a higher level that would
be impossible to sustain?
These two problems were solved in Tikopia by:
1) Developing a form of agriculture that mimicked the natural grows
of tropical jungle but where every tree, bush and plant was of an edible
nature, thereby optimizing the productivity of every part of the island.
2) Following a policy of zero population growth which, in the days
before Christianity, was achieved through birth control in the form of
coitus interuptus, abortion and infanticide of new born babies. Adults
also would sometimes, in times of shortages, resort to suicide or to
virtual suicide in the form of going out to sea in small canoes on
dangerous voyages with the likely result of never returning.
There is only one occasion on record when the people resorted to
warfare as a result of food shortages, about 300 years ago. At this time
one clan was exterminated and sometime later another clan was driven
off the island on canoes, never to return.
The system of self sufficiency on Tikopia has evolved over the 3,000
years the island has been lived on. The first people on Tikopia were
part of the Lapita Migrations of early Polynesians from the west. Their
agricultural methods were based on the slash and burn techniques; they
also made quite a heavy impact on the bird and sealife populations,
which has been verified archaeologically. With time the food growing
techniques seen today were evolved. Around 1200 AD a new influx of
Polynesians came from islands to the east; these people are the
ancestors of the present day population.
An important event happened around 1600 when the decision was
made to kill every pig on the island and from then on rely on seafood
for protein. It was judged that pigs were too destructive to the
agriculture and that they were an inefficient source of protein. There
are now 4 tribes on the island, each with a hereditary chief (Ariki),
though the chiefs do not have a very superior place in society and have
to grow their own food the same as anyone else. The chiefs are
overlords of clan lands and canoes. Decisions for the island’s welfare
and distribution of resources are made jointly by the 4 chiefs.

Tikopia in the 20th century

A voyaging double canoe based on a traditional Tikopian design.

Tikopia
Inspiration for this project came when I read the chapter on Tikopia
in a book by Jared Diamond (author of Guns, Germs and Steel and
other books) called Collapse, How Societies choose to Fail or Survive in
which he describes how societies/cultures all round the world have
either survived or collapsed and the reasons why. Reading about the
culture/society that survived for 3,000 years on Tikopia, an island we
visited in 1996, and realizing how unique and important this tiny
island is, gave me the inspiration for the project proposed here.
To sum up Jared Diamond’s description of the uniqueness of the
island of Tikopia: Tikopia is a tiny tropical island of just 1.8 square
miles situated in the SW Pacific, at the eastern end of the Solomon Santa Cruz islands, supporting a population of approx 1,200 people of
Polynesian descent. This island has been self supporting/self sufficient
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Since Raymond Firth’s anthropological studies in Tikopia in 1928/9
the island has slowly been absorbing the influences of the 20th century
and the rest of the world. At the beginning of the 20th century the
islanders accepted the Christian religion but, when this decision was
made, the chiefs decided that they would only welcome one sect of
the Christian church. Their choice was the Anglican church, probably
a very sensible choice as it hasn’t been trying to dominate the island
and wipe out all it’s traditions. We have heard that on the side of the
island that receives least visitors (the east side furthest from the
anchorage) there are still older Polynesian beliefs and cultural traditions
practised.

The Tikopian canoes
The people of Tikopia and her sister island, Anuta, have built canoes
of a very distinctive design for hundreds of years. This canoe design is
probably the only Polynesian oceangoing sailing hull design to have
survived the total destruction of the Polynesian ocean voyaging culture
since the arrival of western sailors and later missionaries in the Pacific.
Due to Tikopia’s isolation and position, surrounded by hundreds of
miles of open ocean, its canoes always had to be seaworthy, even the
small ones. In 1828/9 Admiral Paris, an eminent and very
knowledgeable French seaman, meticulously recorded some of the few
surviving Polynesian canoe designs he found still in use in the Pacific.
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One of these was the voyaging double canoe of the Tuamotu islands,
one of the few remaining places in the Pacific where at that time the
population still had a tradition of making longer ocean voyages. A
beautiful lines drawing and model of this type of boat are kept in the
Louvre museum in Paris. The other canoe hull he recorded in writing
was the Tikopian canoe shape. His description of this canoe closely
matches the still existing Tikopian canoes built between approx 1880
and the 1970s.
As Tikopia had hardly been touched by Western man in the 1820s,
it can be true to say their canoe design was also untouched by Western
influence and is, therefore, a unique example of a seagoing canoe hull
design that has its origins maybe as far back as 1,000 years or more.
The Tikopians and Anutans kept their canoe building tradition well
into the 20th century but by 1996, when we visited the island on our
63’ double canoe Spirit of Gaia, no-one was building canoes on
Tikopia. Some of the canoes they were using were built on Vanikoro,
where Tikopian canoe builders still practised.
The canoe building tradition has lasted longer on Anuta. Richard
Feinberg, professor of anthropology at Kent State University, made a
study of canoe building and navigation on Anuta in 1972/3, which he
describes in detail in his book Polynesian Seafaring and Navigation Ocean Travel in Anutan Culture and Society; canoes are still being built
on Anuta but many canoes produced these days are small and lack
some of the distinctive Tikopian hull features.
When Tikopia officially adopted the Christian religion, the island
owned a 9m sacred canoe, Vaka Tapu. At this point there was debate
that this canoe should be destroyed as it represented the old religion
but, fortunately, the (great?) grandfather of Chief Taumako had the
clever thought of donating the sacred canoe to Bishop Woods of
Auckland. This means that now this beautiful canoe still exists and is
displayed in the Auckland Imperial Museum in perfect condition since
its donation in 1916.

The Tikopian canoe rediscovered
In 1995 we were sailing the Pacific on a round the world voyage on
Spirit of Gaia, designed and built in plywood/glass/epoxy by ourselves,
based on our studies of Pacific craft. She is our interpretation of what a
true voyaging canoe would have been like with only minimal Western
adaptations. We have been designing Polynesian style double
canoes/catamarans for 50 years.
When we arrived in Auckland in May 1995 we first saw a small
Anutan canoe displayed in the Maritime Museum. This little craft
intrigued us as it was the first V-ed Polynesian hull shape we had
actually seen. This being a small paddling canoe, the V shape was fairly

wide and, therefore, different from the V-ed hulls we had been
designing for years. However, when we visited the Imperial Museum
and discovered the sacred canoe we were bowled over as here was a
canoe hull that was so similar to the hull shapes we had been designing
that it made the hair on our arms stand up. James first drew a V-ed
hull shape like this in 1957, convinced that this was what a true
voyaging double canoe should look like, even though all Western
thought at that time was that the Polynesians did not use V-ed hulls
and their boats could not sail properly to windward.
We were given permission to measure and photograph the sacred
canoe. When we drew these lines to scale and superimposed them on
the lines of Spirit of Gaia the similarity was uncanny. What it did prove
was that the Tikopian canoe was a very seaworthy hull shape, capable
of sailing close to the wind. This we had proven with our sailing of
Spirit of Gaia.
The following year (1996) we sailed Spirit of Gaia into Melanesia
and from Espirito Santo in northern Vanuatu we headed for Tikopia.
We spent 5 days on the island, met the chiefs and showed our large
voyaging double canoe to Chief Tafua and his family. We also had
discussions with Chief Taumako, whose ancestor had given the sacred
canoe to the bishop. We studied, measured and photographed all the
canoes on the island and we realized that canoe building was no longer
practised and the people were losing the affinity with seafaring. This
visit made a deep impression on us.
Our studies of canoes in the Pacific and, later, in Indonesia and the
Indian Ocean led us to get more and more involved with experimental
marine archaeology. In 1997, inspired by the many small canoes we
had studied in Melanesia, we designed and built a small/simple 16’
outrigger canoe for under £200 from 2 sheets of plywood and tested
on her the Polynesian crabclaw rig and steering paddle. Nearly 600 of
these Melanesia designs have now been sold all over the world, little
outrigger canoes are now sailing in many remote parts of the world
and people are rediscovering their sailing abilities. In 2000 we built a
21’ version which we sailed both as an outrigger canoe and a double
canoe. This possibility to take two outrigger canoe hulls and turn them
into a double canoe is something we think was done in many Pacific
islands. We believe that the more economical to build (in materials and
labour time) outrigger canoes were used for voyages of exploration and
adventure but that when a migration was planned the canoes were
turned into double canoes with greater deck area and better stability.

The sacred Tikopian canoe in Aukland.

A Melanesia on show at Beale Park.
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A reborn Tikopian double canoe
In 2003 we were asked by an idealistic American, Glen Tieman,
who in the early 80s had built one of our 26’ Pahi designs and roamed
all round the Pacific on her, to design a very simple ethnic double
canoe of around 35’ with just enough room in the hulls for someone
to sit, cook and sleep, a sort of stretched out version of his previous
boat and even more truly Polynesian. This request led to the designing
of the Child of the Sea, Tama Moana.
When drawing her we knew we had to use the beautiful Tikopian
hull shape, this being the only original Polynesian hull shape capable of
efficiently sailing to windward, and tried to keep within the Tikopian
proportions and design parameters. She turned out at nearly 38’ long
with just sitting headroom in the hulls. The only change from the
original design is that she is fully decked over the hulls instead of just
the bow and stern areas. This makes the boat a lot safer and dryer and,
we felt, was a concession that could be made. Also, she is a double
canoe though one of her hulls can be sailed as an outrigger. As a
double canoe she is capable of making long ocean voyages.
The first Child of the Sea has now been built and is undergoing
sailing trials in the Philippines. The second one, being built by Glen
Tieman, is nearing completion. A third one has started building in
Australia.

Model of the Child of the Sea on display at Beale Park.

The project
Having seen the beauty and sailing qualities of the first sailing Child
of the Sea, we strongly feel that this boat should now be returned to the
people who inspired her, ie the Tikopians. This boat will make an
ideal communication vessel between Tikopia, Anuta, Vanikoro, the
Banks and the Solomon Islands; she can even be sailed to Fiji where
many young Tikopians go to study. She is driven by sails and paddles
(when necessary), requiring no fuel, though a small outboard motor
could be fitted for emergencies. The rig is the traditional
Tikopian/Polynesian crabclaw rig that can be hand stitched (from low
cost fabric, as done in Indonesia) by the locals. Crossbeams, spars,
centre decking and steering paddles can be made of locally grown
timber.
The hulls are not made the traditional way out of a dugout log.
Such logs are now very scarce and mostly not large enough to make a
seagoing canoe. We therefore designed the hulls to be built out of strip
planking over a plywood framework of backbone and bulkheads,
which accurately determines the shape of the hull. All the wood is
glued and sealed with epoxy resin and glass cloth; this makes the hulls
very durable so that with some minor maintenance and painting they
can last 25 years plus. Strip planking gives a result and shape closest to a
dugout hull and we can replicate the subtle carving of the hull, bow
and stern details accurately.

Participation by all the people on the islands of
Tikopia and Anuta
It would be good if the people on the islands, particularly the
schoolchildren, the new generation that will be sailing the boat, can be
involved in the project. At its most basic there could be a regular radio
broadcast from the Philippines. A satellite link with a computer on the
island would be even more interesting, though we mustn’t corrupt the
sustainability of Tikopian society by bringing in high tech 21st century
equipment and all the paraphernalia needed to run it. Until now the
most high tech piece of equipment on Tikopia is the battery powered
transistor radio.

The voyage to Tikopia
Once the canoe is finished and had sailing trials she is ready to make
the voyage to Tikopia. The route of this voyage is the same as the
Polynesian ancestors made 3,000 years ago and follows the Lapita Trail.
This sailing voyage in its own right is of enormous interest to
experimental archaeology.

Arrival on the island and future care and use of
the canoe
The islanders should prepare safe mooring for the boat. A permanent
strong mooring block in the existing anchorage would be a good idea
as anchoring there in 20m depth is quite hazardous in the changing
weather conditions and strong wind gusts that whip round the island,
as we ourselves experienced during our stay there. A sheltered place on
the land (cave?) should also be prepared into which the boat can be
carried during the cyclone season. The Anutans, according to
Feinberg, had an elaborate way of protecting their precious canoe hulls
when kept ashore, by parcelling them in several layers of palm leaves
so the wood would not dry out and split. The new boat should be
similarly cared for so she can last for as long as possible. All the loose
parts, like crossbeams, centre decking, steering paddles, spars and sails,
should also be stored safely; each piece of equipment can have its own
family caring for it, a tradition that was practised on many Polynesian
islands in the past. Over time these loose items can be replaced by new
ones made on the island from locally grown trees.
Sailing this canoe will also require the people to relearn navigation
and sailing skills. We hope there are still existing traditions that can be

Above: James,
Ruth and Jutta
wait to leave
Falmouth aboard the Tangaroa in 1955.
Above left: The Rongo, built in Trinidad in 1958, was the first
catamaran to cross the north Altantic.

The building of the canoe for Tikopia
Building this boat in Tikopia or Anuta would not be practical as all
materials would have to be imported and the people at present lack
skills in building with these type of modern materials. We therefore
propose that the hulls be built by our professional builder in the
southern Philippines (near Bohol) and his team of Filipino workers,
who have already built the first Child of the Sea sailing. We would like
to have a few selected Tikopians/Anutans participate in the building
process, alongside the trained Filipino builders, if they can get
permission from the Solomon Islands government to spend time in the
Philippines. We suggest some young enthusiasts, male and female, as
well as one or two older men with knowledge of past canoe building
or wood working/carving skills. They could bring some local timber
with them to make the steering paddles, which they should carve
themselves to give them mana. They would also be responsible for
sewing the sails and rigging her, with our help if necessary.
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The Spirit of Gaia moored in Aukland in 1996.
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tapped into for this (they were still there on Anuta in 1972/3
according to Feinberg), otherwise new/old ways can be taught by
either ourselves and/or by one of the rare remaining Pacific navigators.

Funding and publicity
The project will be launched on our website, www.wharram.com,
which receives nearly a million hits a month and is visited by all the
type of sailors and enthusiasts that would like to see such a project
happen. We think we can raise the required money (approx £27,000
for one boat including sails, plus finance to bring several Tikopians to
the Philippines) by appealing to these people, as well as through press
releases to yacht magazines, marine archaeological societies and private
appeals to selected interested persons. The website will maintain a
continuous coverage of the progress of building and sailing and of how
much money has been raised and is still needed. If a lot of money is
donated, a second boat could be a possibility, which would mean that
Anuta could also have its own canoe. The project should, of course,
apply for some form of charitable status to avoid having to pay taxes
and so all the money can be used to cover the expenses of the project.

Above: Hanneke and James in
Tikopian Tapa dress presented
by the chief.
Left: Ariki Taumako, whose
ancestor donated the sacred
canoe to Aukland Museum.

Documenting the project
A sympathetic small film team/camera person should cover the
building and sailing of the canoe, footage that can be made into a TV
documentary. We feel this film making must at no time dictate the
project or intrude into its natural progress.

Who is involved?
James Wharram Designs, as the designers of the canoe, are the
initiators of the project but a number of people with connections to
and an interest in the welfare of Tikopia are also keen to be involved.
The first of these is Klaus Hympendahl, who has visited and lived on
the island of Tikopia on a number of occasions. His first visit was on a
round the world sailing voyage in 1989, when he spent several weeks
anchored off Tikopia and got to know the island’s people and customs.
He was responsible for setting up an appeal for donations after the
January 2003 cyclone Zoe devastated the islands of Tikopia and Anuta.
These donations have paid for a cyclone proof medical centre on
Tikopia. Two years after this cyclone, the islands were still in the
process of recovering from its disastrous destruction. The prospect of
having their own seagoing canoe will hopefully give them renewed
energy to get their island functioning self sufficiently again. Without
such a boost the island could slip into becoming a society permanently
dependent on outside help. When the idea of building this canoe for
the island of Tikopia was presented to the chiefs they responded with
great enthusiasm so we must make the project a reality.

Above: Ariki
Tafua aboard
Spirit of Gaia in
1996.
Right: His son
Edward, now
Ariki Tafua since
his father’s
death.
to bring the concept of seaworthy, ocean going double canoes to the
Western yachting public, meeting a lot of resistance from the British
yachting establishment on the way, particularly in the early years when
people still could not accept that a native boat could be as good as or
better a sailing ship than a Western type yacht, particularly when such
a craft was self built by an amateur. After 50 years they are now an
accepted feature in the world of yachting/ocean sailing and can be seen
in most harbours of the world.
The building and sailing of a voyaging double canoe for Tikopia and
to reintroduce seafaring to the islands of Tikopia and Anuta would be
the best possible way to celebrate the 50th anniversary of James’ first
Atlantic crossing by double canoe and his lifelong devotion to the
Polynesian double canoe concept.

Hanneke Boon and James Wharram.
Tikopian palm thatched houses and children in 1996 who will be
the island’s canoe sailors of he future.

Full circle in 50 years
50 years ago James Wharram, with the help of two German girls
(Jutta Shultze-Rohnhof and Ruth Merseburger, who is still part of the
James Wharram Designs team), sailed across the Atlantic in a tiny 23’
6” double canoe he designed and built himself after long studies into
the records of boats of the Pacific in the libraries and museums of
Britain. No scholars in the Western world at this time believed that the
Polynesians had boats capable of directed ocean voyages. James
believed otherwise and set out to prove it by doing it himself. He
followed this first Atlantic crossing by building a 40’, V-ed hull double
canoe in Trinidad in 1957/8 and sailing her across the north Atlantic
in 1959 from New York to Ireland, a voyage that had never been
done on a catamaran before. In the next 50 years, James, over the last
30 years assisted by his co-designer Hanneke Boon, has worked, by
designing Polynesian style catamarans for people to build themselves,

Some £80,000 is needed for the project to build 3 boats. To offer your support
visit wharram.com.

Klaus Hympendahl paddling a small Tikopian canoe.
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Beale Park
Thames Boat Show
The Beale Park Thames Boat Show provided a wide variety of small craft,
as usual, including some interesting canoes

The Beale Park Thames
Boat Show treated us well
this year. The front cover of
their leaflet had a vintage
canoe in the reeds while
the rear cover had children
trying out demonstration
plastic canoes.

Hanneke Boon and James Wharram rig a Tahiti Wayfarer double. Passing it on the water is solar panel expert Cyril Lynch, out to get
himself a speeding ticket in the sunshine.

Entries for the Water Craft Amateur Boatbuilding Awards. Pete Lawrence submitted a Wee Lassie and a Union Solo, his own design, a
4.4m canoe in red cedar, ash, cherry and mahogany with a graphite/silica/epoxy finish below the waterline for wear resistance and a
flat keel for use on the Grand Union Canal. Tim O’Connor entered Whatever, designed by Walter Simmons of Duck Trap Woodworking,
a lapstrake model in marine ply and tatajuba hardwood with lots of epoxy.

The natural finish canoe is a Lakefield restored by a
Thames Traditional Boat Society member after being
bought in the 2005 boat auction in Henley.
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A restoration job with a difference for Henwood & Dean, a fine boat bodied
Austin 12 Sheila.
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Reg Jones brought along a pair of folding doubles. Pigeon is by Granta and Blackbird by Tyne.
Hobies, with and without
sails but pedalled in each
case.

Even Sea Doo find a need to be quiet at times and offer a catamaran sit on top.

An unusually straight transom sterned curragh and coracles with eel traps.

Berkshire Canoe & Kayak ran try it sessions
for anyone who wanted to get afloat.

Silent Explorer is electrically powered and this twin masted sailing canoe was even quieter.
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The Lewis & Clark bicentenary
In 1804 Lewis and Clark set out westwards across North America on a two year canoe journey of exploration. It was to be every bit as pioneering as the first
moon landing and is as much part of the American psyche, not least because so many Americans have canoes and the route is accessible. This is what just one state,
Missouri, has to offer those travelling on land, to remind them of this great canoe journey.

Trailblazers who wish to rekindle the spirit of discovery fostered by
Meriwether Lewis and William Clark’s transcontinental journey of
exploration need only travel to Missouri, the point of origination for
the expedition 200 years ago. The many historic settlements along the
Missouri river valley that grew up in the path of Lewis and Clark
welcome visitors from around the world who wish to follow in the
footsteps of the original explorers.

First steps onto Louisiana Purchase Territory
Modern day adventurers can begin their Lewis and Clark journey in
southeast Missouri near the town of Charleston. The Lewis and Clark
Interpretive Site commemorates the explorers’ first steps onto the
Louisiana Purchase Territory in November 1803 at Bird’s Point, the
confluence of the Ohio and Mississippi rivers. The site features a black
granite map, flags and large mural paintings based on Meriwether
Lewis’ journal while camped in the area in 1803.
In the Mississippi River town of Cape Girardeau visit a historic
replica of the Red House, the trading post and home of town founder
Don Louis Lorimer, who welcomed the expedition members at his
home upon their arrival in Cape Girardeau on Nov 23rd 1803. The
reconstructed building serves as an interpretive centre commemorating
the 1803 visit and houses authentic items that would have been sold
during the period. The site also features an exhibit reflecting the lives
of the early settlers of the Old Cape Girardeau District in the early
1800s.
Continuing north along the Mississippi River, Lewis and Clark
enthusiasts can take in the St Louis riverfront from the Jefferson
National Expansion Memorial, home of the Gateway Arch. Soaring
630 feet above the Mississippi River, the nation’s tallest manmade
monument is a symbol of St Louis’ role as the Gateway to the West.
Trams take visitors to the top of the stainless steel arch for great views
of the Mississippi River.
Beneath the Arch the Museum of Westward Expansion provides an
excellent interpretation of the expedition’s course and 100 years of
human history related to the American westward movement. A lifesize
statue of Thomas Jefferson welcomes visitors to the museum. Murals
depicting scenes along Lewis and Clark’s route are described in
Captain Lewis’ own words through excerpts from his journal.
Across from the Arch, travellers can visit the Old Courthouse. Here
they can view a film which vividly depicts the role of St Louis in the
history of the United States and see a diorama portraying the
ceremony of the transfer of the Upper Louisiana Territory, which
both Lewis and Clark attended.
The Missouri History Museum at Forest Park in St Louis is another
site of interest to Lewis and Clark enthusiasts. William Clark’s journal,
his clothing and other artefacts of the expedition are part of an
extensive Lewis and Clark collection at the museum. The museum is
marking the bicentennial of Lewis and Clark’s journey with Lewis and
Clark: the National Bicentennial Exhibition. Mounted by the
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Missouri Historical Society, the
6,000 square foot exhibition is a
reunion of artefacts and
documents, handwritten journals,
maps, equipment, scientific
specimens and American Indian
artefacts that have not been seen
in one place since 1806. The
exhibition later travels around the
country.
Bellefontaine Cemetery, also in
St Louis, is the site of William Clark’s grave, dedicated in 1904 during
the expedition’s centennial. A granite obelisk and bust of the explorer
above the gravesite reads ‘Soldier, Explorer, Statesman and Patriot. His
Life is Written in the History of His Country.’
From St Louis, visitors can travel to St Charles where Lewis and
Clark departed the riverbank on May 14th 1804. Located along the
Missouri River, historic St Charles served as the expedition’s
beginning point along the Missouri River and was the place where the
final preparations for the journey were made. The Lewis and Clark
Center in St Charles features many exhibits interpreting the voyage.
Handpainted dioramas of scenes from the journey are a highlight at
the centre as are the many featured artefacts from the time.

Replicas of the expedition’s boats
While in St Charles, travellers can also visit Frontier Park, the
approximate site where the Corps camped as they prepared to begin
their journey in 1804. There, visit the Lewis and Clark Boathouse,
which houses replicas of the boats used on the expedition. The
pirogues and keelboat have been authentically reconstructed and were
used by the Discovery Expedition of Saint Charles to reenact the
entire journey of the Corps of Discovery to commemorate the
bicentennial of the expedition.
St Charles also serves as a trailhead to the Katy Trail State Park.
Adventurous travellers, looking to experience Lewis and Clark history
in a unique way, can hike or bike their way along 185 miles of the
Lewis and Clark Trail via the Katy Trail State Park, a former railway
right of way converted into a bike path, which winds its way along
the Missouri River from St Charles through Missouri’s scenic wine
country to Sedalia. Travellers can explore the beauty of the Missouri
River valley as they follow the longest non motorized public portion
of the entire Lewis and Clark Trail. Towns are generally located every
three to ten miles and the hard packed, flat gravel surface makes for a
relaxing way to follow in Lewis and Clark’s footsteps. Bikes can be
rented at various locations along the trail.
Located just a few miles from St Charles is the town of Defiance
and the Daniel Boone Home. The legendary frontiersman was living
here when Lewis and Clark passed through; however there is no
record of their having met. Guests can tour the house in which Boone
spent the last years of his life, dying here in 1820.
The village of St Albans, just south of Defiance, is the site of the
Tavern Cave visited by Lewis and Clark on May 23rd 1804. Lewis
narrowly avoided a 300 foot fall near the cave. Though there is no
public access to the cave, an interpretive sign and marker are located
in the village of St Albans.
Jefferson City, the capital of the state, named after Thomas
Jefferson, welcomes visitors to the Capitol Building where visitors can
view statues of the three major figures in the Lewis and Clark
Expedition, the two captains, Meriwether Lewis and William Clark,
and Sacajawea, their Shoshone guide. Outside, a prominent statue of
President Thomas Jefferson welcomes visitors. The Capitol grounds
offer a high vantage point to survey Missouri River country. A bronze
relief showing the signing of the Louisiana Purchase is found here.
In Jefferson City travellers also can make their way to the Jefferson
Landing State Historic Site where they will see the original building
that once served the steamboat trade. Today the buildings house
exhibits about daily life in the 1800s. The site also offers visitors a 20
minute documentary film on the Lewis and Clark Expedition. In the
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grounds of the near by Governor’s Mansion a marker
identifies where the explorers stopped on their journey
west.
Just a short drive from Jefferson City travellers can stop
by the college town of Columbia to view Thomas
Jefferson’s original gravemarker. The gravemarker is located at the
heart of the picturesque University of Missouri-Columbia campus.
The University of Missouri-Columbia is also home to the Museum of
Anthropology, housing art and artefacts from prehistory to the present.
The museum displays an outfitted fur trader canoe, Pacific Northwest
cultural artefacts, a replica pioneer cabin and American Indian exhibits
that will be of interest to Lewis and Clark aficionados.
Snugly nestled amid a tight valley and towering limestone bluffs is
the small town of Rocheport, a popular trailhead for the Katy Trail
State Park. The general area, noted in Clark’s journal in June of 1804,
features scenic bluff overviews and spectacular river views. A quick
stroll along the Katy Trail on either side of Rocheport offers travellers
insight into the explorers’ journey through mid Missouri. Signage
about the expedition is posted at the entrance to the Katy Trial
Tunnel to the west of Rocheport.
To the town’s east, also along the Katy Trail, travellers can see the
Lewis and Clark Cave and view pictographs on the Missouri River
bluffs similar to those observed by William Clark and noted in his
journal on June 5th 1804.
Following the trail, next travellers come upon the tiny village of
Arrow Rock. Although not settled at the time of Lewis and Clark’s
journey, the two explorers noted the bluff and near by salt licks as they
laboured up the Missouri River in 1804. Visitors can tour the
interpretive centre at Arrow Rock State Historic Site. Today’s site
brings to life the Missouri villages of the 19th century with historic
homes and businesses. A campground and picnic area overlooks the
Missouri River.
Continuing west to Sibley, sightseers can visit Fort
Osage. Fort Osage was the second US outpost built
in Louisiana Purchase territory. The site, overlooking
the bends and currents of the Missouri River, was
first noted by Lewis and Clark as a likely spot for a
fort. Four years later, Clark returned to design and
build this outpost in an effort to strengthen ties with
the Osage Indians. The post remained the
westernmost government presence until 1818. Today’s fort is a
reconstruction from original plans still in existence in Washington,
DC. Today the fort holds authentic barracks, trade houses, surveillance
posts and ample grounds for visitors to explore.

Queen City of the Trails
Known as the Queen City of the Trails, Independence is considered
the official starting point for the Santa Fe, California and Oregon
Trails. Visitors can find out more about these and many other trails at
the National Frontier Trails Center. The Trails Center presents the
history of the trails and the personal trials and adventures of the
pioneers who opened the west as well as the fur trade era. The Trails
Center also features a permanent Trail Blazers exhibit about the Lewis
and Clark Expedition. An awardwinning film takes visitors on a visual
journey from Independence to Oregon. The centre also features
interpretive exhibits and artefacts. The Merrill J Mattes Research
Library, housed at the Trails Center,
is recognized as the largest collection
of books, documents and
manuscripts on the westward
expansion.
After leaving Independence the
trail continues on to Kansas City.
Trailblazers can visit Clark’s Point,
located in Kansas City’s Case Park in
the Quality Hill area, on the western
edge of downtown. A bronze plaque
identifies the point where the two
captains viewed the valleys of the
Missouri and Kansas Rivers on their
journey toward home in 1806. The
marker also notes than on June 26 29th 1804 the Corps of Discovery
camped near this point at the mouth
of the Kansas River on their
westward journey. A Lewis and
Clark statue, the Corps of

Discovery, was erected
near the marker. The
statue, which overlooks the
Missouri and Kansas
Rivers,
includes
Meriwether Lewis, William
Clark, Sacagawea, their
Shoshone guide, and York,
Clark’s African-American slave. Lewis’ dog, Seaman, also is
represented.
While in Kansas City, modern explorers should visit Westport, a
bustling trade town in the early 1800s and popular jumping off point
for pioneers headed west. Pioneer Park, at the corner of Westport
Road and Broadway, features an inground map of the United States
during the time of westward expansion complete with pioneer and
explorer routes marked, allowing history buffs to trace the early trails.
A statue of Westport’s earliest contributors also is found in the park.
The trail leaves Kansas City and heads north through Platte County,
the beauty of which was described in great detail by Clark in his
journals. Located in western Platte County, the antebellum town of
Weston marks the site where Lewis and Clark enjoyed limestone
springs in 1804. A marker at the foot of Main Street identifies Lewis
and Clark’s campsite and the former channel of the Missouri River.
Near the town of Weston, Weston Bend State Park features a Lewis
and Clark interpretive sign on the scenic Missouri River outlook.

Lewis and Clark State Park
Located just northeast of Weston, Rushville is the site of Lewis and
Clark State Park where the explorers spent the first Independence Day
of their journey. The park is on the banks of Lewis and Clark Lake,
which the explorers called Gosling Lake in their journals in reference
to the many nearly grown geese the Corps noted in
the area. Just as in Lewis and Clark’s day, waterfowl
still flock to this oxbow lake. Geese, great blue
herons, snowy egrets and many types of ducks often
make an appearance at Lewis and Clark Lake.
The trail then takes travellers north to St Joseph, an
important site in the history of western trails. The
city, located north of Kansas City along the Missouri
River, was described in detail in the voyagers’
journals. In St Joseph, visitors can visit the Jentell Brees River Access,
the approximate location of Lewis and Clark’s July 6th 1804, campsite.
The access, now managed by the Missouri Department of
Conservation, was named for a description of the area in Sgt Floyd’s
journal entry on July 6th 1804.
Modern day explorers can learn about the trail’s history at the St
Joseph Museum, which features a detailed Lewis and Clark exhibit
with Clark’s journal entries from July 7th 1804, describing St
Michael’s Prairie, now the site of St Joseph. Exhibits include a
panoramic view of the prairie and Missouri River. A large sculpture of
Lewis, Clark, Sacagawea, York and Seaman also is featured.
At St Joseph’s Riverfront Park, travellers can walk part of St
Michael’s Prairie, the large raised prairie referenced in Clark’s journal
on Sept 12th 1806, when the Corps set up camp on the land during
their return trip. Near by Wyeth Park overlooks St Michael’s Prairie
and offers visitors a panoramic view of the Missouri River Valley and
the remaining oxbow lake. From this vantage point travellers can see
the changes in the river channel over the years. The Corps of
Discovery passed this area on July 7th 1804 as they headed westward
and on Sept 12th 1806 on their return trip.
Just upriver from Wyeth Park the French Bottoms River Access
features an interpretive sign that marks the area the Corps of
Discovery passed on July 7th 1804 and again on Sept 12th 1806.
Today the area is the site of a large riverfront development project by
the city of St Joseph.
Travellers can grab a bite to eat and a little history at St Joseph’s
Sunset Grill, the approximate site of the Corps’ July 7th 1804 camp.
An interpretive sign at the restaurant marks the spot where Lewis
issued a set of orders to reorganize the cooking responsibilities.
Sunbridge Hills Conservation Area, located on the northern edge of
St Joseph, offers travellers spectacular views of the Missouri River
valley from its bluffs. The area overlooks the July 8th 1804 and Sept
11th 1806 route of the Corps of Discovery.
For more information about Missouri’s Lewis and Clark history
consumers can visit www.visitmo.com to receive a free Missouri
Vacation Planner.

Alan Carr
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Wild water racing
Slalom

Venue change suits masters but floors other British racers

World Championships
The classic race was first in the five day competition and the Czech
Republic started off well on home waters with two world champions.
Kamil Mruzek completed the course in 19:20.55 in the men’s K1
category and Michala Mruzková took the women’s K1 category with a
time of 20:50.75.
Other top places went to Germany with Ulrich Andree and Patrick
Driesch finishing the course for the C2 event in 21:41.47 and Croatian
Emil Milihram finishing ahead in the C1 category in 21:55.96.
GB success was led by Jamie Oughton (Newcastle University) in the
K1 men’s category. The 18 year old enjoyed a successful start in his
first race as a senior, taking 22nd place and finishing in 20:31.51.
43 year old Tina Parsons (Nottingham) came out of retirement for
the classic course, finishing in 22:12.89 and taking 10th place in the K1
women’s event.
Head coach Alan Tordoff said ‘We’re really pleased with the classic
race results. All the athletes either achieved or exceeded their goals and
some of the results are a great indicator of future success.’
Our masters produced the goods. In the C2 category the duo Colin
Smith and Brian MacNulty clocked a gold winning time of 13:38.36.
Great Britain struck gold again in the K1 women 35 - 44 age
category when Tina Parsons passed the posts in a time of 12:08.05.
Another medal, this time bronze, came from John Willacy in the C1
35 - 44 age group for his 13:31.53 effort.
In the sprint race of the wild water world championships all eyes
were on GB’s Jonnie Schofield as he was looking to build on his
overall position of 3rd in last year’s World Cup series and his
exceptional results in the K1 sprint category.
Unfortunately for the 21 year old from Loughborough University it
wasn’t his day and he had to settle for 10th place. Max Hoff of
Germany took gold in the K1 category in a storming time of 3:32.72.
In the C2 category France’s David Silotto and Cyril Leblond
paddled to victory in 3:55.49. It was Jamie Christie and Simon Wright
who placed highest for GB at 16th place in a time of 4:17.00.
In the C1 race the Frenchman Alzingre Guillaume clinched gold
with a time of 4:04.14, only tenths of a second faster than his fellow
team mate Stephane Santamaria.

Baillie/Stott close to medal
Athínai Slalom
Britain’s Tim Baillie and Etienne Stott achieved a personal best
finish but still just missed out on a medal when they finished
fourth in the C2 class at the first slalom World Cup event in
Athens.
In a strong field Baillie and Stott, who train at the National
Watersports Centre in Nottingham, made two clear runs to post a
personal best finish but missed the medals by 1.62 seconds.
Team manager John MacLeod said ‘Tim and Etienne paddled
fantastically well and were extremely unfortunate to miss out on
the medals. It was a high class field of paddlers and with two clear
runs there is not much more we could ask of them today.’
The other British final contender was Dave Florence, who
finished in 8th place in the C1.
In the men’s K1 Campbell Walsh failed to make it through to
the semi final stages, as did Richard Hounslow. The class was won
by current Italian European U23 champion Danielle Molmenti.

Chris Simon
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In the K1 women’s race it was a home run for Michala Mruzková of
the Czech Republic who, almost in a league of her own, took the top
spot on the podium in a time of 3:53.41.
Despite the initial disappointment of Jonnie’s roll during his second
run, Great Britain can celebrate some promising results, especially from
the younger members of the team.
Fresh out the junior category, 18 year old Jamie Oughton mixed it
up with the seniors and came 20th in the K1 men’s sprint category.
His younger sister, Jessica (17), building on her strength and
experience from junior racing, came 11th in the K1 women’s sprint
event.
Jonnie, Jamie and Jessica are all supported by the Talented Athlete
Scholarship Scheme.

Rick Barrow
Sp: K1W: 1 M Mruzková, Ceska, 3:53.41. 2 N Gastineau, France, 4:02.59. 3 H Marzolf, France,
4:03.19. 11 J Oughton, GB, 4:09.97. 15 D Paterson, GB, 4:16.31. K1M: 1 M Hoff, Deutscland,
3:32.72. 2 A Hybois, France, 3:34.10. 3 T Slovak, Ceska, 3:34.71. 10 J Schofield, GB, 3:39.85.
19 J Oughton, GB, 3:43.48. C1: 1 A Guillaume, France, 4:04.14. 2 S Santamaria, France,
4:04.99. 3 S Stiefenhofer, Deutschland, 4:05.04. 19 R Pumphrey, GB, 4:28.75.
C2: 1 Silotto/Leblond, France, 3:55.49. 2 Lisicky/Vlcek, Ceska, 3:58.96. 3 Momot/Didier,
France, 4:00.53. 16 Wright/Simon, GB, 4:17.00. 17 Enoch/Belbin, GB, 4:27.40.
C1: K1W: 1 M Mruzková, Ceska, 20:50.75. 2 A Heidrich, Deutschland, 21:11.81.
3 S Eichenberger, Schweiz, 21:31.62. 10 T Parsons, GB, 22:12.89. 12 D Paterson, GB, 22:31.46.
18 G Mara, GB, 23:14.57. 19 J Oughton, GB, 23:17.42. K1W.35-54: 1 T Parsons, GB,
12:08.05. 2 C Hurst, Australia, 12:43.43. 3 Z Grosmannová, Ceska, 12:55.62. K1M: 1K Mruzek,
Ceska, 19:20.55. 2 M Hoff, Deutschland, 19:23.37. 3 T Slovak, Ceska, 19:32.59.
C1: 1 E Milihram, Hrvatska, 21:55.96. 2 S Stiefenhofer, Deutschland, 22:06.25. 3 V Panato,
Italia, 22:13.77. 20 R Humphrey, GB, 24:40.55. C1.35-44: 1 J Stastny, Ceska, 12:46.01.
2 H Stanislav, Ceska, 13:05.00. 3 J Willacy, GB, 13:31.53. C2: 1 Andree/Driesch, Deutschland,
21:41.47. 2 Lisicky/Vlcek, Ceska, 21:55.60. 3 Trozska/Gobel, Deutschland, 22:02.15. 14
Wright/Christie, GB, 23:01.83. 17 Enoch/Belbin, GB, 23:50.29. C2.45-54: 1 MacNulty/Smith,
GB, 13:38.36. 2 Winacott/Vanwissen, Canada, 13:45.49. 3 Herzán/Netopil, Ceska, 13:47.59.
K1WT: 1 Ceska, 21:44.94. 2 Deutschland, 21:57.30. 3 France, 22:10.48. 4 GB, 23:15.58.
K1MT: 1 Ceska, 19:47.77. 2 Italia, 20:05.18. 3 Deutschland, 20:06.71. 6 GB, 20:48.73.
C1T: 1 Deutschland, 22:29.32. 2 Ceska, 22:34.53. 3 Hrvatska, 22:37.97. 5 GB, 25:03.87.
C2T: 1 Slovensko, 22:35.60. 2 France, 22:39.51. 3 Deutschland, 22:43.70. 6 GB, 25:23.97.

Finally, the good news
Not everyone was worse off for the cancellation of the world
championships. During late May a 1996 rock cutting on the A5 at Ty
Nant had to be closed because of rock bolt failures. It will take months
to rebuild the cutting, during which time Telford’s old line will be
used. In the short term all A5 traffic was being diverted up the B4501
to Frongoch, down the A4212 to Bala and back down the A494
towards Corwen. Had all gone to plan on the river, the traffic from
one of the two main trunk routes in north Wales would have found
itself being passed through the middle of the world championships on
the Tryweryn.
K1W: 1 S Hilgertová, Ceska, 207.57. 2 G Stacherová, Slovensko, 207.69. 3 I Pavelková, Ceska,
208.66. K1M: 1 D Molmenti, Italia, 184.51. 2 E Pfanmoeller, Deutschland, 185.50. 3 A Grimm,
Deutschland, 186.12. C1: 1 M Martikan, Slovensko, 184.34. 2 R Bell, Australia, 185.28.
3 J Benzien, Deutschland, 187.79. 8 D Florence, GB, 196.58. C2: 1 Hochschorner/Hochschorner,
Slovensko, 200.66. 2 Jiras/Mader, Ceska, 204.57. 3 Luquet/Luquet, France, 205.09.
4 Baillie/Stott, GB, 206.71.

Florence takes gold
Augsburg Slalom
Team GB’s David Florence from Scotland took gold in the men’s
C1 class at the canoe slalom world cup in Duisburg, Germany.
Placed third after his semi final run, Florence, just 23 years of
age, who trains and lives in Nottingham, produced an outstanding
second run of 100.17 seconds, the fastest of the day and three
seconds faster than any of his rivals in the final.
Commenting on his performance, team manager, John MacLeod
said ‘David’s first run was good with no penalties but the second
was something quite special. Again it was clear but this time a
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K1W: 1 E Kaliska, Slovensko, 215.56. 2 S Hilgertová, Ceska, 219.32. 3 V Oblinger-Peters,
Österreich, 219.50. 8 L Blakeman, GB, 225.38. K1M: 1 E Pfanmoeller, Deutschland, 193.43.
2 H Oblinger, Österreich, 194.86. 3 F Lefevre, France, 194.88. C1: 1 D Florence, GB, 203.29.
2 J Mincik, Slovensko, 206.38. 3 M Martikan, Slovensko, 206.38. C2: 1 Becker/Henze,
Deutschland, 218.54. 2 Volf/Stepanek, Ceska, 219.94. 3 Bowman/Smith, GB,
222.05.Luquet/Luquet, France, 205.09.

European juniors at Nottingham
The European Under 23 and Junior Slalom Championships are to
be held at Nottingham. Set aside August 24 - 27th.

Slalom courses
The Broxbourne Olympic slalom course is expected to be
completed in 2010. A new timing system was to be installed at Holme
Pierrepont this summer.

Meridian seniors seen off

National Championships
The top canoe polo clubs in the country battled it out at the
National Canoe Polo Championships which were held in conjunction
with the London International Boat Show. Just fewer than forty games
were played in total, each game as exciting as the first.
In the men’s category Friends of Allonby of Liverpool won the
men’s final 3:0 against Viking easily and confirmed themselves as
national champions.
In the women’s category the scores were closer than in the men’s
and St Alban’s beat Friends of Allonby Xclusive 2:1.
In the youth category the champions were more forceful, Meridian,
the southeast London club, beat Viking 4:0.
Curly Barker, canoe polo chairman, comments ‘It was a great
weekend of canoe polo: there was some excellent play by clubs. The
women’s final was particularly close, making it very exciting.
‘There were also some excellent games played by the youth clubs
and it’s good to see their development.’
The canoe polo championships ran over the first weekend of the
show.

Son and Planert
Top German slalomist Mandy Planert became a mother in April.
Justsu Jonas Benzien, son of Jan Benzien, would be expected to have
some useful genes for the future. His mum intends to be back in action
for the 2008 Olympic Games.
Oughtibridge Slalom
Sat: K1L3: 1 K Woods, Rugby, 135. 2 A Hawkins, Sheffield, 144. 3 R Saxton, Green Star, 160.
K1L4: 1 K Morgan, NCST Breckland, 137. 2 L Quinton, Sheffield, 175. 3 E Ibbotson, Green Star,
193. K1M3: 1 T Stephenson, Sheffield, 108. 2 L Allwood, Green Star, 116. 3 P Blamires, Hull,
120. K1M4: 1 P Millband, Holme Pierrepont, 124. 2 J Broadhead, Sheffield, 145. 3 M Quinton,
Sheffield, 150. K1MV: 1 M Broadhurst, 104. 2 J Laughton, Sheffield, 164. C1.3: 1 J Allwood,
Green Star, 131. C1.4: 1 S Ibbotson, Green Star, 147. C2.3: 1 Moss/Moss, Green Star, 144.
2 Ford/Ford, Halifax, 160. Off: 1 S Hickson, Sheffield, 108. 2 A Turner, Green Star, 109.
3 J Woods, Rugby, 120. Sun: K1L3: 1 K Woods, Rugby, 131. 2 L Furness, Holme Pierrepont, 131.
3 C Whittaker, Bradford & Bingley, 134. K1L4: 1 J Brown, White Rose, 159. 2 L Belderson,
Bradford & Bingley, 207. 3 E Ibbotson, Green Star, 248. K1M3: 1 M Hsu, Holme Pierrepont, 110.
2 T Stephenson, Sheffield, 111. 3 M Holiday, Holme Pierrepont, 112. K1M4: 1 J Conquest,
Matlock, 142. 2 D Evans, Holme Pierrepont, 143. 3 R Ackrill, Sheffield, 155. C1.3: 1 J Abbott,
Mold, 132. 2 J Allwood, Green Star, 134. C1.4: 1 S Ibbotson, Green Star, 167.
C2.3: 1 Moss/Moss, Green Star, 154. 2 Ford/Ford, Halifax, 167. 3 Turner/, Green Star, 217.
Off: 1 A Hartley, Matlock, 104. 2 A Turner, Green Star, 106. 3 J Abbott, Mold, 110.

The teams that were invited were those who achieved the rankings
in the club championships last summer.

Chloe Nelson-Lawrie
L: St Albans 8, Dragon 3. Aberfan 0, Friends of Allonby Xclusive 3. St Albans 2, Friends of Allonby
Xclusive 2. Aberfan 7, Dragon 0. St Albans 4, Aberfan 3. Dragon 1, Friends of Allonby Xclusive 8.
SF: St Albans 3, Aberfan 1. Friends of Allonby Xclusive 8, Dragon 1. 3/4: Dragon 1, Aberfan 4.
F: Friends of Allonby Xclusive 1, St Albans 2. O/A: 1 St Albans. 2 Friends of Allonby Xclusive.
3 Aberfan. Y: Meridian 5, Blakedown 1. Aberfan 2, Viking 3. Meridian 4, Viking 1. Aberfan 2,
Blakedown 4. Meridian 8, Aberfan 2. Viking 6, Blakedown 3. 3/4: Blakedown 2, Aberfan 4.
F: Meridian 4, Viking 0. O/A: 1 Meridian. 2 Viking. 3 Aberfan. M: Meridian A 3, St Albans 3.
Meridian C 1, Viking 4. Dragon 4, Hull Mariners 0. Friends of Allonby 8, Pennine 0. Meridian A 7,
Dragon 1. Friends of Allonby 1, Viking 2. St Albans 5, Hull Mariners 1. Meridian C 2, Pennine 2.
Meridian A 9, Hull Mariners 1. Friends of Allonby 6, Meridian C 2. Viking 4, Pennine 1. St Albans 2,
Dragon 2. 5-8: Dragon 6, Pennine 3. Meridian C 3, Hull Mariners 2. 7/8: Pennine 0, Hull Mariners
1. 5/6: Meridian C 3, Dragon 4. SF: Meridian A 1, Friends of Allonby, 3. Viking 4, St Albans 1.
3/4: Meridian A 3, St Albans 4. F: Friends of Allonby 3, Viking 0. O/A: 1 Friends of Allonby.
2 Viking. 3 St Albans.
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Polo

whole three seconds faster than the strong Slovaks Mincik and
Martikan.
‘Added to Stuart Bowman and Nick Smith’s bronze medal yesterday
in the C2 and Laura Blakeman’s top ten finish in the women’s K1, this
has been a very good weekend for GB slalom paddling. We are now
really looking forward to the third and final world cup in Spain’.

Marathon

The flies, zinc cream and GPS race
Murray Marathon
The Australian Murray Marathon is one of the longest annual canoe
races in the world, covering a distance of 404km in five days. The event
runs from Yarrawonga to Swan Hill in the heart of Victoria, Australia.
The event is owned and organized by the Australian Red Cross, raising
over £150,000 this year.
The race runs from 27th to 31st December so what else was there to
do between Christmas and New Year in Australia but go canoeing? In a
moment of madness the entry was sent off and then began the several
weeks of training on the Murray River in Albury Wodonga on the New
South Wales and Victoria border.
The 404km is split into 92, 93, 78, 62 and 76km legs with 4
checkpoints on each day where paddlers can revive and relay teams
change crews. It was some of these checkpoints where the recommended
equipment of a 10m piece of rope would come in handy as the banks of
the river are steep and muddy, making access by support crews to their
paddlers somewhat challenging. An additional challenge for the support
crew was the lack of shade as the days heated up and the relentless flies.
Temperatures started off at a cool 30°C, peaking on day 5 at 48°C. The
race attracts several hundred entries from individuals completing the full
distance to K4 relay crews.
Days 1 and 2 were sedate. I had no idea what to expect; the furthest
distance I had ever paddled in one hit was Waterside B which, coming in
at 32km, was way short of 92km. There was always a party atmosphere at
the checkpoints and finishes with more people in the water than on it in
boats. At the end of each day there were stories of hyperthermia, severe
blisters on all parts of the body, dehydration and wrist injuries. I got off
very lightly with only 3 small blisters on my hand and a slight case of
tendonitis.
By day 3 I thought I had conquered my worst enemy, boredom. The
flies at least distracted me from the fact that I had another two days to go.
Paddle steamers livened things up at the end of day 3 as we paddled into
the historic port of Echuca.
We received advice from the race organizers that should we see snakes
crossing the river they should be avoided; do not panic or hit them! The
thing to remember about being in the bush in Australia is that just about
everything can in some way harm or kill you depending on your physical
disposition but probably the most challenging times during the long haul
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Alison Jackson photographs

were the times when I was covered in flies despite
paddling down the middle of the wide, winding river.
Wearing zinc cream kept the sun off but the flies on.
Day 4 started with my being spun off the start but I
had my revenge as that crew blew up after 30km and I
didn’t see the culprits again until the start of the final day.
Day 5 and I couldn’t quite believe that I had only 76km
to go. The first two legs were nice and short but the
third leg was 25km and I was passing paddlers resting on
the banks who had flown past me earlier; they had run
out of food and drink. This was probably the hardest leg
of all, knowing that I was nearly finished but the
temperature on the river was already up to 45°C by late
morning with a hot strong headwind. It was hard to pace
fluids intake with no landmarks to give me an idea of
how far I had to go. A lot of boats used GPS but I
preferred not to know how far I had to go or what my
speed was or wasn’t.
On the final leg, oh, joy of joys, the thermometer was
hitting 48°C and clouds of gnats were dotted across the
water in the last 20km. I jumped on the wash of a school relay crew for
the last 10km and they updated me every few minutes with how many
bends in the river there were to go to get to the finish line. It was
something to occupy the mind. The last bend and there ahead was Goat
Island and hundreds of people after 76km of nothing but gum trees, high
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river banks and the brown expanse of the mighty Murray. After 36 hours
and 29 minutes I may not have broken any records but I now know that
I can spend almost a working week in my boat covered in flies and zinc
cream. I’m not sure how I was still smiling after 404km.

Alison Jackson
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Nature or nurture

Coulson and Farrell/Brabants reach finals
Duisburg Regatta
We sent a team of 14 athletes to compete at the
second World Cup international at Duisburg; four
of these were U23 athletes. The team had 13
entries in 10 events; all of the entries were in
singles or doubles. This year Duisburg ran all of
their 200 metre races as team relays with the heats
running before the semi finals and finals of the
1,000 metre events. This made it impractical to
place GB entries in these events.
The team flew out from London and
Birmingham on Tuesday 23rd May, three days
before the start of racing. This was a request from
athletes following last year’s athlete debriefing.
Our boats also left on Tuesday and arrived at
about the same time as the team.
The accommodation at the sports school had all been booked by
football teams preparing for the World Cup competition which meant
that we had to move to a hotel in the centre of Duisburg. The
organization provided transport that worked reasonably well but it was
nice to have our own mini bus as a back up.
The 2006 Duisburg international was probably the largest ever
World Cup competition. There were 52 nations taking part with
many classes having well over 50 entries. The only notable country
missing from the competition were Bulgaria.
The weather in Duisburg wasn’t great. On Friday the weather
started off cloudy and by mid morning the rain arrived and stayed all
CANOEIST July 2006
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Sprint

Is the killer instinct inborn or does it have to be taught? Could the
DW racing Iain Hissett be the same one who was thrown out of his
playgroup for being excessively competitive?

day. On Saturday we also had rain with a few dry periods. On Sunday
it stopped raining but was cold and windy for most of the day. The
temperatures ranged between 10 and 35 degrees. There was a small
tailwind on Friday and Saturday which turned to a headwind on
Sunday. Conditions for racing were not really fair and there was a
definite disadvantage in the outside lanes, 7 to 9.
Because of the large entry the number of competitors qualifying for
the next round was lower than usual. On Friday 12 of our 13 boats
qualified for the semi finals. On Saturday most races were qualifying
just 2 boats through to the final plus the fastest 3rd. In all 6 boats went
on to make B finals and 2 more qualified for the A finals.

Alan Williams
500m: K1W: 1 S Paldanius, Sverige, 1:52.497. 2 J Idem, Italia, 1:52.339. 3 K Furneaux,
Canada, 1:53.861. K1M: 1 A Van Koeverden, Canada, 1:38.797. 2 C Perez Rial, España,
1:39.633. 3 Z Benkö, Magyarország, 1:39.645. K2W: 1 Kovacs/Janics, Magyarország, 1:43.393.
2 Wagner-Augustin/Fischer, Deutschland, 1:44.719. 3 Blahová/Mruzková, Ceska, 1:45.339.
K2M: Rauhe/Wieskötter, Deutschland, 1:30.247. 2 Kammerer/Kucsera, Magyarország, 1:30.369.
3 Duonela/Balciunas, Lietuva, 1:31.289. C2: 1 Holtz/Nuck, Deutschland, 1:42.023. 2 Torres
Madrigal/Aguilar Chacoi, Cuba, 1:42.051. 3 Kozmann/Kolonics, Magyarország, 1:42.715.
1km: K1W: 1 K Wagner-Augustin, Deutschland, 4:13.463. 2 J Idem, Italia, 4:15.445. 3 A Gafni,
Yisra’el, 4:16.529. 6 A Coulson, GB, 4:20.179. K1M: 1 A Van Koeverden, Canada, 3:41.421.
2 B Fouhy, NZ, 3:42.173. 3 E Veras Larsen, Norge, 3:45.133. K2W: 1 Kovacs/Janics,
Magyarország, 3:58.605. 2 Sergeeva/Lavrova, Rossija, 4:02.109. 3 Ruge/Hörmann, Deutschland,
4:03.101. K2M: 1 Ihle/Wagner, Deutschland, 3:24.081. 2 Kammerer/Kucsera, Magyarország,
3:26.571. 3 Spliid/Nielsen, Danmark, 3:27.483. 7 Farrell/Brabants, GB, 3:34.757. C2: 1 Torres
Madrigal/Aguilar Chacoi, Cuba, 3:53.527. 2 Tyszynski/Tonski, Polska, 3:54.733. 3 Metka/Joob,
Magyarország, 3:55.013.

Brown takes 1km K1
Piest’any Regatta
This was the 20th anniversary of the event. Boris Bergendi organized a first
class regatta with 19 countries attending, the largest entry to date, most from
Eastern Europe including Russia, Romania and Hungary. The event is for
juniors (U16/U18) and U23; we felt that the junior entry was particularly
strong.
In past years the women’s and girls’ entry has been weak which was why
we only sent boys and men on this occasion. However, both the junior girls
and U23 women had a large and quality field so in future we should consider
taking girls and women.
The weather was generally flat calm in the morning, becoming windy
with a strong headwind by mid afternoon, and the temperature was around
70˚.
The accommodation was comfortable, quiet and within walking distance
of the course. Food was good and plentiful.
I must congratulate the staff and athletes for their professional attitude and
performances both on and off the water. Every athlete either made an A or a
B final and 2 medals were won, Ben Brown gold in U23 K1 1,000m and
Andy Daniels silver in junior K1 3km although Daniels/Hastings 4th in K2
1,000m was as close as you get without getting a medal. Encouraging were
the K4 U18 boys, Hide, Parfitt, Ede and Rutherford (all U16). Even though
eligible for the U16 race they were selected for the U18. They were a close
6th in the 500m final and would have won the U16 race. This boat has this
year and 2 further years in the U18 class. It was a good effort from all.

Dyson Pendle

2 golds for Louisa Sawers

54th Ruhr Regatta
GB juniors have set the standard for the rest of the season with a
fine performance at the Bochum regatta in Germany. Pre event
expectation was high and was well founded with the team winning
7 medals in total including 3 golds.
Louisa Sawers equalled her gold in Zamora as she claimed 1st in
the U18 K1 1,000m event on Saturday. The day also saw the K2
pairing of Stuart Hastings and Andy Daniels claiming silver.
Other promising results were Ben Parfitt finishing 6th in the U16
K1 event and the K4 of Kristian Reeves, Neil Williams, Matt Hide
and Jon Boyton which won the B final event.
The team’s good form continued on Sunday with Louisa adding
another medal to her collection with gold in the WK1 500m. Stuart
Hastings and Andy Daniels also replicated their Saturday result with
another silver.
Jess Walker and Rachel Cawthorn gained the 5th medal of the
day with gold in the K2 500m event.
The boys’ U16 K4 of Tom Hide, Ben Parfitt, Edward Rutherford
and Pip Ede completed a fine weekend with a 2nd place finish.
David Coulson, the BCU’s junior racing coach, said ‘This is our
strongest set of results in over 25 years of attending Bochum
Regatta; these young athletes may be among our Olympic canoeing
future.’

Rick Barrow
500m: K1G: 1 A Knorr, Sachsen, 2:03.56. 2 F Berlin, Potsdam, 2:04.12. 3 L Daniel, Wiking,
2:04.30. 8 A King, GB, 2:08.37. K1WJ: 1 L Sawers, GB, 2:00.48. 2 A Lehaci, Österreich, 2:01.54.
3 O Shmelyova, Kazachstan, 2:01.99. K1B: 1 R Rudat, Sachsen, 1:44.85. 2 P Lux, Potsdam,
1:46.22. 3 H Boom, Australia, 1:46.25. K1MJ: 1 S Jakobsson, Sverige, 1:42.75. 2 R Poulsen,
Danmark, 1:43.46. 3 I Porcarasu, România, 1:43.46. C1J: 1 L Dumitresco, România, 1:57.38.
2 R Barbiero, Italia, 1:59.55. 3 S Kiraj, Potsdam, 1:59.50. K2WJ: 1 Walker/Cawthorn, GB,
1:51.04. 2 Lickfett/Zachrau, Deutschland, 1:51.65. 3 Vichová/Krauzová, Ceska, 1:51.70.
K2B: 1 Walther/Lux, Potsdam, 1:39.18. 2 Rutherford/Ede, GB, 1:40.89. 3 Schmude/Watzlawick,
Verden, 1:40.93. 4 Hide/Parfitt, GB, 1:41.92. K2MJ: 1 Taras/Hatton, Canada, 1:34.74.
2 Hastings/Daniels, GB, 1:35.43. 3 Kopiske/Bode, Niedersachsen, 1:36.62. K4B: 1 NordrheinWestfalen, 1:28.18. 2 GB, 1:29.37. 3 Danmark, 1:30.61. K4MJ: 1 România, 1:27.60.
2 Danmark, 1:28.02. 3 Italia, 1:28.49. 1km: K1WJ: 1 L Sawers, GB, 4:16.64. 2 W Frölich,
Emsdetten, 4:18.06. 3 A Lehaci, Österreich, 4:20.54. 6 R Cawthorn, GB, 4:26.19.
K1B: 1 P Walther, Potsdam, 3:50.21. 2 P Lux, Potsdam, 3:51.15. 3 H Boon, Australia, 3:51.97. 6
B Parfitt, GB, 3:54.50. 7 E Rutherford, GB, 3:56.20. 9 N Ede, GB, 4:07.35. K1MJ: 1 R Poulsen,
Danmark, 3:37.91. 2 B Watkins, Eire, 3:41.48. 3 R Annarumma, Italia, 3:41.70.
C1J: 1 L Dumitresco, România, 4:21.30. 2 L Koranda, Ceska, 4:24.66. 3 F Dvorak, Ceska, 4:25.42.
K2W: 1 Vichová/Krauzová, Ceska, 4:01.75. 2 Lickfett/Zachrau, Deutschland, 4:02.96.
3 Nesto/Franco, Italia, 4,07.08. 9 Walker/King, GB, 4:12.96. K2MJ: 1 Hatton/Taras, Canada,
3:33.40. 2 Hastings/Daniels, GB, 3:33.57. 3 Kopiske/Bode, Niedersachsen, 3:35.66.
K4MJ: 1 Danmark, 3:11.71. 2 România, 3:13.63. 3 Italia, 3:15.88.
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500m: K1MJ: 1 S Blacha, Deutschland, 1:40.86. 2 I Porcarasu, România, 1:41.22. 3 M Zaruba,
Rossija, 1:41.64. K1MU23: 1 M Pra Floriani, Italia, 1:39.84. 2 M Ciharean, România, 1:39.88.
3 T Gyori, Slovensko, 1:41.00. 6 B Brown, GB, 1:42.29. K2MJ: 1 Bertz/Lindner, Deutschland,
1:31.64. 2 Tsaturyan/Postrigai, Rossija, 1:32.55. 3 Gudimov/Molchkov, Rossija, 1:33.56.
5 Hastings/Daniels, GB, 1:35.05. K4MJ: 1 România, 1:24.73. 2 France, 1:25.88. 3 Rossija,
1:26.97. 6 GB, 1:29.50. 1km: K1MJ: E Hubert, France, 3:30.23. 2 K Luchkin, Rossija, 3:33.06.
3 S Lindner, Deutschland, 3:34.49. K1MU23: 1 B Brown, GB, 3:32.03. 2 T Gyori, Slovensko,
3:32.10. 3 A Laschi, Italia, 3:34.95. 8 S Fennemore, GB, 3:41.02. K2MJ: 1 Porcarasu/Gavrila,
România, 3:16.45. 2 Tsaturyan/Postrigai, Rossija, 3:17.44. 3 Bertz/Blacha, Deutschland, 3:18.43.
4 Hastings/Daniels, GB, 3:20.61. K4MJ: 1 France, 2:55.46. 2 România, 2:55.98. 3 Polska,
2:58.35. 6 GB, 3:06.47. 3km: K1MJ: 1 S Lindner, Deutschland, 13:08.17. 2 A Daniels, GB,
13:16.55. 3 E Hubert, France, 13:19.02. 8 E Rutherford, GB, 13:50.02.

2 under 14 wins for Dixon
Gent Regatta
Following the May regatta, the international panel selected a team to
compete at the Gent Regatta, Belgium, on 20th/21st May. The team
comprised U15 athletes, competing mainly for their first or second
time as part of a BCU team.
Weather conditions for the weekend were difficult. On Saturday
there were strong, gusting winds and heavy rain worsening through
the day and making conditions for the long distance racing extremely
difficult. Sunday was more favourable with a lighter crosswind. Teams
from six nations were competing with the majority of teams from
Belgium, the Netherlands and Germany. The team made an impressive
9 finals with ten of the twelve athletes making finals despite strong
competition, particularly in the U16 classes.

Chris Jones
100m: K1WU14: 1 T Klein, KGE, 24.9. 2 F Weckx, NWC, 25.2. 3 L Broekx, NWC, 26.8.
5 R Farrington, GB, 27.3. 8 S Beer, GB, 28.1. K1MU14: 1 S Dixon, GB, 22.5. 2 J Weckx, NWC,
23.0. 3 M Swinnen, NWC, 23.1. 4 J Sealey, GB, 23.9. 500m: K1WU16: 1 J Gierig, KGE, 2:12.0.
2 A Gierig, KGE, 2:14.1. 3 S Schade, KGE, 2:15.9. K1MU16: 1 J Kröck, KGE, 1:54.7. 2 K Spenner,
KGE, 1:55.2. 3 J Panis, KCCM, 1:55.3. 6 O Gibson, GB, 1:59.4. 7 D Terry, GB, 2:02.0.
K2WU14: 1 Broekx/Weckx, NWC, 2:09.3. 2 Klein/Dorn, KGE, 2:15.2. 3 Beer/Farrington, GB,
2:15.7. K2WU16: 1 Gierig/Bachmann, KGE, 2:00.3. 2 Gierig/Schade, KGE, 2:00.9.
3 Mork/Torwesten, KGE, 2:10.9. 7 Ferguson/Rowlands, GB, 2:16.4. K2MU16: 1 Spenner/Kröck,
KGE, 1:50.3. 2 Moeyersoms/Panis, KCCM, 1:51.5. 3 Fauquet/Waeles, BCK, 1:55.3. 4 Terry/Gibson,
GB, 1:57.9. 6 Hampton/Welch, GB, 1:59.9. 1km: K1MU14: 1 Dixon/Sealey, GB, 4:03.0.
2 Weckx/Broekz, NWC, 4:11.1. 3 Swinnen/Oostvogels, NWC, 4:17.0. K1MU16: 1 J Kröck, KGE,
4:01.1. 2 K Spenner, KGE, 4:03.7. 3 B Brandjes, Viking, 4:04.1. 8 O Gibson, GB, 4:24.8.
K2MU16: 1 Kröck/Spenner, KGE, 3:46.0. 2 Broekx/Vervliet, NWC/GKV, 3:48.6. 3 Terry/Gibson,
GB, 3:51.3. 6 Hampton/Welch, GB, 4:00.8. 2km: K1WU14: 1 F Weckx, NWC, 11:07.
2 L Broekx, NWC, 11:10. 3 S Beer, GB, 11:24. 6 R Farrington, GB, 12:07. K1MU14: 1 J Weckx,
NWC, 10:10. 2 J Sealey, GB, 10:25. 3 S Dixon, GB, 10:34.
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National Water Sports Centre Regatta
200m: K1WSO: 1 H Osmond, SO, 1:24.62. 2 S Jelly, SO, 1:35.11. 3 K Smith, SO, 1:40.86.
K1MSO: 1 A Williams, SO, 1:03.73. 2 B Richardson, SO, 1:09.60. 3 R Wood, SO, 1:13.63.
K1P: 1 J Oldham, Pennine Syngenta, 1:00.07. 2 J Cotton, Newark, 1:00.95. 3 S Carter, NE
Disability, 1:03.19. C1: 1 R Figielus, Salmon Leap, 51.88. 2 N Monoghan, Salmon Leap, 53.03.
3 G Hunt, Fladbury, 54.27. K2M: 1 Irvine/Stead, Richmond, 36.89. 2 Egan/Strevens, Salmon
Leap, 37.73. 3 Herbent/Surrage, Royal Leamington Spa/Bishop’s Stortford, 39.60. K2P: 1
Carter/Oldham, NE Disability/Pennine Syngenta, 1:00.41. 2 Cotton/Baines, Newark, 1:03.50. 3
Hunt/Gardner, Newark, 1:13.98. 500m: K1GLgB: 1 B Owen, Addlestone, 3:09.32. 2 C Brookes,
Runcorn, 3:18.29. 3 A Martin, Richmond, 3:25.30. K1GLgA: 1 R Vorley, Royal, 3:15.15. 2 A
Cobb, Nottingham, 3:19.23. 3 R Warren, Banbury, 3:21.93. K1GD: 1 M Middlehurst, Addlestone,
2:27.09. 2 B Stevens, Wey, 2:27.59. 3 E Illinesi, Elmbridge, 2:28.52. K1GC: 1 R Farrington,
Royal, 2:28.92. 2 J Collins, Reading, 2:29.11. 3 E Harfield, Leighton Buzzard, 2:31.16. K1GB: 1
A Kidmose, Dan, 2:18.17. 2 L Beardsell, Cokethorpe School, 2:19.67. 3 O Churchill, Royal, 2:20.75.
K1GA: 1 R Cawthorn, Wey, 2:09.82. 2 A King, Reading, 2:10.54. 3 J Walker, Royal, 2:12.81.
K1WA: 1 L Wainwright, Nottingham, 2:00.76. 2 A Coulson, Reading, 2:03.12. 3 L Sawers,
Elmbridge, 2:05.78. K1WB: 1 K Dawson, Chester, 2:06.99. 2 N Taylor, Elmbridge, 2:09.77.
3 G Hawkey, Exeter, 2:10.36. K1WD: 1 K Wetherall, Richmond, 2:27.55. 2 M Dilai, Pennine
Syngenta, 2:28.70. 3 H Carpenter, Exeter, 2:31.05. K1WSO: 1 J Russ, SO, 3:44.85. 2 H Osmond,
SO, 3:45.36. 3 S Kelly, SO, 3:58.72. K1BLgB: 1 E Haws, Wey, 3:05.25. 2 J Childerstone, Wey,
3:07.72. 3 S Walters, Burton, 3:09.27. K1BLgA: 1 J Stannard, Royal Leamington Spa, 3:01.73.
2 L Taylor, Cokethorpe School, 3:03.91. 3 B Killip, Richmond, 3:05.53. K1BD: 1 C McMorrin,
Scottish Development, 2:13.39. 2 F Reif, Cokethorpe School, 2:17.08. 3 S Patterson, Scottish
Development, 2:18.79. K1BC: 1 D Colyer, Reading, 2:11.30. 2 J Leitch, Leighton Buzzard,
2:14.15. 3 B Bolton-Waugh, Leicester, 2:16.31. K1BB: 1 S Dixon, Royal, 2:00.57. 2 P Pearse,
Cokethorpe School, 2:02.10. 3 P Martin, Celbridge, 2:02.13. K1BA: 1 E Rutherford, Elmbridge,
1:49.07. 2 K Reeves, Addlestone, 1:50.47. 3 B Haynes, Leighton Buzzard, 1:50.99. K1MA: 1 T
Brabants, Nottingham, 1:42.41. 2 P Almási, Elmbridge, 1:43.33. 3 B Farrell, Elmbridge, 1:43.62.
K1MB: 1 J Simmons, Wey, 1:55.86. 2 A Herbent, Royal Leamington Spa, 1:56.74. 3 I Domonkos,
Richmond, 1:57.43. K1MC: 1 D De Toit, Richmond, 1:58.10. 2 M Brennan, Thomastown, 2:01.56.
3 D Morton, Elmbridge, 2:01.68. K1MD: 1 M Walsh, Wey, 2:14.75. 2 T McKeever, Bradford-onAvon, 2:20.45. 3 C Warland, Banbury, 2:21.05. K1MSO: 1 B Richardson, SO, 2:52.58.
2 W Brown, SO, 2:29.02. 3 J Smith, SO, 3:36.16. K1P: 1 J Oldham, Pennine Syngenta, 2:32.65.
2 J Cotton, Newark, 2:41.85. 3 S Carter, NE Disability, 2:41.92. K1MasA: 1 P Brookes, Runcorn,
2:03.41. 2 R Littlewood, Nottingham, 2:04.03. 3 R Avery, Macclesfield, 2:06.84. K1MasB: 1 S
Martin, Richmond, 2:08.18. 2 M Nadal, Nottingham, 2:13.83. 3 C Davison, Macclesfield, 2:15.19.
C1C: 1 J Styan, Fladbury, 2:19.31. 2 D Meikle, Fladbury, 2:20.72. 3 E Kilby, Richmond, 2:25.25.
C1: 1 G Hunt, Fladbury, 2:17.20. 2 R Wylie, Southern, 2:21.70. 3 M Gohar, Richmond, 2:26.08.
K2GD: 1 Weir/Weir, Banbury, 2:15.65. 2 Illinesi/Trotter, Elmbridge, 2:17.25. 3 Rees/Wadsworth,
Royal, 2:20.75. K2GC: 1 Staddon/Bodimeade, Royal, 2:10.44. 2 Thomas/Byard, Bishop’s
Stortford/Leighton Buzzard, 2:10.68. 3 Oxtoby/Harfield, Leighton Buzzard, 2:12.12.
K2GA/B: 1 Cawthorn/Walker, Wey/Royal, 1:54.80. 2 King/Spencer, Reading/Hereford, 1:58.05.
3 Broughton/Brown, Richmond/Barking & Dagenham, 2:00.95. K2WA/B: 1 Sawers/Coulson,
Elmbridge/Reading, 1:48.36. [2 Lawrence/Train, Olympic, 1:49.76.] 3 Wainwright/Hemmings,
Olympic, 1:49.96. 4 Taylor/Dawson, Olympic, 1:54.66. K2WC/D: 1 Dilai/Swallow, Pennine
Syngenta/Chester, 2:12.53. 2 Wetherall/Carpenter, Richmond, 2:14.79. [3 Dresch/Meikle, Fladbury,
2:14.89.] 4 Hawthorn/Moran, Worcester, 2:35.05. K2WSO: 1 Richardson/Yost, SO, 2:43.03.
2 Mills/Wood, SO, 3:13.56. 3 Williams/Smith, SO, 3:26.83. K2LgA: 1 Hunt/Stannard,
Nottingham/Royal Leamington Spa, 2:45.40. 2 Osborne/Webster, Leighton Buzzard/Banbury,
2:46.40. 3 Beer/Farrington, Royal, 2:48.46. K2BD: 1 Patterson/McMorrin, Scottish Development,
2:06.52. 2 Franks/Matterson, Leighton Buzzard, 2:15.15. 3 Wilkes/Webster, Chelmsford, 2:18.91.
K2BC: 1 Reif/Muller, Cokethorpe School, 2:08.35. 2 Colyer/Stone, Reading/Banbury, 2:11.79.
3 Joy/Bolton-Waugh, 2:14.81. K2BB: 1 Hampton/Connelly, Leicester, 1:50.40. 2 Welch/Dixon,
Wey/Royal, 1:52.51. 3 Sealey/Mainprize, Reading, 1:55.03. K2BA: 1 Ede/Rutherford,
Reading/Elmbridge, 1:41.98. 2 Hide/Parfitt, Addlestone, 1:42.37. 3 Reeves/Williams,
Addlestone/Royal, 1:42.82. K2MA: 1 Wycherley/Almási, Olympic, 1:31.81. 2 Cox/McKeever,
Olympic, 1:31.94. 3 Farrell/Brabants, Olympic, 1:34.00. K2MB: 1 Mayers/, Runcorn, 1:41.65.
2 Herbent/Surrage, Royal Leamington Spa/Bishop’s Stortford, 1:42.09. 3 Seaford/Lang, Reading,
1:45.92. K2MC/D: 1 Brennan/Brennan, Thomastown, 1:54.26. 2 Knight/Dearden,
Worcester/Banbury, 2:10.77. 3 Ferguson/Price, Gailey/Soar Valley, 2:18.32. K2P: 1
Carter/Oldham, NE Disability/Pennine Syngenta, 2:33.92. 2 Brown/Broome, Argyle/Newark,
2:43.99. 3 Hunt/Gardner, Newark/NE Disability, 3:06.62. K2Mas: 1 Brookes/Illidge,
Lincoln/Runcorn, 1:57.36. 2 Bird/Philips, Worcester, 1:57.51. 3 Middlehurst/Wetherall, Richmond,
2:01.01. C2B: 1 Monoghan/O’Donovan, Salmon Leap, 2:11.00. 2 Duck/Wylie, Southern, 2:21.20.
3 Weir/Weir, Banbury, 2:23.08. K4GD: 1 Addlestone, 2:13.30. 2 Wey, 2:15.23. 3 Elmbridge,
2:15.32. K4GA-C: 1 Richmond/Barking & Dagenham, 1:53.44. 2 Wey/Bath, 1:54.91.
3 Chester/Worcester, 2:08.84. K4WA-C: 1 Olympic, 1:43.73. 2 Olympic, 1:44.28. 3 World Class
Start, 1:50.78. K4BD: 1 Leighton Buzzard, 2:07.37. 2 Bishop’s Stortford/Burton, 2:09.95.
3 2:11.40. K4BA-C: 1 World Class Start, 1:33.55. 2 World Class Start, 1:34.27. 3 World Class
Start, 1:39.15. K4MC/D/Mas: 1 Worcester, 1:52.96. 2 Maidstone, 1:55.44. 3 Burton/Leicester,

1:57.15. C4C: 1 Fladbury, 2:03.84. 2 Richmond/Fladbury, 2:06.56. 3 Fladbury/Banbury,
2:31.55. 1km: K1GD: 1 K Trotter, Elmbridge, 5:22.77. 2 M Middlehurst, Addlestone, 5:23.23.
3 C Creamer, Leighton Buzzard, 5:27.15. K1GC: 1 R Farrington, Royal, 5:04.62. 2 A Edmonds,
Wey, 5:04.68. 3 J Collins, Reading, 5:06.11. K1GB: 1 O Churchill, Royal, 4:44.03. 2 A Kidmose,
Dan, 4:46.94. 3 L Beardsell, Cokethorpe School, 4:48.51. K1GA: 1 R Cawthorn, Wey, 4:29.31.
2 J Walker, Royal, 4:32.96. 3 A King, Reading, 4:33.69. K1WA: 1 A Coulson, Reading, 4:20.28.
[2 M Lawrence, Leighton Buzzard, 4:22.67.] 3 L Sawers, Elmbrige, 4:24.06. K1WB: 1 N Taylor,
Elmbridge, 4:34.31. 2 G Hawkey, Exeter, 4:36.51. 3 V Surrage, Nottingham, 4:41.62. K1WD: 1 V
Swallow, Chester, 5:10.28. 2 K Wetherall, Richmond, 5:12.29. 3 T Dodds, Royal Leamington Spa,
5:13.88. K1LgB: 1 E Haws, Wey, 7:35. 2 J Childerstone, Wey, 7:36. 3 B Owen, Addlestone, 7:53.
K1LgA: 1 J Stannard, Royal Leamington Spa, 7:30. 2 B Killip, Richmond, 7:35. 3 R Seika,
Banbury, 8:01. K1BD: 1 C McMorrin, Scottish Development, 4:41.41. 2 A Carson, Elmbridge,
4:49.15. 3 S Patterson, Scottish Development, 4:51.48. K1BC: 1 J Leitch, Leighton Buzzard,
4:47.55. 2 D Colyer, Reading, 4:49.24. 3 J Reyer, Addlestone, 4:51.73. K1BB: 1 T Simmonds,
Bradford-on-Avon, 4:26.49. 2 S Dixon, Royal, 4:26.92. 3 T Mainprize, Reading, 4:28.54. K1BA: 1
E Rutherford, Elmbridge, 4:01.15. 2 K Reeves, Addlestone, 4:04.74. 3 B Parfitt, Elmbridge,
4:04.80. K1MA: 1 T Brabants, Nottingham, 3:40.65. 2 P Wycherley, Wey, 3:44.81. 3 P Almási,
Elmbridge, 3:47.30. K1MB: 1 J Mayers, Runcorn, 4:04.93. 2 A Kelly, Kendal, 4:09.10. 3 J
Simmons, Wey, 4:09.12. K1MC: 1 D De Toit, Richmond, 4:23.38. 2 S Clifton, Richmond, 4:29.22.
3 D Morton, Elmbridge, 4:31.86. K1MD: 1 M Walsh, Wey, 4:58.15. 2 G Ferguson, Gailey,
5:10.12. 3 T McKeever, Bradford-on-Avon/Bath, 5:12.44. K1P: 1 J Oldham, Pennine Syngenta,
5:38.53. 2 S Carter, NE Disability, 5:50.48. 3 W Brown, Argyle, 6:03.27. K1MasA: 1 T Philips,
Worcester, 4:24.99. 2 R Avery, Macclesfield, 4:25.84. 3 P Brookes, Runcorn, 4:27.43. K1MasB: 1
S Martin, Richmond, 4:30.38. 2 M Nadal, Nottingham, 4:34.06. 3 P Terry, Wey, 4:44.51. C1C: 1 J
Styan, Fladbury, 5:04.92. 2 D Meikle, Fladbury, 5:07.35. 3 R Weir, Banbury, 5:20.92. C1: 1 N
Monoghan, Salmon Leap, 4:56.16. 2 G Hunt, Fladbury, 4:56.18. 3 R Wylie, Southern, 5:05.68.
K2GD: 1 Illinesi/Trotter, Elmbridge, 4:52.72. 2 Creamer/Rooney, Leighton Buzzard/Banbury,
4:55.09. 3 Rees/Wadsworth, Royal, 5:00.10. K2GC: 1 Edmonds/Stevens, Wey, 4:45.69.
2 Thomas/Byard, Bishop’s Stortford/Leighton Buzzard, 4:48.22. 3 Churnside/Collins, Reading,
4:52.80. K2GA/B: 1 King/Walker, Reading/Hereford, 4:08.19. 2 Cawthorn/Spencer, Wey,
4:11.38. 3 Kidmose/O’Callaghan, Elmbridge, 4:14.72. K2WA/B: 1 Braithwaite/Nutt, Olympic,
3:59.57. 2 Sawers/Taylor, Elmbridge, 4:02.25. 3 Spencer/Mason, Olympic, 4:06.26. K2WC/D: 1
Dilai/Swallow, Chester, 4:40.83. 2 Wetherall/Carpenter, Richmond, 4:42.96. [3 Dresch/Meikle,
Fladbury, 4:43.92.] 4 Neil/Kelly, Tonbridge, 4:51.36. K2LgB: 1 Childerstone/Haws, Wey, 6:54.
2 Robinson/Ewington, Leighton Buzzard, 8:10. 3 Martin/Killip, Richmond, 8:20.
K2LgA: 1 Brereton/Killip, Richmond, 6:53. 2 Sealey/Mainprize, Reading, 6:58. 3 Beer/Farrington,
Royal, 7:07. K2BD: 1 Patterson/McMorrin, Scottish Development, 4:27.05. 2 Webster/Wilkes,
Bradford-on-Avon/Chelmsford, 4:50.41. 3 Welch/Carson, Wey, 4:53.00. K2BC: 1 Colyer/Stone,
Reading/Banbury, 4:32.67. 2 Joy/Bolton-Waugh, Leicester, 4:35.52. 3 Bartoli/Matterson, Leighton
Buzzard, 4:37.47. K2BB: 1 Hampton/Connelly, Leicester, 4:04.40. 2 Sealey/Mainprize, Reading,
4:05.15. 3 Welch/, Wey, 4:06.04. K2BA: 1 Hide/Rutherford, Reading/Elmbridge, 3:42.75.
2 Ede/Parfitt, Addlestone/Elmbridge, 3:43.06. 3 Boyton/Hide, Addlestone, 3:45.16.
K2MA: 1 Wycherley/Almási, Wey/Olympic, 3:21.76. 2 Farrell/Brabants, Elmbridge/Olympic,
3:21.99. 3 Daniels/Hastings, Reading, 3:33.38. K2MB: 1 Mayers/Enoch, Runcorn/Nottingham,
3:47.62. 2 Herbent/Surrage, Royal Leamington Spa/Bishop’s Stortford, 3:51.20. 3 Neale/Kelly,
Tonbridge/Kendal, 3:51.39. K2MC/D: 1 De Toit/Clifton, Richmond, 4:07.97. 2 Ferguson/Price,
Gailey/Soar Valley, 5:01.55. K2P: 1 Carter/Oldham, NE Disability, 5:26.52. 2 Cotton/Baines,
Newark, 5:49.24. 3 Brown/Gardner, Argyle/NE Disability, 6:05.02. K2Mas: 1 Philips/Bird,
Worcester, 4:07.75. 2 Avery/Illidge, Macclesfield/Runcorn, 4:11.67. 3 Middlehurst/Wetherall,
Richmond, 4:19.53. C2B: 1 Monoghan/O’Donovan, Salmon Leap, 4:27.28. 2 Styan/Hunt,
Fladbury, 4:32.28. 3 Gohar/Kilby, Richmond, 4:43.99. K4GD: 1 Elmbridge, 4:38.63. 2 Leighton
Buzzard, 4:41.25. 3 Wey, 4:43.62. K4GA-C: 1 World Class Start, 3:56.60. 2 Wey/Leighton
Buzzard, 4:11.06. 3 Wey/Bath, 4:15.58. K4BD: 1 Leighton Buzzard, 4:42.39. 2 4:51.07. 3 Wey,
5:37.43. K4BA-C: 1 World Class Start, 3:22.84. 2 World Class Start, 3:24.26. 3 World Class Start,
3:31.95. K4MC/D/Mas: 1 Worcester, 3:57.49. 2 Lincoln/Macclesfield, 3:57.85. 3 Maidstone,
3:59.53. C4C: 1 Fladbury/Banbury, 4:25.70. 2 Richmond/Banbury, 4:42.63. 3 Fladbury/Banbury,
4:50.81. 2.5km: K1GU14: 1 L Ferguson, Banbury, 12:55. 2 S Beer, Royal, 12:59. 3 S Holmes,
Worcester, 14:02. K1GU16: 1 M O’Callaghan, Elmbridge, 13:22. 2 E Oxtoby, Leighton Buzzard,
13:41. 3 E Harfield, Leighton Buzzard, 13:46. K2GU14: 1 Beer/Farrington, Royal, 11:52.
2 Ferguson/Holmes, Banbury, 11:55. 3 Trotter/Illinesi, Elmbridge, 12:34. K2GU16: 1
Oxtoby/Harfield, Leighton Buzzard, 12:03. 2 Byard/Thomes, Leighton Buzzard/Bishop’s
Stortford, 12:05. 3 Middlehurst/Staddon, Addlestone, 12:34. K2BU14: 1 Sealey/Dixon,
Reading/Royal, 11:06. 2 Wilkes/Wilkes, Chelmsford, 11:51. 3 Wortye/Joy, Leicester, 12:22.
K2BU16: 1 Childerstone/Terry, Wey, 10:22. 2 Hampton/Connelly, Leicester, 10:28.
3 Simmons/Gibson, Bradford-on-Avon, 10:30. C2J: 1 Hunt/Styan, Fladbury, 12:39. 2 Weir/Weir,
Banbury, 13:06. 3 Dresch/Meikle, Fladbury, 13:47. 5km: K2BU18: 1 Daniels/Hastings,
Reading, 22:23. 2 Bradshaw/Layng, Barking & Dagenham/Runcorn, 22:31. 3 Pearse/Pearse,
Cokethorpe School, 22:41. K2MasA: 1 Grimwood/Brookes, Lincoln, 22:43. 2 Illidge/Avery,
Runcorn/Macclesfield, 22:48. 3 Davies/Bird, Worcester, 23:41. K2Mas B: 1 Moran/Holmes,
Worcester, 23:59. 2 Hicks/Barrell, Leighton Buzzard, 24:11. 3 Nadal/Nadal, Nottingham, 25:44.
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Sailing

Starting gates were first used in the worlds in Paris in 1991.

Everything except sailing

Winter Meet
Youth hostels have certainly changed over the last 30 years. A bar
with a fair range of beers (Hoegaarden, Badger, for example), cleaning
ladies (I didn’t see any men wielding Hoovers), self serve café, no
washing up and really comfy chairs in a spacious lounge open all day
have perhaps sapped the moral fibre of the nation but nobody was
complaining. Mind you, the bunk beds were reminiscent of a previous
era, a bit firm but no more so than, say, YMCA Lakeside and the three
flights of stairs to our lofty bedrooms reminded certain personages of
their age. Organizer Jan Poskitt reported that the staff were helpful and
we had a large comfortable room overlooking the lake at our exclusive
disposal. And launching? No problem with a neat slipway directly by
the carpark.
I suspect that I was not
the only member to feel
slightly relieved that the
accommodation was so
very satisfactory after Jan
and Steve Robinson had
decided to switch from
Water Park, Coniston, at a
late stage to avoid possible
financial embarrassment Ambleside Youth Hostel in Saturday’s
for the OCSG. Well done
sunshine. The slipway is on the far
to both of them and to
right of the picture and our rooms
others who made the
were on the top storey.
weekend a success.
Because the weather forecast
predicted low temperatures,
overcast skies and no wind, only
two canoes sailed on the lake.
Walter Green and I enjoyed
wonderful conditions on Saturday
as the mist slowly dispersed, the
sun broke through to reveal the
misty mountains and a gentle
breeze sprang up. Sunday wasn’t
so good, no sun, no wind. Peter
and Penny Oakley and Rod and
Walter Green glides across
Elaine Levene padded off in
misty Windermere as the sun
kayaks and Dave Stubbs and Steve
begins to break through.
R pottered about in open canoes.
At the evening dinner just over 30 people sat down to eat, followed
by presentations. The Iceberg Trophy was awarded jointly to Walter
Green and me for fortitude and hardiness on the water that day. The
ACA Trophy for a special contribution to canoe sailing went to Jeff
Broome for designing and building his beautiful and effective canoe
Njuzu which won second prize at the Beale Park boat show. Finally,
the OCSG Trophy for best racer found its way back into the hands of
Dave Stubbs. The commodore, Keith Morris, gave a very brief state of
the union speech saying that although our membership is not as great
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as it has been, he is encouraged by the variety of meets and activities
which the OCSG offers; we are not in bad health.
We then retired to our special room where we were treated to no
less than two illustrated presentations of trips made during 2005. First
of all Steve Robinson described the crossing he made with a colleague
in a double kayak from the Isle of Man to Walney Island (Barrow) in
August. It took them 14 hours to cover the 50 statute miles, sitting and
paddling in their craft. At one point Steve suddenly felt overcome with
lethargy which was immediately relieved when he was sick. His anti
sea sickness pills had masked the fact that his stomach was queasy.
When their canoe grounded on the Cumbrian coast he felt relief at the
end of the ordeal and doesn’t envisage repeating the experience in the
near future! Before Keith Morris showed us the delights of sailing
amongst the islands off the west cost of Sweden, Honest Rod Levene
raised £40 for the OCSG through his usual lottery. Then we feasted
our eyes on beautiful scenes of islands, sparkling water, blue skies,
canoes in fine fettle and smiling faces. The Scandinavian hosts guided
our fellow members through a sailing paradise, it seemed. We hope
that we will see them in UK waters before too long.
Do you usually use a double ended
paddle when the wind refuses to do
its duty? Most of us don’t but Steve
Robinson gave us the opportunity to
try out this means of propulsion on
Sunday morning. He’d brought along
three examples, one modern and two
from the era of wood. After a brief
introduction indoors we went out to
Paddle when you must.
the jetty. I was the first to have a go
Penny Oakley moves
and I must say it was a revelation.
serenely down the lake.
Using the £80 230mm modern
paddle I found it smoother, easier and faster than a single bladed
version. Others who tried it seemed to be favourably impressed, too.
Steve did emphasize that we were using a light, good quality paddle
but the water running down the shaft did dampen my trousers.
Peter Oakley (a member of the medical profession) then talked to us
about first aid, principally resuscitation. His presentation was based on
up to date material produced by the Resuscitation Council which
reflects the latest thinking on the recovery position, mouth to mouth,
chest compression, the Heimlich manœuvre and so forth. Having
looked at their website (to which Peter directed us) I strongly
recommend others to do so too. If you go on to Google and then
Resuscitation Council you will find all the material there. The council
produces, amongst others, two booklets which we might find
particularly useful, Resuscitation Guidelines 2005 at £6 and the
delightfully named Resuscitation for the Citizen, 7th Edition (too late for
Robespierre) which is due for publication any time now. Enquiries can
be emailed to enquiries@resus.org.uk The council’s address and
trading unit is 5th Floor, Tavistock House North, Tavistock Square,
London WCIH 9HR. What struck me was the need for clear but
simple procedures and the importance of being able to contact the
emergency services ASAP. A mobile phone (assuming you’re in an
area covered by the network) really is a must. When asked about first
aid kits, Peter’s first reaction was to talk about mental preparedness,
thinking before and during a trip what you would do in an emergency
and how to minimize risk without spoiling your fun and it’s no use
having equipment if you don’t know how to use it.
After lunch we considered this year’s programme and how prepared
we are.
The weekend finished with a session on knots, Jeff Broome on
constricting knots and various other useful entwinings and some other
members showing that one should not take knowledge of supposedly
basic knots for granted. It was just like the Scouts!
Many thanks to Jan and Steve and we look forward to returning to
Ambleside next year.

Roy Bonner

Big sister
I was commissioned to write a feature on canoeing for the chandlery
business in the April issue of the trade paper Boating Business. The
section on sailing canoes was amended slightly from my submission. As
published it read:
Sailing canoes come in two forms. The Open Canoe Sailing Group
members cruise and race in conventional canoes in which simple rigs
are installed, often so that the rig can be removed to leave the hull
unmarked.
At the other extreme is the International Canoe with its sliding seat,
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Peter and Penny Oakley photographs

Regatta start gates
Sets of starting gates have been installed on the Holme Pierrepont
regatta course. These should virtually eliminate jumped starts and the
need for teams of holders to sit out on the water in all weathers or the
need for their platforms.

the fastest planing monohull about which it was claimed that sailing
anything else was like kissing one’s sister.
That was before the spinnaker was added (to the boat or the sister Ed?).

Angels, Ode to Joy and Danny Boy while the men used Chariots of Fire,
Wonderful World and Home on the Range. The leading tandem paddlers
used Gira Con Me Questa Notte and Go Where Love Goes.

Go even faster ICs

La Lou, the important flat water freestyle meet in Louisiana, has
gone ahead, a little smaller than usual but enough to ensure continuity.
Four years ago all the mature pine trees were stripped out of their
forested site on the orders of the state forester after an infestation of
pine tip moth arrived. Of the remaining large trees, most were made
into a pile of debris last year by hurricane Katrina. It is important to
the area that events continue as before whenever possible.

Andy Biden reports that DCs (slim lightweight post Nettercotts) are
being built in America, UK and Australia. We are all waiting for the
first UK boat which is a cross between a sprint K1 and International
Moth sailing dinghy. At just 750mm wide and only 50kg all up weight
they look to be very exciting.

Portland sailing base upgrade
Weymouth & Portland Sailing Academy, used for last year’s IC
world championships, is due to have an upgrade. It will also be used
for the 2012 Olympic sailing regatta.

Future events
The ICF have approved the following venues for future events:
Marathon
World championships
2008 Tyn nad Vltavou
2009 Crestuma
2010 Singapore
2011 St Jean de Losne
European championships
2009 Gdansk
Slalom
Senior world championships
2009 La Seu d’Urgell
2010 Tacen
Junior world championships
2008 Roudnice nad Labem
2009 Liptovsky Mikulas
2010 Foix
Senior European championships
2008 Krakow
2009 Nottingham
2010 Cunovo
2011 La Seu d’Urgell
U23/junior European championships
2008 Solkan
2009 Liptovsky Mikulas
2010 Markkleeberg
WWR
Senior world championships
2010 Sort
Freestyle
World championships
2009 Thun
Sprint
Senior world championships
2009 Dartmouth
2010 Poznan
2011 Beograd
Junior world championships
2009 Penrith
2010 Madrid
Senior European championships
2008 Milano
2009 Brandenburg
2010 Madrid
2011 Beograd
U23/junior European championships
2008 Szeged
2009 Poznan
2010 Bronnitsy
2011 Zagreb
Polo
World championships
2010 Milano

Canoeing music
What is good music for flat water freestyle? Anything that takes your
fancy, if the Midwest FreeStyle Canoe Symposium is any guide. First
three places in the women’s solo class were taken with Whisper of

La Lou survives

Atomic Weapons 7th in world
An Atomic Weapons Establishment team came 7th in the World
Team Challenge in Florida. The 31/2 day event included cross country
running, mountain biking, problem solving and orienteering as well as
canoeing. David Duncan, Steve Canning, Mike Hazell, Phil Haycock
and Andy Perry, supported by Eamonn Harding and Neil Williamson,
qualified by coming 4th in last year’s UK Microsoft Challenge in
Wales.

Back to South Cerney
In a break with their alternating policy (sea/inland, north/south) the
lifeguards are to return to South Cerney for a second successive year
for their national championships on Sep 9/10th. You can take it that
the 2005 event was a success and the possibilities of the site have not
been exhausted.

Purpose built world championships course
A course is being purpose built for the dragon boat club crew world
championships in Toronto over Aug 11 - 13th this year. The
$23,000,000 funding is coming from the Canadian Federal
Government, Ontario Provincial Government and City of Toronto. It
is the first time in modern history that funding has come directly from
a national government for a world championships. The course is
expected to be in use by June.
2007 will be much cheaper as the Australians will use the Penrith
Olympic regatta course over Sep 20th - 23rd, an event which will
include over 50s grand dragons for the first time.
This year’s European Nations, Corporate & Community
Championships will be held in the centre of Prague over the first three
days of September. The World Corporate & Community
Championships will be held in late May 2007 at Welland, near
Niagara.
An International Pink Paddlers Council has been set up and they
will run their first Breast Cancer Survivor World Championships in
Singapore over Sep 29th - Oct 1st this year.
The Typhoon 8 Daytona 3 Day Race in Hong Kong in June was to
be the first of its kind with a series of 10km races on a 2.5km circuit
with crews able to change members at pit stops.

Heritage to be promoted
The IDBF are setting up a Protocol, Culture & Heritage
Commission to ensure that the heritage side of dragon boat racing is
not overlooked. Such aspects as eye dotting and lion and dragon
dances are not seen as often as they might be. Interestingly, the
International Coracle Foundation have affiliated to the IDBF.

Dubai dragon boaters
A female crew of expatriate rowers, canoeists and dragon boat racers
from 11 countries was formed in Dubai last year, trained on a raft of
oil drums and then came 3rd out of 12 all female entries in the annual
Sarawak Dragon Boat Regatta. A dragon boat club has now been set
up in Dubai.

Multisport
Worcester Duathlon
Lg: 1 J Stannard, Royal Leamington Spa, 20:05. 2 C Chapman, Banbury, 21:49. 3 R Hunt, Soar
Valley, 22:13. 1 - 3: 1 D Blyth, Wokingham, 55:41. 2 N Blackman, Soar Valley, 57:10.
3 S Marnell, Runcorn, 1:02:57. 4 - 6: 1 M Hampton, Leicester Outdoor Pursuits, 1:00:41.
2 T Simmons, Bradford-on-Avon, 1:00:50. 3 P Brookes, Runcorn, 1:02:41. 7 - 9: 1 M Connelly,
Leicester Outdoor Pursuits, 35:54. 2 G Hunt, Fladbury, 38:21. 3 J Tye, Worcester, 39:15.
JT: 1 Leicester Outdoor Pursuits, 78. 2 Fladbury, 43. 3 Worcester, 34. LT: 1 Runcorn, 32.
2 Worcester, 26. 3 Fladbury, 21. CT: 1 Fladbury, 43. 2 Banbury, 30. O/A: 1 Leicester Outdoor
Pursuits, 87. 2 Runcorn, 85. 3 Worcester, 73.
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Børge Moe photographs

Potential ban on Norwegian rivers
due to salmon parasite
River paddling in Norway has been getting increasingly popular.
The wild and challenging Norwegian rivers attract crowds of paddlers
from Germany, Great Britain and other foreign countries every
summer. The magnificent new guidebook Norway Whitewater Guide
written by Jens Klatt and Olaf Obsommer will probably attract even
more paddlers in the years to come. However, as the authors of the
guidebook also mention, Norwegian river paddling faces a serious
threat from a small salmon parasite. This parasite, called Gyro, infects
salmon in several Norwegian rivers and causes serious damage. Among
these rivers is the legendary River Driva at Oppdal. Local politicians at
Oppdal have argued strongly for a ban on paddling the Driva. The
politicians think that paddlers, especially foreign paddlers, may spread
Gyro to new rivers. Several reasons may exist why politicians (and
representatives from the fishing and hunting association) want to have
a ban on paddling the Driva. If we skip the stupid reasons, there is one
reason that is reasonable. Disinfection of gear (fishing gear or paddling
gear) is an effective means of preventing the spread of Gyro. In
contrast to what is the case for fishing, no strict organized system or
routines for disinfecting paddling gear existed until 2005 on the Driva
and this fact worried the Norwegian veterinary authorities
(Mattilsynet) in such a manner that they were about to impose a ban
on paddling all Gyro infected rivers in Norway. However, the
Norwegian Canoe Association cooperated with the Norwegian
veterinary authorities and, together with the local club at Oppdal, a
disinfection station was established at a petrol station in Oppdal in
2005. Posters were put up at put ins and take outs on the Driva and
they told paddlers to disinfect their gear at the petrol station in Oppdal.
The disinfection station turned out to be rather successful and the
veterinary authorities decided not to impose a ban on paddling on
Gyro infected rivers. However, paddling these rivers and the way
paddlers use the disinfection stations will be evaluated during the years
to come. The paddlers’ right to go paddling on the Driva and other
infected rivers, therefore, will depend on whether the paddlers use the
disinfection stations after paddling.
Paddlers going to the Driva and its tributary, the Grøvu (or paddlers
going to the Vefsna, Rauma or Lærdalselva), must follow the
instructions on the Gyro posters at the put in or take out and go to the
nearest disinfection station to disinfect gear after paddling. Disinfection
protects the rivers from the spread of Gyro and it protects the paddlers’
right to use the rivers.
Børge Moe is a consultant for the Norwegian Canoe Association.

Contact information
Norwegian Canoe Association: www.padling.no
(email: svenn.anderssen@nif.idrett.no)
Oppdal Kayak Club: www.oppdalkajakklubb.no
(email: trygve@vpg.no)

Some facts
What is Gyro and how does it spread?
Gyro (Gyrodactylus salaris) is a small parasite (about 0.5mm long)
that attaches to the skin of the salmon. The parasite causes high
mortality to individual salmon and substantial damage to the salmon
population. Gyro was introduced to Norway in the early 70s from
Swedish salmon that were put into some Norwegian rivers (by
Norwegian wildlife authorities) to compensate for the negative effects
of water power installations. Since this introduction, Gyro has spread
to new salmon rivers. The further spread has been due to salmon that
have migrated through brackish water in fjords from infected rivers to
neighbouring rivers. It has also been due to other episodes of
introduction of infected salmon to new rivers. Fishing and paddling are
among activities that potentially may spread Gyro. The Gyro may be
present within the water on fishing gear and paddling gear and can
potentially be spread if this water is released into a new river. Although
the risk of causing the spread of Gyro by paddling is small, the
consequences are very serious. The salmon populations will be
negatively affected and the economic consequences will be enormous.
Therefore, disinfection of gear is necessary to make sure that Gyro is
not spread by paddling.
How to disinfect
Disinfection liquid (Virkon-S) is used at the disinfection stations
(petrol stations or other sites) to kill any Gyro parasites that potentially
are present within the water on wet gear. Spray this liquid into the
kayak and on its outside. Spray the liquid on all the wet paddle gear
(included spraydecks and jackets) and let it stay for about 10 mins
before it is washed off thoroughly with water. Ask for latex or plastic
gloves at the disinfection station because the liquid easily irritates the
skin. If the liquid, by accident, gets in contact with the eyes, rinse with
clean water and contact a medical doctor. Disinfection at the petrol
station in Oppdal costs about 3.50 Euros. This is the price we have to
pay to be allowed to continue paddling this legendary river.
The old strategy (before 2005) of the Norwegian Canoe Association
was to promote self disinfection by paddlers with a diluted liquid of
chlorine. Chlorine is as affective as the liquid used at the disinfection
stations. However, self disinfection provides no opportunities for the
public to see that paddlers disinfect. Therefore, disinfect at disinfection
stations!
Which rivers are infected by Gyro in Norway?
The huge majority of Norwegians rivers used for paddling are not
Gyro infected. Only rivers that contain salmon can be infected. In
total, more than 20 salmon rivers in Norway are infected. Of these
rivers, only the Driva, Vefsna, Rauma and Lærdalselva are used for
paddling. Only the part of the river that contains salmon can be
infected and all the tributaries of this part of the river are also infected.
(The Grøvu is an infected tributary of the Driva.) The salmon can not
pass huge waterfalls, hence the upper parts of the Driva, Vefsna,
Rauma and Lærdalselva are not infected.

In the Gråura gorge on the Driva.
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Getting wet
The disabled perspective
I have cerebral palsy and I have been canoeing for 15 years in various clubs and
settings within mainstream and disabled clubs. What I have noticed is there is a
somewhat low expectation of what disabled canoeists can achieve.
The first thing many instructors say to disabled canoeists is ‘You won’t get wet,’
and when I ask where I can get changed they reply ‘You won’t need a wetsuit,’ as
they stick a group of disabled people in boats in street clothing, waterproofs if they
are lucky, and buoyancy aids that belong in a museum.
While they think it is ‘easy’, I would argue it is irresponsible. Canoeing is a
watersport because there is the chance or often likelihood we will get wet and in my
case I plan to fall out of the boat as it is an easier way to get out! Many disabled
people get cold very easily and if they capsize in street clothing the consequences
could be severe, added to the fact that, with eBay, wetsuits are cheaper than ever
before and, therefore, there is no excuse not to use a wetsuit.
Here we start to look at the gear. Wearing the right gear is not only practical and
important to keep warm but also provides dignity and motivation as any uniform
does. While a wetsuit can be a nightmare to put on, modern materials are very
stretchy and the use of a longjohn wetsuit and cag should be the standard practice on
the river with a shorty in the pool. Further adaptations to the wetsuit can be made,
such as zips at the wrists and ankles. Some people may find a bolero jacket warmer
than a cag while others may find an old fashioned beavertail style suit easier. The key
is choice here and having the opportunity to try different suits including even a
drysuit.
The importance of booties can never be underestimated as many disabled people
may find it hard to walk/stand with bare feet or in wet trainers. It is also good
practice to provide a crotch strap on a buoyancy aid to stop the jacket from riding up
and for people with uncontrolled movements. Helmets are helpful even on calm
water and in the pool. Gloves are useful but can be a pain to put on. A swimming hat
or hood may be useful if it is cold.
When planning a session or trip it is important to have plenty of time to get
changed and for breaks. It is also important to realize some disabled people may get
tired more easily and may prefer a half day trip as opposed to a full day one. When
our disabled canoeist is fully and properly kitted out, the fun can begin.
At this point we need to dispel some myths. Firstly, unless there is a specific
impairment issue, like brittle bones, disabled people are not fragile and will appreciate
the effort needed to enter and exit a boat. Clearly, some consideration needs to be
taken to ensure the disabled canoeist or people supporting him is not injured.
Secondly, capsizing should be celebrated and not avoided. Clearly, a high degree
of responsibility and control is needed here. If the disabled canoeist wishes to have a
planned capsize it is best to do it at the end of the session and ensure he has the
appropriate gear on and that there are plenty of people around to support him.
Discuss with him his level of confidence in the water as opposed to swimming ability
and do not immediately panic if he screams (due to the cold water) or coughs and
splutters as this may be normal. Assist him to maintain a comfortable position in the
water and then allow to swim or walk to the side of the river or pool.
While, on a taster session, paddling up and down a calm river may be great fun
and, for Canadian canoe users specifically, allow wetsuits to be replaced with
waterproofs, the excitement and adventure levels of younger disabled people have
dramatically increased and they are more likely to prefer white water rafting, moving
water and the likelihood of getting totally wet! If your club plans to attract disabled
members, bear this in mind.
In terms of boats, the more stable the boat is, the better, and there are a range of
accessible boats on the market. A big issue for many disabled canoeists is posture and
maintaining a comfortable upright position. Over the years I have found the trick is
to use club buoyancy aids as a back rest and to put one down each side of me to
wedge me in so I feel secure. The use of spraydecks is often a hindrance, particularly
if the canoeist wears a buoyancy aid with a crotch strap.
In principal, depending on the person’s abilities and desires, a disabled canoeist can
take part in any of the strands of canoeing including competitions. The BCU has a
specific session for disabled canoeing called paddlability which organizes competitions
which I have attended in the past. In 1997 I was selected to represent England and
Wales in canoeing at the Cerebral Palsy World Games in Nottingham and spent a
week canoeing at Holme Pierrepont.
Within an era of disabled rights and inclusion, canoeing clubs across the country
have no excuse anymore. While disabled people have been able to canoe for many
years, the level and quality of participation must increase and they should have the
opportunity and experience of getting as wet as anyone else.
Simon Stevens is the chief executive of Enable Enterprises, a
leading provider of disability and accessibility services. Click on
www.enableenterprises.com/new for a live chat about disability problems.
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Simon Westgarth

Do you know
Touring in Europe
I would be very grateful for any information with which you could provide us.
My friends and I are very keen to go on a canoeing holiday this summer. What we
particularly want is an easy, sunny river trip where we can wild camp at the side of
the river, swim in lovely clean water, jump off cliffs, perhaps some limited white
water sections, maybe even do a spot of fishing and generally eat, drink and be merry.
We all have some experience of canoeing and one of our group recently did a 4
week solo trip down the Yukon. We originally planned to go to the Dordogne,
Vézère or Ardèche but one of our group is a teacher and consequently we could only
go in August, when I am told it is very busy.
The Cetina in Croatia looks lovely from the website and we are prepared to travel
anywhere in Europe. Any hints, tips, pointers, recommendations etc would be vastly
appreciated.

Joe Noble
In August most places will be at their most busy and flows will be getting towards their
lowest, likely to result in less testing rapids but more bump and scrape. At that time of year you
will be able to walk down the boats in the gorge section of the Ardèche. However, there is some
interesting water higher up the Ardèche and on the Chassezac, a tributary, both much quieter
but they can be shallow in places. White Water Massif Central by Peter Knowles (Rivers
Publishing, 01768 773686) covers all the French rivers mentioned here and is your best source
of information for the kinds of rivers you are seeking in France.
Croatia has tremendous potential but when I spoke to their tourist board in the autumn they
had not got beyond thinking about sit on tops. You might do better to consider rivers such as the
Soca in Slovenia, where they are much more welcoming of paddlers.
On the whole, these are holiday areas where you are expected to use official campsites
although there are some quieter and less formal rivers to be found. Getting away from the crowds
also tends to mean getting away from the easily available information on which rivers to run
unless you are into serious white water or are happy to read guidebooks in other languages,
especially German, there being some useful titles for less extreme white water touring around
Europe from Pollner Verlag and the Deutsche Kanu Verband.

The Soca in Slovenia.

Back then
20 years ago

* John Denver had difficulty starting a combined fun run and paddle at Holme Pierrepont.
* The team was announced to join Mick Coyne and Dave Ruse for the Breakthrough Disability expedition to
Iceland’s Hvita River.
* The weir on the River Sanna at Landeck became dangerous after part was washed away.
* Elmbridge’s new clubhouse was opened.
* Marine nature reserves were expected to place restrictions on such places as the Menai Strait.
* Bradford Council inserted clauses in angling leases permitting canoeing. Leeds Canoe Club and CRACK
were experiencing thawing relations with Yorkshire anglers.
* Shaun Baker and John Daly made a first descent of Conwy Falls.
* Gaybo took over marketing of the Perception Dancer and Mirage from Ace, who remained the British
builders. Roger Shackleton sold Raider wave skis to Dart.
* Chris Eyre used blue sails in the IC fleet, the rest being exclusively white.
* Domestic slalomists were to have their buoyancy aids tested at two Llangollen slaloms at the end of the
season.

10 years ago

* There was concern about the lack of BCU accountability on various fronts.
* 40 dugout canoes from 1400 BC to the 13th century were removed from a 4km length of the River Brivet
in France.
* David Train submitted a £5,200,000 bid to the Millennium Commission for funding for the bell boat Main
Voyage.
* A Wye public enquiry was looking increasingly likely as concerns mounted over the EA’s plans for the
river.
* Kevin Bell won a Mobile Adventure Melody in our Two’s Company competition, judged by author Sue
Townsend.
* David Bagot closed Garstang Adventure.
* The ACT decided to join the British Marine Industries Federation.
* Morwest put polypropylene kayaks on hold after being swamped by calls for more lucrative products in the
material.
* Peter Knowles published the first volume of White Water Europe.
* After a long period of drought, the British Open WWR was postponed by floods.
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Private advertisements are
placed free of charge. Write to
Canoeist Classifieds, 4
Sinodun Row, Appleford-onThames, Oxon OX14 4PE, fax
01235 847520 or email
mail@canoeist.co.uk.
Associations
Association of Canoe Trades, 85
Edgedale Rd, Shefﬁeld, S Yorks S7 2BR.
British Canoe Union, John
Dudderidge House, Adbolton Lane, W
Bridgford, Nottingham NG2 5AS.
British Dragon Boat Racing
Association, 13 The Prebend, Northend,
Leamington Spa, Warks.
British Quadrathlon Association, 2
Highview Gardens, Jersey Farm, St
Albans, Herts AL4 9JX.
British Wave Ski Association, 5
Cudmore Park, Tiverton, Devon EX16
4QJ.
Canoe Association of Northern
Ireland, House of Sport, 2A Upper
Malone Rd, Belfast BT9 5LA.
Canoe-Camping Club, 25 Waverley
Rd, S Norwood SE25 4HT.
Historic Canoe & Kayak Association,
48 Russell Way, Higham Ferrers NN10
8EJ.
International Sea Kayak Association,
4 Sinodun Row, Appleford-on-Thames,
Oxon OX14 4PE.
New River Rats, West Reservoir
Centre, Green Lanes, London N4 2HA.
Open Canoe Association, 1st Floor
Flat, 12 Orwell Rd, Dovercourt CO12
3LD.
Open Canoe Sailing Group, Cobwebs,
Woodhouse Lane, Heversham, Cumbria
LA7 7EW.
Paddlers International, 4 Sinodun
Row, Appleford-on-Thames, Oxon OX14
4PE.
Scottish Canoe Association, Caledonia
House, S Gyle, Edinburgh EH12 9DQ.
Welsh Canoeing Association,
Frongoch, Bala, Gwynedd LL23 7NU.
Young Explorers’ Trust, Royal
Geographical Society, 1 Kensington
Gore, London SW7 2AR.

Lost and Found
I found a camera on the road near
Beezley Falls on the Ingleton Falls Walk
on 15th Feb 2006; I have reported it to the
police but their interest was so lacking
they have yet to provide me with a
reference no and I doubt they ever will!
The camera has around 40+ snaps of
someone canoeing down the falls and are
pretty impressive. If you can locate the
owner via your magazine I shall be
happy to try to reunite the camera with
its owner. Chris,
i.cowperthwaite@ukonline.co.uk.

Private sales
Sioux twin cockpit touring kayak, very
good condition, white bottom, red top.
Glassﬁbre construction, light and very
stable. Touring paddles and lifejackets
included. Family now ﬂown the nest and
it remains unused. £300 ono. Contact Roy
Jackson, 01628 528554. Bourne End,
Bucks (near Maidenhead).
PeakUK river running vest with
harness, £20. PeakUK shortie slalom K1
cagdeck, small/medium, blue/black,
VGC, £40. 2 x PeakUK long sleeved
cagdecks, slalom K1, small/med,
blue/black, brand new, £90 ono each.
Black pogies, £7. Long sleeved double
seal cag, black with red, PeakUK, very
warm/dry, good condition, £30 ono.
Various paddling shoes from £5. Large
drybag, red, £5. WaveSport XXX, good
condition, well bedded in, perfect
playboat for small - med paddler,
orange/purple, £200 ono. Gorilla Rodeo
X paddles, well used, £50 ono. Yak black
dry trousers, medium, £30 ono. 2 x
slalom paddles, Lendal crank shafts with
Nomad Razor blades, used by
international slalom paddler, £70 ono
each. Various paddling kit/equip,
various prices. Give me a call. Contact
Matt, 01909 487416.
Dagger Legend 15, the best all round
canoe; ﬂat water, sea, sailing and white
water, it does it all both solo and tandem.
Webbing seats and solo kneeling thwart
ﬁtted with thigh straps, bang plates and
airbags bow and stern. The hull has
never been breached; it has the usual
scrapes and dinks but there is still plenty
for life left in it. Need a larger tripping
canoe, hence sale. Can be viewed. £625.
Poole (01202) 678530.
Brand new Voyager fast touring and
sea kayak. Bought, never used. L 445cm.
W 62cm. Weight 21kg. Spraydeck and
hatch cover. £295. View Oxted, Surrey.
Tel 01883 712516.
Pyranha kayaks: Master 2 (2001/2)
ﬁtted with retractable skeg, red/yellow,
12 boats available, £140.00 each. S6F 192
Synchro 4 spec (2004), orange/yellow,
£290.00. S6F 193 Synchro 4 spec (2004),
yellow/orange, £290.00. S6 200 Synchro
Base with upgrade (2004), yellow,
£290.00. I4M Synchro 5 spec (2005), red,
£350.00. I4L Synchro 5 spec (2005),
orange, £350.00. Other kayaks: Dagger
Freefall LT, multicolour, £150.00.
Lettmann, £100.00. Other craft: Jenneau
Commando (1995) with Mariner 9.9 2
stroke o/b engine (1991) plus fuel tank,
£699.00. Topper sailing dinghy (1993)
with new sail, £499.00. Contact Martin
Plain, 01628 483252.
Canoeist right up to Dec 94. WW
magazines from 1973. Canoeing in Britain
from Dec 1970. Canoe Focus, various.
Feedback, 1982/83. Canoeing, 1971/74.
Telegraph mag with Richard Fox in. They
are available for collection. Patrick
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Thorn, info@patrick-thorn.co.uk, near
Windsor, Berks.
Robson NRG with overthruster,
yellow and black, very good condition
(little used). £400 ono. Email
billhammond@fsmail.net. Tel 07963
797894.

Vacancies
Crawley Canoe Club, casual kayak
instructor, Wednesday evenings,
occasional Saturdays/school holidays.
Hours to suit. £7.50 to £10 per hour. For
more information please call Paula,
07881 78 1838 .

Periodical Publishers Association
Independent Publisher Awards

Inaugural
Achievement Award
winner
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Based on the acclaimed
coastal guide series, this is the
book which has been most
often requested from Canoeist.
The most detailed boater’s
guide available to the British
coast in a single volume, it is
appropriate for those making
day trips as well as those
undertaking circumnavigations.
Full of sound and practical
advice, it gives essential
guidance on aspects of safety
and has an exhaustive
directory of useful information.
The text is fully illustrated
with coloured mapping and
photographs. This is an
invaluable resource for anyone
venturing out onto Britain’s
coastal waters.
Foreword by Sean Morley.
Size A4
357 pages
724 photographs
63 maps
Soft cover
0 85288 906 0
1st edition June 2006
Price £29.50

